New Ideas For a Memorable Christmas at Home

Special Sections:
- complete champagne Cookbook
- the sound approach music at home
Mrs. Julio de Diego, charming collector of modern art, and one of the ten best dressed women in New York, entertains the Debutante Committee for the coming Colonial Ball at Madison Square Garden to raise funds for the restoration of George Washington’s Distillery.

Joan Smith will represent Massachusetts, Georgia Washington will represent Virginia, Joannelle Lafitte, Louisiana, and Andrea Jackson, South Carolina, in the tableau depicting their ancestors.

Herself a relative of the Colonial hero who gave his name to Fort Lee, Mrs. de Diego is a playwright and author of distinction, whose works have been translated into many languages and dialects, including the Southern, and she has traveled widely.

Mrs. de Diego says, “I always carry my own linens with me, and on my last world tour I took only Springmaids. They are everywhere considered the best example of American superiority.

In Calicut a Nabob forced his way into my bedroom and I was terribly frightened until I found he only wanted to unravel a sheet to see how the smooth yarns were spun. In Yokohama a pillowcase was stolen off my bed by a Japanese spy so they could try to copy the lustre of the finish.

“The Boy of Algiers is now wearing a fitted sheet as a dinner coat, and the Sultana of Tarawak has made quite a riotous romper out of a purple percale pillowcase.

“In Monte Carlo they used one of my green sheets to cover a casino table, which inspired the Duchess von Bourbon who is an ex-chambermaid, to double her bets and break the bank.”
Meet two stars of picture and sound

The star on the left is Ezio Pinza, currently starring in the Hit Broadway Musical "Fanny" at the Majestic Theatre.

The star on the right comes from a musical family with a 44-year history of sterling performances. It is the Magnavox Modern Theatre, a true High Fidelity television receiver artfully executed to delight the eye, whether the dial is turned on or off. The Modern Theatre is one of the many, many Magnavox receivers—in provincial, modern and traditional design. Receivers that are, at once, fine instruments and fine furniture. See and hear them—as well as Magnavox High Fidelity radio-phonographs—at your Magnavox dealer's. His name is listed under Magnavox in the television section of your classified phone directory.

Mr. Pinza's Magnavox is the 21" Modern Theatre in oak—a magnificent 30-tube instrument with Chromatic Optical Filter, outstanding TV performance, plus AM-FM radio and 3-speed automatic phonograph. With two speakers, priced at $425.00. Other combinations of this style in a wide variety of finishes—from $298.50 to $450. (VHF)

The Constellation—in a handsome contemporary cabinet of Syntex Mahogany or scuff-proof Magnatex (Cordovan or Blond) with top controls and an 8" speaker. VHF prices start at $199.50

The Magnificent
Magnavox

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY, FORT WAYNE 4, INDIANA

Prices subject to change without notice
the things that money can't buy...

come into your home with a Steinway

The Steinway teaches lessons that are useful through life. The child, gaining keyboard experience, develops confidence through doing and the will to rise above pushbutton living. Artists and amateurs honor the Steinway for its technical perfection, its glowing voice and rugged long life. Today's Steinway, with Diaphragmatic Soundboard® and Accelerated Action®, is the result of more than 100 years of piano making. Giving so much in happiness for so many years, the Steinway is the most durable and therefore the least expensive of pianos. It is an investment that pays dividends in pleasure and achievement, too.

The Steinway is the choice of great artists. The almost endless list includes names like EUGENE ISTOMIN, the famous young American pictured at right, and Guido Cantelli, Gulda, Leonard Hamber, Myra Hess, Eugene List, Menuhin, Gerald Moore, Michael Rabin, Serkin, William Steinberg, Tureck and many, many others...

also nearly all of the nation's leading orchestras, radio and television stations.

Our booklet, "How to Choose Your Piano," will be sent free if you write Steinway & Sons, Steinway Hall, 109 West 57th Street, New York.
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Memories of flickering candlelight and sweet fragrances stored in the mind of a child endure long after beautiful toys have been put aside. Here, sister and brother preview the family dinner table transformed for a holiday party. Table and chairs, A. Stair & Co. Silver, Robert Ensko. Linen, Marghab Shop, Georg Jensen. Glasses, Baccarat & Porthault. Bathrobes, Lord & Taylor. Photograph Frances McLaughlin.

If you have specific questions on home furnishings, houses or gardens shown in this issue, please write to House & Garden Reader Service, 429 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Soft, warm carpet adds so much to Christmas

More than anything else you can buy for your home, carpet says warmth, comfort, a snug home.

For Christmas — and for the days after Christmas, the years after that, carpet goes on living with you and giving to you. Carpet quiets the hundreds of noises that go with family living. It provides safety for children at play or adults in a hurry.

Carpet gives so much and asks so little in care, in time and in money. It costs far less than you’d expect to pay — with budget terms, only pennies a day.

So, see the wonderful new styles and colors at your store now. Give carpet or have carpet this Christmas.

HOME MEANS MORE—WITH CARPET ON THE FLOOR
MORE QUIET, COMFORT, BEAUTY, SAFETY, EASIER CARE

Buy carpets designed and made for the American way of life by these American manufacturers: Armstrong • Beattie • Bigelow • Downs • Firth • Guilston • Hardwick & Magee • Hightstown • Holmes • Karastan • Leedom • Lees • Magee • Masland • Mohawk • Nye-Wall • Philadelphia Carpet • Roxbury • Sanford • Alexander Smith CARPET INSTITUTE, INC., 350 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
Here are four wonderful ways to make someone’s Yuletide brighter! These smart Verplex lamps not only flatter any decor, but can be simply adjusted to heights from 36” to 60” (study lamp from 22” to 29”). No screws to turn... no gadgets... yet they stay securely at the desired height! Choose from enameled white, green, mocha or brick, with smart brass accents and nubby textured beige boucle shades.

- A. Modern Bridge Lamp about $21.50
- B. Floor Lamp about... $21.50
- C. Study Lamp about... $16.95
- D. Swing Arm floor lamp about $21.50

Prices slightly higher in the West.

THE VERPLEX COMPANY
ESSEX, CONNECTICUT

TABLE LAMPS • FLOOR LAMPS • PIN-UP LAMPS • LAMP AND TABLE COMBINATIONS • REPLACEMENT SHADES
Ogden Nash, whose hilarious gymnastics in verse have delighted us for years, pleads to Santa Claus for a return of spacious living, on page 96. Humorist Nash's true love is verse, but he also is a song writer, theatre lyricist, and panelist on TV's weekly Masquerade Party. Robert C. Osborn, artist and cartoonist, lovingly limns both O. Nash and S. Claus in wonderfully zany illustrations for the Nash verses, page 96. He has studied and painted in Wisconsin, the Chicago Art Institute, Yale, and in Paris, Rome and Spain. Early inspirations: Cézanne, Christian mosaics, bull fights. He received the Legion of Merit for war drawings, has published five cartoon books, and is a nationally known illustrator. Richardson Wright's editorial How Still the Night! (page 90) appeared in 1945, the first Christmas after the war. Clipped and treasured by a generation of readers, it is affectionately reprinted for those who missed it. Mr. Wright, editor of H&G from 1914-1950 and a noted horticulturist, has written some 35 books. Composer, author, critic and radio commentator Deems Taylor begins our music portfolio with The Rising Sound of Music in Our Homes, page 121. His works include three grand operas, orchestral suites, choral and symphonic pieces, music for stage and screen. Yehudi Menuhin, master-virtuoso of the violin, has played to spellbound standing room for 25 years, in Europe, India, Japan, North and South America, Israel, Australia, New Zealand, the U. S. and South America. On page 122 he gives encouraging advice to amateurs on how to choose a musical instrument. Few American artists have captured the haunting color of the Southwest as has Peter Hurd. From his brush comes what playwright Paul Horgan calls "the pour and clash of light in his marvelous skies, the grand, arrested tumble of earth forms..." From Mr. Hurd's pen comes a painter's appreciation of his native New Mexico, on page 85. George Hickey III, architect of a new kind of traditional house (page 135), remodeled his grandparents' carriage house at the age of 16. His current record is over 40 houses in ten years. His aim: a balance of dignity and classicism, combined with modern materials and a livable indoor-outdoor plan. Of antiques he says: "they are at home in today's houses, particularly if the house has a suggestion of period detail." When scenic designer Bill Riva and his actress wife Maria apply their talents to yuletide decorations around the house, the result is fabulous. The Rivas' creations to surprise their sons on Christmas day are described on page 92. Myra Waldo, author of The Complete Champagne Cook Book, page 111, proves that the addition of this golden froth lifts party dishes to Lucullan heights. An unflagging traveler, she tasted her way around the globe to compile her Round-The-World Cook Book, published by Doubleday.
CARLTON Stainless Steel Sinks provide...

The bright spot in your kitchen

...yet cost you not a penny more

Sinks of Stainless Steel are the last word in practicality and sparkling beauty. A Carlton Stainless Steel Sink gives the finishing touch to a truly modern kitchen. Its silvery sheen blends with every color scheme. It is kept spotlessly clean as easily as washing a glass. No surface enamel to chip or crack and the exclusive sparkle finish improves with use. Rubberized undercoating hushes dish clatter and reduces garbage disposal noise to a whisper . . . Ask your Master Plumber, your Builder, or Architect to show you how in Carlton Stainless Steel Sinks you get the best, either for new home construction or for modernizing your present kitchen . . . and without having it cost you a penny extra. Send today for our Free Folder No. 87, Carrollton Manufacturing Company (Sink Division), Carrollton, Ohio.
Money-saving news for all gift shoppers starts with House & Garden...the smart and thrifty gift that's so easy to give...the gift that so many homemakers would really appreciate...look forward to each month of the year...12 exciting issues...news in decorating, color, entertaining, recipes, houses and plans, air conditioning, remodeling, home maintenance, gardening, travel, music...a yearful of ideas for good living. Check your list...then fill in and mail the attached order card which enables you to send additional subscriptions at big savings (you save $2.00 on each extra order)!

Special Christmas gift prices

One Christmas gift subscription, new or renewal, is $5.00.
Additional subscriptions, only $3.00 (you save $2.00)!
Your own subscription, new or renewal, may be included.
To announce your gift, we will send a handsome card in your name, marked "Do not open until Christmas."
Start your Christmas shopping right here...write now!
Christmas morning...The whole family rushes into the living room. Right there, next to the Christmas tree, is your gift to them—a new RCA Victor TV set! You wait for just the right moment...turn it on...and watch Color come into their lives.

Eyes widen...faces light up. And no wonder—for this is new, exciting 21-inch Color Television by RCA Victor!

The year around—day and night—they'll enjoy the wonders of Color TV. Spectacular musicals, children's programs, sports events, drama—all alive with Color!

Of course, because RCA pioneered and developed Compatible Color, the same set brings you all your favorite black-and-white programs in black-and-white, too.

So visit your RCA Victor dealer this week. There's still time to give your family the nicest Christmas gift—Big Color by RCA Victor!
Just what the doctor (and the decorator) ordered...

New Beautyrest Chairs

with a living-room look

Now—for the first time—Simmons offers a lounge chair just for ladies. You'd never suspect that a chair with such feminine, graceful lines could open up into a chair with such healthful, restful comfort.

Automatic foot extension lets you stretch out full length—every tired inch of you relaxed by the same coils as in a Beautyrest® mattress. Choice of fabrics and colors. Only $119.50.

Good-by to that bulky look! Here's a chair you'll be proud to have in your living room. And this off-the-floor model is just as comfortable as it is attractive. You'll hear a sigh of contentment when your husband stretches out, completely relaxed by famous Beautyrest comfort.

Automatic foot and head extension, TV-Tilt top. In a wide choice of colors and fabrics. Only $169.50.

Look For These Features

TV-Tilt top in many models exclusive with Simmons. Relax, watch TV, too.

New "off-the-floor" styling matches your living room furniture.

By the same craftsmen who make Beautyrest mattresses and Hide-A-Bed® sofas.

Choose from several styles for Christmas!

Channel Back Club in durable nylon. Choice of colors. $179.50.


**See the new Beautyrest Chairs by Simmons at these fine furniture and department stores.**

### ALABAMA
- Anchor: Eckman's
- Fairbanks: Neid's

### ALASKA
- Anchorage: Eklämann's
- Fairbanks: Neid's

### ARIZONA
- Phoenix: Dickson Furniture
- Yuma: Imperial Hardware & Furn. Co.

### ARKANSAS
- Little Rock: Bryant's
- North Little Rock: Louisville Furniture
- Hot Springs: Imperial Furniture Co.

### CALIFORNIA
- San Francisco: G. S. Coon Street Furniture Co.
- Los Angeles: Wards Furniture Co.
- San Bernardino: Connell's
- San Diego: Mrs. Childs Furniture Co.
- Santa Barbara: Adair's

### COLORADO
- Colorado Springs: Furniture Mart
- Denver: Furniture Mart
- Fort Collins: Furniture Mart

### CONNECTICUT
- Bridgeport: Stanley Furniture Co.
- Hartford: Furniture Mart

### DELAWARE
- Wilmington: Furniture Mart
- Dover: Furniture Mart

### FLORIDA
- Jacksonville: Furniture Mart
- St. Petersburg: Furniture Mart
- Miami: Furniture Mart

### GEORGIA
- Atlanta: Furniture Mart
- Brunswick: Furniture Mart
- Savannah: Furniture Mart

### ILLINOIS
- Chicago: Furniture Mart
- Peoria: Furniture Mart

### INDIANA
- Indianapolis: Furniture Mart
- Fort Wayne: Furniture Mart

### IOWA
- Des Moines: Furniture Mart
- Cedar Rapids: Furniture Mart

### KANSAS
- Kansas City: Furniture Mart
- Topeka: Furniture Mart

### KENTUCKY
- Louisville: Furniture Mart
- Lexington: Furniture Mart

### LOUISIANA
- New Orleans: Furniture Mart
- Baton Rouge: Furniture Mart

### MAINE
- Portland: Furniture Mart
- Lewiston: Furniture Mart

### MARYLAND
- Baltimore: Furniture Mart
- Annapolis: Furniture Mart

### MICHIGAN
- Detroit: Furniture Mart
- Grand Rapids: Furniture Mart

### MINNESOTA
- Minneapolis: Furniture Mart
- St. Paul: Furniture Mart

### MISSOURI
- St. Louis: Furniture Mart
- Kansas City: Furniture Mart

### MONTANA
- Billings: Furniture Mart
- Missoula: Furniture Mart

### NEBRASKA
- Omaha: Furniture Mart
- Lincoln: Furniture Mart

### NEVADA
- Las Vegas: Furniture Mart
- Reno: Furniture Mart

### NEW JERSEY
- Newark: Furniture Mart
- Jersey City: Furniture Mart

### NEW MEXICO
- Albuquerque: Furniture Mart
- Santa Fe: Furniture Mart

### NEW YORK
- New York City: Furniture Mart
- Buffalo: Furniture Mart

### NEW YORK (Long Island)
- Long Island: Furniture Mart

### NORTH CAROLINA
- Charlotte: Furniture Mart
- Raleigh: Furniture Mart

### OHIO
- Columbus: Furniture Mart
- Cincinnati: Furniture Mart

### OKLAHOMA
- Oklahoma City: Furniture Mart
- Tulsa: Furniture Mart

### OREGON
- Portland: Furniture Mart
- Eugene: Furniture Mart

### PENNSYLVANIA
- Philadelphia: Furniture Mart
- Pittsburgh: Furniture Mart

### RHODES ISLAND
- Providence: Furniture Mart
- Warwick: Furniture Mart

### SOUTH CAROLINA
- Columbia: Furniture Mart
- Charleston: Furniture Mart

### TEXAS
- Houston: Furniture Mart
- Dallas: Furniture Mart

### UTAH
- Salt Lake City: Furniture Mart
- Ogden: Furniture Mart

### VERMONT
- Burlington: Furniture Mart
- Montpelier: Furniture Mart

### WISCONSIN
- Milwaukee: Furniture Mart
- Madison: Furniture Mart

### WASHINGTON
- Seattle: Furniture Mart
- Spokane: Furniture Mart

### WEST VIRGINIA
- Charleston: Furniture Mart
- Wheeling: Furniture Mart

### WISCONSIN (Madison)
- Madison: Furniture Mart

### WYOMING
- Cheyenne: Furniture Mart
- Laramie: Furniture Mart

---

**See the new Beautyrest Chairs by Simmons at these fine furniture and department stores.**
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In addition to the listings above, there is an advertisement for the new Beautyrest Chairs by Simmons at these fine furniture and department stores.
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Much of the holiday season belongs to children or is shared with the Glittering Christmas tree and the bethlehem gifts beneath it are magic symbols that stir wonder and excitement in the eyes of children. Yet there are pleasures of the season that are exclusively adult. Some are named The Mull, The Eggnog, The Bishop, The Negus—mouth-warming potions that induce warmth and good fellowship during the time between the birth of Christmas and the stroke of midnight on Twelfth Night. These traditional holiday drinks, invented by our ancestors in many lands, are among the particularly special rewards of being grown up.

**THE MULL.** Probably the oldest of the holiday drinks is the Mull, usually a wine that has been spiced, sweetened and heated. A traditional recipe calls for heating a bottle of wine with a little water just to the boiling point. While it is cooking, separate the yolks and whites of 9 eggs, beat the yolks with a little water just to the boiling point. While it is cooking, separate the yolks and whites of 9 eggs, beat the yolks, gradually adding

---

*continued on page 145*
INFANT OF PRAGUE

This small statue is made of high glaze ceramic which is decorated with the red and gold colors traditional of The Infant. It is the perfect object for your devotional niche or for the nursery. About 5½” high. $2 plus 50c for postage and handling. Order from Religious Art Guild, Department HG12, 131 First St., Peoria 17, Illinois.

A JEWEL of a jewel box: the mirror three-drawer cabinet shown here. The construction under the mirror surface is sturdy, the draw pulls are Lucite. Available plain or decorated with flowers. 7” x 6” x 4”. $6.95. A four-drawer box (not shown) is 9” x 7” x 6”. $9.95. Postpaid. Order from Beemak Plastics, HG12, 3450 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles.

“Hang it” watch is a dressed up version of the railroad engineer’s open face timepiece. The case is metal finished in wonderful colors: bright red, emerald green, teal blue or jet black. Note the bold black numerals! The leather strap matches the color of case. $6.95. Postpaid. Tax included. Order from Montagne, Department HG12, Verona, N. J.

Ultimate luxury: satin sheets and pillow cases! Shown here is a set which comes in two sizes: two double sheets and two cases or two twin size sheets and two cases. Colors: white, pink, blue, gold, red, black. And they wash easily. $28.95 ppd. for either set. $42.95 for king size. Add $5.00 for monogram on cases. Ruth Brawer, Box 4035, Tucson.
AROUND

order, as few of them handle c.o.d.'s. You may return for refund any item not personalized if you return it promptly by insured mail and in an unused condition.

Hard to find. Provincial mirror sconces are coveted but not many people succeed in locating them. These beauties have tole backs, concave tole reflectors; each is set with 128 pieces of mirror. $16.95 postpaid the pair, electrified; $12.95 postpaid as candle holders. And wonderful either way! Order from Jeff Elliott, Department HG, Statesville, N.C.

For the 19th hole the man in your life needs this bottle and can opener. The steel shaft and working parts are made of steel finished in chromium. The finial is an honest-to-goodness golf ball! It's the perfect accessory for golf bag. About 4" long x 2" wide. $2. postpaid. Order from Nob Hill House, Department HG12, Box 1592, San Francisco, California.

English import: exquisite violet perfume from Devonshire. One whiff of this enchanting scent makes you think of dappled fields of sunlight, of shady slopes where violets grow. It comes in a squat bottle made of milk glass which is hand decorated with green leaves and violet color flowers. $1.65. Postpaid. From Walter Drake, Drake Building, Colorado Springs.

A Hummel ceramic is always a joy to contemplate. Shown here is her version of "The Good Shepherd". It is 6½" high and finished in lovely colors, $5.95. The companion piece, "The Little Tooter", is equally charming! It is 4" high x 2" wide, $3.95. Postpaid. Order from The Hildegarde Studios, Department HG12, 597 Farmington Avenue, Hartford 5, Connecticut.

CHRISTMAS IDEA...from Bonwit's Gift Shop

Modern Porcelains
Plaid patterns, on fine porcelain boxes and trays; ours exclusively. Give them in groups, in pairs. Large box, 21.50; medium size, 17.50; small, 8.00. Large tray, 5.00, small, 4.50. Yellow and green plaids, red and green plaids.

NEW YORK WHITE PLAINS BOSTON CHICAGO CLEVELAND PALM BEACH

ENGLISH PICKLE JAR

We can think of nothing that will make a nicer gift for yourself or that extra special someone than our imported pickle jar. Square jar is pressed glass set in silver pickle stand with its own pickle fork hanging on the side. A little glass "dripjar" is attached to the stand to catch juice drips from the fork. A truly hand-some gift. Postpaid $5.95.

"Top of the Morning"—from the top of your Garden wall—with all the pomp and swish of the King of the Walk. Imported English lead ROOSTER 23 in. high. Price $115.00 f.o.b. New York. Write for our illustrated Catalogue of Garden Ornaments in Stone and Metal. 10c, please, for mailing. Visit our Galleries.

ERKINS STUDIOS
38 West 40th St., New York 18, N. Y.

"Renaissance" ANGELS
Beautifully detailed reproductions from the "golden age of Art" in a lovely antique gold finish with handpainted natural skin-tone accents. 4½" high x 4½" wide, they can be hung from your Xmas tree, used in hundreds of ways with greens or centerpieces and after the Holidays they'll thrill your children as Nursery wall decorations. $2.50 the pair, PPD. No C.O.D.'s please. Write for free gift catalog.
ROYAL HOLLAND PEWTER TEA SET
$39.50 POSTPAID

- A magnificent gift for Christmas. Its distinguished beauty and fine craftsmanship will be cherished always. Graceful tea set, handmade by skilled Dutch craftsmen. Its satin finish requires no polishing . . . will never tarnish. Just soap and water cleaning will keep its rich luster always.

Includes creamer, sugar, coffee pot and tea pot—keeps beverages piping hot. Always ready for immediate use. Fits gracefully into modern or traditional decor. A gift for all the family to enjoy. 15" polished walnut tray rimmed in pewter—$28. Send 10c for complete catalog of Royal Holland Pewter.

Wigg's
Established 1902
24 WEST HURON ST., PONTIAC, MICH.

FLOWER MADONNA
Original Hummel with indented signature "M. I. Hummel." Beautiful and inspiring work of art. 9" high, ceramic.
white $7.95 handpainted $14.50

GRACEFUL ANGELS
white 6 asstd. $5.75 3 asstd. $3.75
handpainted 6 asstd. $12.00 3 asstd. $6.00
A lifetime cherished possession, prized postpaid. * order from
Hildegarde Studios
Dept. HG
597 Farmington Ave., Hartford 5, Conn.

FLOWER MADONNA
Original Hummel with indented signature "M. I. Hummel." Beautiful and inspiring work of art. 9" high, ceramic.
white $7.95 handpainted $14.50

GRACEFUL ANGELS
white 6 asstd. $5.75 3 asstd. $3.75
handpainted 6 asstd. $12.00 3 asstd. $6.00
A lifetime cherished possession, prized postpaid. * order from
Hildegarde Studios
Dept. HG
597 Farmington Ave., Hartford 5, Conn.

SHOPPING AROUND

De luxe accent for a distinguished entrance door: a solid brass medallion marked with a black inscription. The brass is treated to resist tarnish, the letters are hand engraved. The adhesive rubber cushion secures it to any surface. 7" x 1", it will take a name up to 20 letters. $1.95 postpaid.

Send for our complete catalog of thiswide variety of items.

WAVERLY

A teen-age girl likes everything she owns marked with her identity. For the Junior Miss on your list we show this bracelet. It's made of plastic marked with a full name and the name of a school. Black or gray with white letters; white with red or black. $1.00 ppd. for one. International Industries, 11454 Washington Blvd., Culver City, Calif.

Squaw moccasins. This is a delightful pair of sport shoes. Beautifully made of unbroken calfskin, they have built-in air foam rubber inner sole, flexible leather outer soles. You'll live in these once you've worn a pair! Sizes: 5 to 10; widths: slim, narrow and medium. $9.95 postpaid. Order from Western Brands, Dept. HG12, Box 996, Estes Park, Col.

STEAK HOUSE 8. GARDEN

MEMENTO of DIXIE

Handsome trivet showing the GREAT SEAL OF THE CONFEDERACY

In developing this useful and attractive trivet, Virginia Metalcrafters of Wytheboro, Virginia, has surrounded the Great Seal of the Confederacy with appropriate symbols of the time. Each in 5" in diameter with protective rubber feet.

Solid Brass . . . . . . $3.25 postpaid
Black brass . . . . . . $1.25 postpaid

Send for our complete catalog of this and other custom wedding gifts.

Complimentary cards mailed with first names. 1½" x 2½". 500 for $5.00 or 100 for 25c.

Send for our complete catalog of this and other custom wedding gifts.

No C.O.D.'s please

HOLIDAY HOUSE
212 Boulevard Theatre Bldg.
Upper Montclair, N. J.

BRASS DINNER BELL
Exquisite in heavy solid brass with graceful ornamental handle, medallions "'28." Also thoughtful gift for the invalid. 3½" high, imported polished brass. $1.00.

ADHERE to STAY
Safely cases for glasses. Safety spring clip holds case firmly in pocket. Glasses are removed from case without taking case out. Also, case so constructed that when leaning over, glasses do not fall out. Saddle leather. $1.50 includes postage.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

EDITH CHAPMAN
260 Main Street
Nyack, N. Y.

BRASS EGG TIMER
Handomly detailed 3-minute beauty in gleaming solid brass. A decorative and practical for kitchen or dining room distance action, 3" high. A gem.

FREE—our big catalog, full of unusual gift ideas. Write us!

N O B H I L L H O U S E
Box 1592, Dept. 2-G
San Francisco 1, California
WONDERFUL GIFTS COME IN THIS "PACKAGE"!

Just look inside our "package" of gala gift suggestions...some for now, some for the months to come. Each and every one is priced to pamper your budget, give you the maximum value for every buying dollar! You'll want at least a few for yourself, a horde for gifts!

SNOWMAN ON SKIS
A roly-poly fellow, ready to decorate your table all winter long. He's dressed to simulate the snowman children love so well...wears black felt hat, bright red scarf and cool black button. In white band metal, 12" long x 9½ high. $3.95 ppd. (Candles not included.)

ROYAL CANDELABRA
9 branch candelabra, beautifully interpreted in gleaming brass with see-through design as lovely as it is delicate in scale. Measures 14½" tall. Add 10" tapers for a slender, elegant look! $6.95 ppd. Candles not included. Box of 9 tapers, $1.00.

CHRISTMAS TREE SKIRT
To brighten the Christmas tree, a sparkling felt skirt. 3½" in diameter! It's lavishly decorated with beautifully detailed Christmas motifs on a red or white background. And best of all, it prevents pine needles from scattering over your rug! $7.95 ppd.

CHRISTMAS CARD RIBBON
For keeping your favorite cards on view! Our Christmas card ribbon is 4 feet long when fully unfurled...holds up to 24 cards, complete with clips for fastening them. Red or white satin with charming Yuletide decorations. Ready to hang. $1.95 ppd.

SHIP'S CANDLESTICK SCONCE
Our fine heritage of Early American candle holders shines through in these authentic 6½" reproductions of a ship's candlestick sconce. Encased in fine lemon brass, it looks particularly effective on a night table, mantel or hanging on the wall. Its beautiful finish is permanently protected by lacquer. $9.95 each; $19.50 pair, ppd.

CERAMIC SANTA ASHTRAY
But you might want to use him as a jelly dish, relish holder, and mint and nut server, too! He's made of snowy white ceramic with red "hat" and one rakish winking eye, 6½ x 3½". $1.00 ppd.

CARILLON CLUSTER
Even the Christmas carolers won't sound more joyous notes than these merry bells bells! They're attached to red metal "ribbons," are festooned with traditional red berries, cones and greenery. Cluster measures 5½" x 11"; has two suction cups. $1.50 ppd.

MISTLETOE CANDLESTICKS
Charming candle holders, 4" high, one so romantic for the holiday season. Made of metal "ribbons" decked with gold or green sparkles, topped with mistletoe. An old David's legend gives the man the right to kiss his lady fair when mistletoe goes out. $1.95 pr., ppd. (Candles not included.)

JINGLE BELLS
The perfect Christmas decoration for your front door! Five gleaming brass bells drop from a 10" birch log festooned with ribbon, berries, pine cones and greenery. Bells give rich resonant ring. Fat hand bead, use soap and water or oil on suction cups. Gift boxed. $1.95 ppd.

PRANCER, THE PARTY REINDEER
White sculptured wire complete with all the fixings...16 multicolor toothpicks for hors d'oeuvres or gum drops, two red candles to match his red nose, and a styrofoam ball firmly inserted in his rump. 9" x 12". Let Prancer initiate the holiday festivities! $1.00 ppd.

HURRICANE LAMP
Such a versatile way to show off slender tapers. Fine lemon brass hurricane lamp has a detachable glass chimney and a fine lacquer coating to protect its gleaming finish. Without chimney, it's an attractive candle holder 14½" tall overall. $10.95 ppd.

SORRY, NO Co.D.'S.
YOUR OWN PORTRAIT
Painted in Oils or Pastels
Sitters or Photo
Specialists in Portraits with a LIVING LIKENESS
Enduring Museum Quality, at a Sensible Price.

BURNETT ART GALLERY
215 West 57th Street
N. Y. 19, N. Y.

A GOOD SIGN FOR YOUR HOME
A welcome sight when friends come calling. This attractive sign is made of lasting aluminum finished in rich black. 18" high. Your name on both sides is white—easy to read. Wrought iron bracket 14" wide. $19.50

Add 30¢ per letter for each side

COOPER LANTERN
An original Hagerstrom design, graceful in line and well made. Black finish to match sign. 19" high, 15½" wide. $24.50 with perforated sides which is attached to a hard rubber mouthpiece and let him carve and pare the bowl to his taste. This will turn into the pipe he loves best. $2.50 postpaid. Order from David P. Ehrlich Co., 207 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

CAROLER'S LANTERN
For a sharp eye on the weather you need this Wind Indicator. It is composed of three parts; the brass dial shown here, 50 feet of wire and a small brass vane which goes on the roof of your house. When the vane moves, it sends an impulse through the wire which lights the compass points on the dial. $4.95 ppd. Cape Cod Wind Indicator, Harwichport, Mass.
Lenox "CARIBBEE" so lovely and yet so practical

Be the proudest bride the sun shines on and start with one of the world’s great chinas, Lenox. And you’ll be the most complimented bride if your choice is the Caribbee pattern.

Caribbee’s soft elegance makes even a “come to simple supper” invitation seem special. Lenox China just naturally creates a special atmosphere, anytime! Lenox makes only one quality of china, the finest, whether it’s for your table or that of Presidents and Kings.

Lovely Lenox not only has live-forever beauty, but the surprising strength of lifetime quality. Even if you use it daily, Lenox will outlast many sets of “compromise china”. That’s why you’ll be a practical bride if you choose the loveliest china, Lenox.

"CARIBBEE" 5 pc. place setting (dinner, dessert or salad, butter plates; cup, saucer) $22.95. Single pieces also available. Most stores extend convenient payment service. Start with your complete set!

For the name of your dealer, pattern-price leaflets in color, and informative "Reference Book of Fine China", send 25c to Lenox, Inc., Dept. M77, Trenton N.J.
Over a century of working with solid woods enables Unique's Master Wood Workers to build furniture from extremely hard, solid pecan wood. The exceptionally beautiful grain is reflected richly in the clear soft finish. Illustrated is a setting from the open stock dining room group.

For Your Treasure House—

**Distinctive Sabine Pecan**

in SOLID PECAN from the heart of native forests in Louisiana

Plan a delightful bedroom with a choice of pieces you will treasure forever. The durable, stable quality of solid pecan permits rendering of the soft-flowing, shaped and curved tops, and smoothly-shaped, raised panels.

Occasional pieces with molded foam rubber cushions are ideal to combine with dining room groupings for combination living-and dining areas, so popular in homes today.

Write for name of dealer nearest you. Complete portfolio picturing the entire Sabine Solid Pecan Group; the Old Salem Collection in Solid Honduras Mahogany, as well as bedroom and dining room groups in Solid White Ash and Solid Knotty Pine. Send 25¢ in coin to Unique Furniture Makers, Dept. H4244, Winston-Salem, N.C.

_Unique_

Winston-Salem, North Carolina

Master Woodworkers Since 1854
Custom-made draperies can be inexpensively priced if you take advantage of the service given by Toni Moran. We show here a swatch of the fine fabric used by this concern in fashioning curtains. Send for color and fabric samples. Draperies will be made to your specifications. A brochure is available. Toni Moran Studio, Box 203, S. Pasadena, California.

A touch of luxury: the snow-white foxtail muff. In line with the new elegance for evening, this muff will add the perfect note to your after-dark satins and velvets. It's large (15" x 14") and it is identical on both sides. Lining is white satin fitted with a zipper purse. $29.50 ppd. Federal tax included. From Harold J. Rubin, 52 East 56th St., N. Y.

The dog show has no finer winners than the handsome dogs shown here. Of course these are made of rubber but they squeal just as realistically. Touch one anywhere and it will give a characteristic greeting. Shown here is a black and white cocker spaniel and a spirited gray poodle. $8.95 for one; $4.25 the pair. Ppd. The Krebs, HG, Westerly, R. I.

Mix or match your coverlet and dust ruffle. The Everglaze chintz set shown here comes in 16 colors! Note the diamond-design, the graceful scallop edge. Send 10c for set of color swatches. $12.95 for twin coverlet; $13.95 for double; $27.50 for king; $6.95 for twin ruffle; $7.95 for full. Add 90c postage. Colten's, 1351 Beacon St., Brookline, Mass.

The telephone is on view and in use almost constantly. Why don't you dress it up in a boutique cover like the one shown here? Made of plastic in white, gold, pink or gray, it is studded with fake pearls, jewels and rhinestones. Note: available only for telephones with 5½" x 7½" base. $7.50 ppd. Mastercraft, 212 Summer St., Boston.

SHOPPING AROUND

Exquisite Sterling Silver Forks, each with its own lovely flower. Gold-plated tines. For Lemon, Hor d'oeuvres, Pickles, 4½ inches long. Set of 4; $6.95. 4 Demitasse Spoons to match (Sterling Silver) $8.90.

Dessert Patterns—Authentic designs beautifully wrought in solid Sterling. Free for gift giving. (A) Flore­lette, $7.00. (B) English, $5.00. (C) French, $5.00. (D) Calli­fornia, $7.00. Neoxy Sterling Silver chain and clasp in­cluded. Every item of hand-wrought Sterling Silver. No silver plating to wear off. Write for free catalog of Silverware and Jewelry. We pay taxes and postage.

THE JAMAICA SILVERSMITH, Dept. H-12
79-32 164 Street, Jamaica 2, New York

Sterling Silver Never Wears Out Its Welcome!


Dress Steamer in solid Sterling Silver. Perfect gift. $36.00. Set of 4 Demitasse Spoons. $13.00. Also, Set of 4 Salad-Fork Spoons, $9.50.

A lovely, hand-made Hawks Bill Knife in solid Sterling Silver. Silver Plate on Cherry Wood. $31.50. Also, a Menu Cover, $10.95. A Touch of Luxury: A Silver Plate on Wood Box, $21.50.

Announcement

Stunning Guard Rings

Costume jewelry is a fantastic field these days! Here is a smashing Guard Ring with Guard Chain—wrought of solid Sterling Silver. Great material for any home, $5.00 each.

A Touch of Luxury:

HOLLY SPRAYS-WREATHS

Selected Oregon English

FOR CHRISTMAS

Say "Merry Christmas" the traditional way with beautiful green, gumnor, and gold (Sterling Silver) Holly sprays and wreaths. Carefully selected. Framed for long life. Ideal for gifts and home decoration. Elegant cards enclosed. Holly shipped about Dec. 14th. Mail list early to assure delivery.

MERRY CHRISTMAS BOX

Over a bushel of assorted-length sprays—by special order. Set of 16: $5.95. Ppd in U.S.A.

DECORATOR'S BOX

Lovely wreath, heavily encrusted with holly sprays. Outside diameter: 15". Ppd in U.S.A. $4.95.

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS

PO. BOX 4033, Dept. H-9
Tucson, Arizona

STERLING SILVER

For Christmas. No silver plating to wear off. Write for free catalog of Silverware and Jewelry. We pay taxes and postage.

THE JAMAICA SILVERSMITH, Dept. H-12
79-32 164 Street, Jamaica 2, New York

STACKING STools FROM SWEDEN

Stack...Seat...Serve

ONLY $5.95 per stool

Add $1.06 per stool for trademark.

These two-and-a-half stools are made of beechwood and upholstered in durable fabric. The cushions are stuffed with fiber. The wood is finished in high gloss finish with red decoration and chrome feet. This group is available only in red. $20.00 per set. Free Catalog. Available in quantity. Only $5.95 per stool. Shipped Express Charges Collect.

Scandicrafts
Dept. G-16, Ardsley, N. Y.
PERSONALIZED
TEA TOWEL-CALANDER
-FOR THE WALL

A "kitchen tapestry" made of pure linen 16"x29". Personalized with your name (as shown) handpainted. Beautiful four color scene and calendar decorated in fast colors. Hemmed in top for hanging. A delightful pure linen calendar gift for '56. Complete. Personalized (1 name) $1.95.

Furnished with wooden staff.

Floral patterns over all area. This will become a novel and practical tea towel for '57. Complete, personalized (1 name) $3.00. The "fine linens and gifts" shop. 15 W. 57 Street, New York, N. Y.

FREE GIFT CATALOGUE included.

PERSONALIZED Record Albums

For any 7", 10", 12" Records $1.50 or 12" Records! $2.50

The ideal gift for record enthusiasts from modern to classical! Assures proper care and storage of your favorite recordings. Now or initials of your choice are gold stamped on handsome maroon vinylite covers with rich grained leather pattern, gold tooled design. Album for twelve 12" records—$1.50. Album for twelve 10" records—$1.25. Album for ten 7" records with rich grained leather pattern, gold tooled on handsome maroon vinylite covers with — FOR THE WALL

For Santa's mail: a gay red basket like the one shown here. Hang it in the entrance hall where it will add charm and warmth to the surroundings. Made of woven willow, it is 10" high. $4.25. A companion piece for it is the Christmas card register which is covered in red corduroy. 6" square. $3.95. ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, Orange, N. J.

Old Saint Nick will be an active member of your household if you remember to hang a Santa Claus puppet on the tree. Made to fit a child's hand, this engaging character has bunny-fur beard, collar, cuffs, Boots and belt are black felt, suit cotton suade cloth. 12" high. $1.98 ppd. Order from Hobi, Dept. HG12, 15 W. 57 Street, New York, N. Y.
AROUND

Grace notes for Ihr lirn.irv table, for your Great Man's office desk: musical note book ends. Made of cast brass, each set has black ba-e-. Nnte> come in two finishes: burnished solid brass ($9.95) or lacquered in black ($4.95) postpaid. Order from Tennessee Chromium Plating Co., Department HG12, 206 Louise Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee.

Beauty in draperies can be achieved in modern, Provincial or traditional rooms if you use woven Modoka bamboo. It has the texture and hand of fine fabric. Colors: brown and natural or green and natural variegated stripes. Modestly priced! Send 25c for 8" x 10" sample. Carabao Special Products, 2750 Hyde at Beach, San Francisco, Calif.

The perfect gift for the ear: a magnetic medallion of the patron saint of travelers. Saint Christopher. It will firmly adhere to any steel surface. You may order it in two ways: in sterling silver ($4.00) or in 14K gold ($30.00). Postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Johnstone Jewels, Ltd., Dept. HG12, Waldorf Astoria Hotel, New York 18.

Merry Christmas

GOLDEN, TREE-RIPENED FLORIDA FRUIT

from Cobbs

Your friends, business associates and loved ones will say, "How thoughtful!" World famous Cobbs Golden packed Fruits and Delicacies are always excitingly received...you can give no finer gifts!

NOW IS THE TIME TO "REMEMBER NOT TO FORGET!"

This Advertisement Will Not Appear Again

Send check or money order; express charges will be prepaid. No foreign shipments except to Canada—add 15% for Canada and west of the Rockies.

Gift No. 2

Approx. 27 lbs.—Fruits 'n Jams, delectable to look at, delectable to taste...a treat for the eye and the palate. Oranges big as Oranges and Grapefruit, even bigger. Chinese Kumquats, Persimmon Limes and 3 Jars of Guava Jelly, Pineapple-Cherry Marmalade and Tropical Fruit Preserve. A magnificent assortment with all the flavor of Florida's fabulous Fruits. $7.45

Gift No. 5

Approx. 27 lbs.—Pretty as a picture, but such a treat...A festive, eye-filling Basket of all the best Fruits from our sunny Groves. Moderately priced for all Gift-giving purposes. Limited edition. $11.85

Gift No. 1

Approx. 27 lbs.—Fruits 'n Jams, a pleasant, but not so fussy fun...A festive, eye-filling Basket of all the best Fruits from our sunny Groves, perfectly priced for all Gift-giving purposes. $5.95

Gift No. 19

Approx. 25 lbs.—A magnificent assortment with all the flavor of fabulous Florida Fruits. Oranges, Cherries, Soft-shelled Pecans, Coconut Patties, our famous "Honeysuckles" and many other delicacies heaped high in a tantalizing arrangement or good taste. Sure to inspire enthusiastic Thank you letters. $14.95

Gift No. 6

Approx. 54 lbs.—Beauty and the Feast...Juice-heavy Oranges, giant sweet-sweet Grapefruit, Kumquats and Persian Limes, a sack of paper-shelled Pecans, 2 Jars of Healthful, delicious Guava Jelly, Pineapple-Cherry Marmalade and Tropical Fruit Preserve. What a Valuelt $11.85

Gift No. 4

Approx. 54 lbs.—A beautiful looking basket, stunning and dashing as sunbeams in your eyes...filled with a wide variety of all of Florida's fabulous Fruits, Oranges, Grapefruit, Limes and Kumquats. This basket is one of our most popular packages. $8.85

This Advertisement Will Not Appear Again

Let the most exciting gift under the tree say...OBEY THAT CHRISTMAS URGE...ORDER NOW!

Send check or money order; express charges will be prepaid. No foreign shipments except to Canada—add 15% for Canada and west of the Rockies.

MINIATURE "HORNS OF PLENTY"
MAKE HOLIDAY TABLES FESTIVE

Add a gay, festive air to your holiday entertaining—with these delightful miniature cornucopias. Fill them with flowers or bright, small fruit—use them as individual nut cups or for milks. Their own imagination can give them! Imported from Hong Kong, these tiny cornucopias are so unlike anything you've seen in table decorations. Waver of wicker, they measure 2½" at top, approximately 4" long. Offer a set now for the holidays—or for your special day—they will make your table look its sparkling best!

Please write for free catalog.

Set of 8, only $1.95 each. Sold

Holly Balls

UNUSUAL DECORATIVE FEATURE. Clear plastic bubbles containing spray of holly and pine cones or mistletoe. Use anywhere. Weather-proof.

MISTLETOE — 4½" diam. $1.79
HOLLY — 6½" diam. $1.97
HOLLY CENTERPIECE — 8½" diam. $1.97
10% discount in lots of 6 or more
Some Day Shipment — Postpaid

C. A. Barrington
P. O. BOX 83 BARRINGTON, R. I.

artisan gatherings

2100-812 N. Haskell
DALLAS, TEXAS
Important gift for the man in your life: a fabulous jewel tie-tack! Shown here are two exquisite ones: a faceted diamond set in platinum ($75.00) and a black star sapphire set in 14K yellow gold ($25.00). Each is perfect of its kind, each will please a man of good taste. Ppd. Tax included. Order from Merrin Jewelry, 530 Madison Ave., N. Y.

"The Weatherman" is a dependable barometer. And it will add a most distinguished note to your room. The case is made of polished brass, the dial is white and clearly marked in black. You'll be prepared for any weather if you own this precision barometer. 5 1/4" in diameter. $8.95 postpaid. Cape Cod Weather-ervanes, N. Dartmouth, Mass.

Fairy-like decoration for your candles, candelabra, or sconces: crystal bobèche to catch the candle light and the candle drippings. Any stick will be enhanced by the addition of these bobèches. $1.51 postpaid the set of 4 clear crystal; $2.71 postpaid the set of 4 etched crystal ones. Order from Paulen Crystal Company, 296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Tropical Jellies and Marmalades! Made from the ripe fruits, right where they grow, preserving in sparkling globs the exotic tropical flavors of each. Order all of kind or name mixed assort. Jellies: Guava, orange, mint, lime, papaya-tine. Marmalades: orange-pineapple-cherry, old English style orange, kumquat, black walnut conserve, guava, jama, orange blossom honey. A rare gift, greatly appreciated.

3 8-oz. jars postpaid $ 675
6 1-lb. jars, postpaid $ 475

The Weatherman

For the first time in color twinkling lights

In Color

Transform your tree into a fairyland of color-full twinkling lights

With the pictured wire frame which may be ordered in two sizes, 13- and 16-inch diameters, to slip over glass chimney or attach to harp shade holder. Lovely ruffled petticoat lamp shades may be made to match drapes or harmonize with the decorations of the home. Organdy, dimity or eyelet drapes or harmonize with the decorations of the home. Organdy, dimity or eyelet shades may be made for summer, and for winter, use the same frames to make colorful and gay collos or gingham shades. When completed, shades are removable for laundering. The wire frames may be used from year to year. With paper pattern and complete instructions for making shades (materials not included), one wire frame, postpaid.

$3.00

For additional frames in one order, add $1.50 per frame.

Jack Daniel Contraband Illinois

For the first time in color twinkling lights

The Weatherman

For the first time in color twinkling lights

Everyone loves GIFTS from Stuckey's

The royal gift box!

A dream, rare treats in a large container, gay with holiday trimmings. Pecan brittle, pecan place, chocolate fudge, maple fudge, divinity, pecan butterscotch, one vacuum tin each of pecan halves toasted & salted, sugared & spiced, plain, and mixed nut-mix—plus 2 jars tropical jellies & conserves. Fuch beauty! Order BG-1, postpaid $12.95

Holiday roundabout! Wicker tray of selected pecan halves nested in a large tray packed full of Stuckey's delicious pecan candies, exotic tropical jellies. After consuming (such an experience!), many hostesses throw out the trays and use as smart servers. Beautifullly boxed.

Order RG-1, postpaid
$4.95

Bring the yule log! In this case, the one and only old-fashioned pecan log roll, a le Stuckey's! Made from our deep-dixie recipe with a creamy nougat center, dipped in golden caramel and thickly coated with crisp, fresh pecans. Comes in attractive picture box, 1-lb. size. $1.95

Lump Roll, postpaid
$1.95

Chocolate Pecan Clusters. If you don't say they're the best things you ever put in your mouth send 'em back and we'll eat them ourselves! Clusters of crisp Georgia pecans heavily dipped in creamy milk chocolate. Guaranteed fresh.

2-oz. box, postpaid
$1.25

GIFTS from Stuckeys

A dozen rare treats in a large container, gay with holiday trimmings. Pecan brittle, pecan place, chocolate fudge, maple fudge, divinity, pecan butterscotch, one vacuum tin each of pecan halves toasted & salted, sugared & spiced, plain, and mixed nut-mix—plus 2 jars tropical jellies & conserves. Such beauty! Order BG-1, postpaid $12.95

STOP and Refresh at Stuckey's Pecan Candy Shoppes!
**The way to select ORIENTAL RUGS**

**to examine them in your own home**

Hundreds of rare antiques, semi-antiques, and new oriental rugs to choose from; in perfect condition ... and moderately priced.

**SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and Color Photographs ... then make your choice. Your selection, with additional rugs for comparison, will be sent to you EXPRESS PREPAID.**

- **200 Perfect Antique Rugs** $95 to $200
- **100 Perfect Antique Rugs** $200 and up
- **500 Semi-Antique Rugs** $15 and up
- **100 Choice 12 Rugs from Iran** $325 to $1650

Many giant and unusual sizes

For sale by America's foremost authorities and on Eastern and Oriental Rugs, and furnish exclusive discount in network, interested rug.

**CHAS. W. JACOBSEN**
401 S. SALINA ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

---

**Christmas LISTER**

for

Christmas List, Birthday List, Addresses, Recipes

---

This delightful desk or wall rack will give your files a splendidly in your separate compartments on standard 3" x 5" filing cards. Now, you'll know just where to find each one instantly.

Leather-like, gray-green folding covers protect cards from dust and wear, are firmly hinged and printed in silver dancing each compartment.

Bottom has removable plant liner ... or is just the right size for notepaper, cards, envelopes, etc., or one for your wall. Handcrafted in satin-smooth honey-colored tan leather, each compartment

**BEJEWELLED MAGNIFIER**

So pretty, so original you'll want to carry it everywhere! A profusion of rhinestones and seed pearls add glamorous glitter to the antique gold plated handle and rim. Precision ground glass permits ladylike perusal of programs, price tags, menus and such. Beautifully made, it's just 3" long and comes in a trim fabric case.

**$3.95 and postage included**

---

**NEW Catalog of Finished and Kit Form Furniture and Wall Racks. Send 10c.**

---

**PAULEN CRYSTAL CO.**

256 Broadway, Dept. HG-12, New York 7, N. Y.

---

**DOWNS & CO.**

Dept. 1470 EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

---

**PRISM AND BOBECHE SET**

An all-imported crystal set that adds a radiant brilliance to candle, mirror, chandeliers. Bobeches with 3 1/2" diameter and 1" hole slip over candle to each wax drip. Diamons 8 prisms that gather all that catch the light and fire of the candlelight source. Neat check or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed.

- A Bobeches and 8-2" prisms each $2.90
- A Bobeches and 8-2" prisms each $1.95

Send for brochure on other imported cut glass.

---

**OLD HOUSE**

Dept. G-12-5

North Conway, N. H.

Immediate Delivery

Money Back Guarantee

---

**DOWNS & CO.**

Dept. 1470 EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

---

**BEJEWELLED MAGNIFIER**

---

**PAULEN CRYSTAL CO.**

256 Broadway, Dept. HG-12, New York 7, N. Y.

---

**The Perfect Gift**

---

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

---

**SHIRT and BLOUSE BOOKLET**

Will hold 4 individual Shirts or Blouses as well as Sweaters neat and clean. Made of heavy scuff-resistant Polyethylene, tapebound with heavy binding. 18" x 12" with full angle zipper across the cover for air-tight storage. At this special low price you had better stock while the supply lasts. Order by No. **$2.60**

**Foot Free Sleep**

---

**BETTER SLEEP**

Dept. 260, New Providence, New Jersey

---

**Royal Gift Box**

This box of pecan confecton is indeed a "royal" gift. The large and luscious nuts for which Georgia is famous are imaginatively handled in fudge, in assorted candies, in salted and unsalted versions. In this package you get over seven pounds of goodie. $12.95 postpaid.

---

**PHOTOGRAPHIC INQUIRIES TO**

**CHAS. W. JACOBSEN**

401 S. SALINA ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
A ROUND

Hand-carved serving set for you to use or to give as a proud gift. Made in Africa of rare wood polished to a satin finish, it is the salad set which will mellow and improve with use. Each piece is 14" long. And the low cost will enable you to buy several sets. $3. postpaid. Order from the Seven Seas Import Co., 1717 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

A Christmas angel to hang on the tree should be exceptionally nice. Shown here is an Austrian import. Beautifully modeled of wax, it has a silk sash, gold wings, a banner which reads, "Gloria in Excelsis Deo." This ornament will become an heirloom! 5" high. $4.95 ppd. Other sizes available. Gina & Selma, HG12. 1048 Lexington Ave., New York.

A sphere made of convex metal finished in white is the perfect appointment for your holiday table. Fill it with colored Christmas tree balls, fit tall white tapers in the four candle sockets and enjoy the brilliant effect it makes! 8" in diameter x 12" high. $4.95 ppd. Other sizes available. 5" high. $3.95 ppd. Other sizes available. Century Stockholm, Smart, black wrought-iron holder rated with etching of a panorama of 17th century Sweden. Heavy, clear, sparkling crystal dolphins, right handed, left handed. $22.95 each. $44.90 set. Light weight. Black, white or green enamel. The original stand with the revolving arms. Sturdy, heavy gauge all-steel welded. 40" high. Will not tilt or tip. No Tilt, No Tilt. Holds 12 plants, 10 revolving arms extending outward 6" to 1 1/4" from center shaft. Arms movable to any position to enhance beauty of display and allow even sun and air exposure. Light weight. Easily dismantled for cleaning. Antiques black, white or green enamel. ORDER BY MAIL TODAY. Only $14.95 each. Save $1.00 for packing and postage. ($12.00 for Canada)

Specify color desired. Send check or money order. Immediate shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Circular on request.

BUILD-A-NAIL . . .
new miracle preparation builds LONG, GLAMOROUS nails easily and quickly as you brush it on. Replaces broken nail with a permanent one of your own desire in minutes. Lengthens, strengthens, protects. Stays on tight—grows with the nail! Can be filed, cut, polished. Sure cure for 'NAIL BITERS.' Complete kit for 25 nails $1.50 ppd. Carol Beatty, Dept. P-L12, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. FREE GIFT CATALOGUE included.

A Lifetime Gift for FLOWER LOVERS

Give the perfect gift... the New all-steel Vio Holda plant stand. The original stand with the revolving arms. Sturdy, heavy gauge all-steel welded, 40" high. Will not tilt or tip. Holds 12 plants, 10 revolving arms extending outward 6" to 1 1/4" from center shaft. Arms movable to any position to enhance beauty of display and allow even sun and air exposure. Light weight. Easily dismantled for cleaning. Antique black, white or green enamel.

ORDER BY MAIL TODAY. Only $14.95 each, plus $1.00 for packing and postage. ($12.00 for Canada)

Specify color desired. Send check or money order. Immediate shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Circular on request.

Distinctive Draperies AT 3/4 THE COST!

54 Sample Swatches—25c
It's easy to pick the right color and texture from this distinguished group of quality fabrics. We include complete instructions on how to order custom-made draperies by mail—save real money. Or you can make your own draperies from any of these fabrics for just $1 a yard. Please print your name and address clearly and enclose 25 cents in coin.

TONI MORAN Studio
Box 230-C, South Pasadena, California

Twin Dolphins
Imported Double Cruet or Decanter
Heavy, clear, sparkling crystal dolphins, eight inches tall; tails are ground glass stoppers. A rare and beautiful silvertone dressing service or double decanter. The unusual graceful design and detailed craftsmanship create a dramatic highlight for your table. A delightful and exciting gift. "We know you will want at least one set for yourself.

Dolphin Cruet $3.95 ppd.
Imported.films. $1.50 ppd. $2.95 ppd. $3.95 ppd. Free Catalog. GIFTS OF DISTINCTION

A tasteful gift for your friends this Christmas, one you can't buy in stores—these BLUE BOX assortments of six choice Swiss Colony favorites beautifully packaged. Center cuts of June-cured Swiss, old-fashioned Brick, and golden Port Salut, plus 3 dessert cheeses—creamy Camembert, Glarus and Brie. Satisfaction guaranteed. Pack 3-C—BLUE BOX 3 1/2 lbs., det. $5.75 Pack 2-C—BLUE BOX 5 lbs., det. $7.95
Send for FREE booklet describing our many other gift assortments.

THE SWISS COLONY
3 Cheese Row, Monroe, Wis.

A sphere made of convex metal finished in white is the perfect appointment for your holiday table. Fill it with colored Christmas tree balls, fit tall white tapers in the four candle sockets and enjoy the brilliant effect it makes! 8" in diameter x 12" high. $4.95 ppd. For one. $9.90 the pair. Order from Munster & Son, Department HG12, Elkton, Maryland.

A sphere made of convex metal finished in white is the perfect appointment for your holiday table. Fill it with colored Christmas tree balls, fit tall white tapers in the four candle sockets and enjoy the brilliant effect it makes! 8" in diameter x 12" high. $4.95 ppd. For one. $9.90 the pair. Order from Munster & Son, Department HG12, Elkton, Maryland.
Beautifully Styled, Precision Built
Made from finest chrome steel. A gift she'll love—and love you for all year.

ORDER DIRECT FROM
CHARLES DISTRIBUTING CO.
630 N. 28TH STREET • MILWAUKEE 2, WIS.

IALD AVENUE
HflH AVSUt

4

Selling—Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Edward H. Ziff, Importer
Box 3072 Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago 54, Ill.

SPORTY CLIP-ON TIE
With Attractive Crystal
This stylish, black velvet tie gives a modern, sporty look to your riding shirt. The knot is attractively adorned with a correctly sized crystal—with a white background bearing an authentic horse head design. A truly lovely tie—about 7 inches long. Price only $1.50; two for $2.50; three for $3.50. (A wonderful gift) I pay postage. Money back if not delighted.

“little Joe” Wiesenveld Co.
Dept. R-50
Baltimore 1, Md.

THE DALE
JEWEL ROLL
No need to pack a bulky jewel case for a selection of jewelry. This beautiful suede jewel roll has a handy evening hat, a ring roll and three spacious pockets for bracelets, necklaces, brooches, pins and watches. Plenty of room...yet it folds compactly to 8½" x 4". Closes securely with strap and brass buckle. Red, green, toast or natural.

$9.50 ppd.

DALE FIFTH AVENUE
710 FIFTH AVE. • NEW YORK, N. Y.
Midway Hill 3-330

SHOPPING AROUND

Letter opener of great beauty is the one shown here! It is made of galalith and it comes in a choice of two finishes: amber and ivory or black and ivory. The special attraction about the opener is the perpetual calendar fitted to the handle. 10½" over-all length. $5.95 postpaid. Order from Schoenfeld Linens, Dept. HG12, 38 East 57th St., N. Y.

Bijou for a dressing table: an exquisite French porcelain atomizer. Shown here are two examples of fine china: one is a squat circle, the other is a short cylinder. Both are decorated with warm pastel colors and touches of gold. Each is about 2½" high. $7.50 ppd. for one. Order from Edward H. Ziff, Box HG12, 3072 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill.

For a good girl: (age 3 to 12) a white fur set! It's made of the softest bunny fur trimmed with real ermine tails. Note the stole, hat and cunning muff. Each piece is lined with elegant white satin. Be sure to get this for her to wear during the holidays. $7.95 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Hobi, Dept. HG, 15 West 57th St., New York.

A Godey's lady probably wrote her billet-doux with an ostrich quill pen like the one shown here. (This one has a metal writing point.) This version comes with a wrought-iron inkstand which is finished in either white or candy-pink. Plume comes in both colors, $2.95 for well; $1.75 for pen. Plus 25c. Helen Gallagher, 413 Fulton, Peoria, Ill.

A festive table warns the heart and stimulates the appetite! For your dinner table we suggest that you get the imported pressed glass, pineapple pattern salt dishes shown here. Each is 2" in diameter, each comes with a stainless steel spoon. $3.25 for 4 dishes and 4 spoons; $5.95 for 8 dishes and 8 spoons. Ppd. Bowman's, 2477 Lombard St., San Francisco.
The only bedspreads with official Disney favorites!

Just in time to thrill every youngster this Christmas! Fabulous folk right out of Disneyland woven into new Bates patterns with the rugged wear, mussproof texture and no-ironing practicality of all Bates spreads.

Only Bates is licensed to use the original Disney drawings, the Disney names in bedspreads. So be sure you get the genuine: be sure you get Bates! Order now from your favorite store.

“Disneyland” (above) with Mickey, Donald and pals. Blue or Pink.

“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,” (left). Pink or Blue.


COPYRIGHT WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

Bedspreads and matching draperies

BATES FABRICS, INC., 112 WEST 34TH STREET, NEW YORK 1
Far Eastern elegance combines with modern informality and comfort in this distinctive furniture luxuriously cushioned with U. S. Koylon Foam. The superb tailoring qualities of buoyant Koylon achieve cleanly defined lines in keeping with the bold, polished frames of rattan and walnut. Furniture cushioned with U. S. Koylon always looks its best—keeps smooth and trim in years of use. So look for the Koylon label on today's finest furniture. See the Crossroads Group by Ficks Reed at better stores near you. Or write Ficks Reed Co., 424 Findlay St., Cincinnati 14, Ohio.

United States Rubber
A gold angel suitable for the top of your Christmas tree is the metallic paper one shown here. The face is made of hand-sculptured wax tinted in natural color; the hair is made of white spun silk. The hands have sockets to hold candles. Over-all height: 11". $3.95 postpaid. Order from The Old Mexico Shop, 110 Don Gaspar Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

The crayon bucket will delight the smallest member of the family! It’s an old-fashioned kani-kin made of pine. The natural lacquer finish, the red and blue decorations make it a gay container for Junior’s crayons, pencils, brushes. It comes marked with the young one’s name! 5" x 5" high. $3.25 ppd. Gotham Gifts, 67-85 Exeter Street, Forest Hills, N. Y.

A special case for the traveller and the picnic enthusiast: the dual-bar shown here. One side of the handsome suitcase holds a two-cup electric percolator, 2 cups, 2 spoons and 2 containers for coffee and sugar, a Thermos. The other side holds a cocktail shaker, 8 glasses. $42.50 ppd. Wales, 540 Madison Avenue, New York.

Hand-carved birds from Denmark have arrived just in time for Christmas tree trimming. These tiny birds are carved from pine cones, hand painted in natural colors. Use them to perk up your gift packages, your arrangement of driftwood, a centerpiece of flowers. $1.95 postpaid the set of six. Johnny Appleseed, Dept. HG12, Box 704, Beverly, Mass.

Switch plates for an exquisite room: the elegant cast brass ones shown here. There is nothing more handsome than these on the market. Finish is antique or bright brass. $7.50 for single toggle (3" x 5"). $10.00 for double (4½" x 5"). $15.50 for triple. Add 25¢ postage. Sherle Wagner, Dept. HG12, 123 East 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Authentic Reproduction of the old Gent Stool

—from the days of powdered wigs and high living, and even today there’s nothing quite like it for giving comfort and relief to tired legs and achy feet, legs and ankles. 15" height. 22" width and over-all height of 22" are all exactly right for resting and relaxing from your knees to down to your toes. You’ll revel in its beauty too. Of rich solid mahogany—brown or blond—upholstered in richly chosen plain or patterned. Your choice of Green, Red, Brown, Champagne or Citron. For an additional to your own home—as for a gift, it’s “Happiness insured” even to the price.

(Imediate Shipping) $14.50 prepaid

Order your Gent Stool direct from its makers.

Lee & Martha Snyder
P.O. Box 85, Mt. W., S. 
Cincinnati 30, Ohio

 Mỗi ngày một sách hay - sayhello.org - sayhello.org

Silverware REPAIRED AND REPLATED

Gold, silver, platinum, brass and special finishes. Antiques restored. Stainless steel knife blades installed. Beside instruments repaired and refinished. Write for price list or ship to us for estimate. Our main plant address is 122 Fryer Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia. If estimate is unsatisfactory, we will return prepaid. Prices reasonable. We do a large mail order business.

SIMMONS PLATING WORKS

ALL WORK GUARANTEED BY OVER 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

NOW—In PATAKWA MOCCASINS

Ideal gift for the whole family

from the Indian Reservation Country of soft, washable tanned cowhide. Sensible insole with soft insole, safety heel cushions and insoles, BLIND TO WEAR without and yet not hard on your feet. Elastic grommets, made to fit right. HANDMADE IN NATURAL, Tobacco, Brown, Red, 12" Diameter, Round, Golden, Cinnamon, Indiana White, FOR MEN and WOMEN in sizes 4 to 12. $4.95 each. $9.90 a pair. $14.90 complete.

Handmade. Gift orders carefully handled.

RELAX in PATAKWA MOCCASINS

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS

Box 4035, Dept. HG-3
Tucson, Arizona

MASTERMAKERS of MUSIC

Head and shoulders above all others . . . imported chalk white bisque china busts of Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, Mendelssohn, Mozart and Liszt. Add a harmonious note to music room, living room or study . . . grace your piano, book shelves or mantel.

FOR CHILDREN too in natural or brown only. Sizes

FOR CHILDREN too in brown or black only. Sizes

$5.95 set of 6. $12.95 pair, ppd.

Write for FREE catalog.

MRS. G. JED

NEW MARLBOROUGH, MASS.

Seth J. - He'll Cook Indoors Too!

PEG-LEG

Most Adjustable, Versatile Cooker Made

Just turn, wind, and watch it all in one Peg Leg accessory to any height fireplace. 50° grill holds 4 large steaks. Five cups, grill, and enclosed chafing dish to 4 cups by 7½" height. Each chafing in and out of fire without any notes. Grills in 5 sizes. Fits on 8" to 20" fire, will fit on any bracing grate. Model 20 determines rate of cooking. It was designed for use in the fireplace but can be used on stove or range. Available in all white or natural finish. $17.50. Also for grills, $19.00. Shipped Express. Outside. Guaranteed

PEG-LEG

WILLIAM & RUSSELL

Dept. G12-5
No. Conway, N. H.
it's a "stopper" of a gift...

mopper

the new absorbing
AFTER-BATH ROBE

Here's a great big wonderful polar bear of a robe for drying off swiftly and warmly after shower, tub, or swim. Made of thick, luxurious, thirsty, snow-white Cannon Terry cloth, with yards of comfortable fullness, huge draft-screen collar, tassel tie at neck...it's a whopper of a mopper! Fits any man or woman, but if the lucky guy is over six feet, order king size and add a dollar to the price. A great buy and a heart-warming gift. Get one for yourself...several for house guests. Mail orders promptly filled. Sorry no COD's.

Shipped prepaid if remittance accompanies order. $6.95... (3 for $20)

Woodmere Mills, Dept. HG25
P. O. Box 167, Bennington, Vt.

Grace note (and we mean that literally) for your entrance door. We think it is one of the nicest door knockers we've seen in a long time. The note comes in solid brass ($8.95 ppd.) or in black finished brass ($8.95 pppd.). 6" high, it weighs 1 lb. Bedroom size 4" long solid brass ($8.75 pppd.).

Catalog of other unusual items 10 cents

TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.
264 Louise Avenue, HG
Nashville, Tennessee

GLAMOROUS
ACCESSORIES
make perfect
Christmas Gifts

M I N K T A I L
CHOKER
made completely
of mink tails 24"
long, mink head
draped. Dark and
medium brown or
silver blue (gray)
$14.95

M U F F (dyed)
black) red fox,
zipper purse
lining...$27.50

A Morjikian Rugs

Outstanding establishment for Antique & Modern: Chinese, European, Persian, Hooked, etc.

Good taste and reputation at your service whether you require mat size, or palace...it's a hard sell! A Morjikian is a rug that lives.

Mail Order: Persian Rugs (mat size). Interiors, etc. A Morjikian, sizes: small, medium or large.

A. Morjikian
108 East 46th St.
New York, N. Y.

PORTABLE CAR COVER

Protect Against
RAIN • SUN • DUST

$6.95

Extra Heavy Plastic Gauge

Vinyl Plastic

ARE YOU A PRISONER OF LOVE?

LONG-TERM PERSUASION

for both men and women. Stalling effect of prison suit stripes, including registrations numbers, is sure to be appreciated.

Just like a double ring ceremony, these matching pajamas are a definite indication of love and affection. In sandwashed Poplin, Open $10.95 the pair or $20.95 for a pair of 2! Size: small, medium, or large.

A. Morjikian

Decorative
WALL ENSEMBLE BY SYROCO

A dramatic wall treatment for the focal point of interest in any decor, the Sunburst Clock and Wall Sconces by Syroco are beautiful as an ensemble or separately. Hand-wound, 8-day clock is 16" dia. with 4½" dial. Guaranteed jeweled movement. Sconces are 6 square, both of lightweight sculptured Syroconwood in Metalgald finish. Clock $19.95. Add $2.00 for fed., fax and $1.00 for mailing costs. Sconces (without candles) $5.95 pair plus 25¢ for mailing.
Around

Youngsters love the TV seat shown here. Made in the likeness of a lovable dachshund, it is both sturdy and soft. Filled with cotton covered with brown fabric, it has a removable apron which is easy to launder. Use this seat in the car, too, and Junior will be 15" x 11". $4.89 plus 35 cents postage. Order from Jan Jarvis Gifts, Princeton, Illinois.

A hot water bottle is still a comfort when a nagging pain plagues you. We show here a white rubber bottle which comes with a removable hand-knitted "sweater." Note the elegant pearl buttons which are used to fasten it at the neck. "Sweater" colors: shell pink, light blue and white. $9.75 ppd. Handwork Shop, 264 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

Sheffield silver is always highly prized. Shown here is a serving set of Sheffield which is modestly priced. Note the cheese knife which has a pick; the two forks which are so useful in serving pickles, lemons, hors d'oeuvres; the jelly spoon which can double as a sauce spoon. $2.95 postpaid. For names.

DECEMBER, 1955

Grain Scoops

Grain Scoops become wall brackets of importance in an Early American Setting. 24" high, 36" wide, 72 deep. $6.50 the pair. Satisfaction Guaranteed. We pay postage • Prompt delivery. Send for free catalogue. We ship C.O.D.

Twinkle, twinkle little star
How I wonder which you are...

Find out with
The Handy Star Finder

Today, satellite experiments and space travel projects make amateur astronomy a fascinating pastime for young and old. Ability to find and name stars and constellations is easy to acquire with the Handy Star Finder. Its movable disc shows the principal stars for every hour of the year.

Revolve this disc until month, day and hour come together and you have a map of the sky with stars and constellations named.

Included too are Planets Tables for 1952 to 1957 and other astronomical data—altogether an accurate, scientific device, interesting to adults and fascinating to children of school age.

Only $1.00 postpaid

C.S. Hammond Co., Suite 204
Hammond Bldg., Maplewood, N. J.
SHOPPING

A French scarf made of accordian pleated silk gives a lovely accent to any costume! Shown here is a scarf pleated and fitted with a horse-head crystal medallion. The scarf colors are lovely: Kelly green, red, navy, aqua and pink. Medallion is the size of a half dollar. $1.50 for 1; $2.50 for 2; $3.50 for 3 ppd. "little joe" Wiesnfeld, 112 W.N. Ave., Baltimore.

Frye boots are the most comfortable ones a woman can buy! Made on a special last, they have a scientifically fitted instep. The leather is handled intelligently: calfskin is used for the vamps; kidskin fashions the legs and the softest leather is used for the lining. Sizes 3½ to 6; widths: A to C. Black or brown. $14.95 ppd. Beckwith's, 37 Essex St., Boston.

Safeguard for paper money: the woman's leather belt shown here. It looks like (and is) a chic belt to wear with tweeds but it has a concealed zipper pocket in which to carry your large denomination currency. Colors: navy, black, brown. Sizes: 26 to 34. Buckle is leather covered. $6.95 postpaid. From Clarion Products, Box 488, Highland Park, Ill.

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT

WHEN ORDERING, SPECIFY
SIZE: Letter Rack—18" x 2½" x 2¼" high of Legal size (13½" x 19½" x 2½" high). STYLE: Modern or Colonial. DRAWERS: 3 single drawers and 2 double drawers (shown in picture). FINISH: Ebony Pine. Hand-rubbed—Unfinished. $27.95. Mahogany, hand-rubbed—Unfinished $29.95. Maple, Mahogany, or Walnut finish—29.95. Smoothly sanded—Alkinned Pine finish—29.95. Smoothly sanded—Unfinished $29.95. MAPLE, MAHOGANY, OR WALNUT FINISH:

WHEN ORDERING, SPECIFY
FINISH: Maple, Mahogany, or Walnut finish—29.95. Smoothly sanded—Alkinned Pine finish—29.95. Smoothly sanded—Unfinished $29.95.

Wayside Cottage
1762 Newbridge Road
North Bellmore, New York

FOAM RUBBER 3-WAY PILLOW
A perfect gift to give... even to yourself! Holds letters, cards (and bills, too) in an attractive, convenient manner.

Solid Cherry Letter Rack
For TV Pillow For CHRISTMAS GIFTS

The Foam Rubber Store
1829 E. 13th Street Dept. 72 Cleveland 14, Ohio

WHEAT
A beautiful design in Hand Wrought Copper by Longfellow.

Henry W. Longfellow
Weston 93
Established 1932

COPPER BY LONGFELLOW
EAST FULTON, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Grip-Sno Treads
They cost less than one towing bill and save many! You have instant traction on ice, snow or mud! Strong steel mesh with diamond-shaped slots, treads are easily inserted under rear wheels. Car's weight presses them down for instant traction. Treads are 71" wide and 27" long. Stow in car trunk. Order No. GM-5391. Grip-Sno Treads, $1.29 pair, by mail, postpaid.

Carl Forslund
East Fulton, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Catalog of Exciting Gifts!

Henry W. Longfellow
Wester 93
Established 1932

COPPER BY LONGFELLOW
EAST FULTON, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Catalog of Exciting Gifts!
DECORATIVE BRASS CANDLESTICKS

Double decker duffle bag. It has an amazing capacity! The bottom zipper section is the perfect place to carry cosmetics. Above it you can pack an unbelievable amount of clothes. Made of suede trimmed with leather, it has leather handles. 21" x 15" x 11". Brown with tan or gray with black or red. $46.75. Tax incl.

DECORATIVE BRASS CANDLESTICKS designed in Italy make charming accents in almost any room. Leaf-shaped and footed, these gleaming holders can double as ash trays, too. An added attraction: the bases are covered with felt. Each one is 2" high x 3 1/2" wide. The price will please you. $3.75 ppd. the set of 4. Art Colony, 9 University Place, N. Y.

DOUBLE DECKER DUFFLE BAG

You'll save and save They'll rave and rave when you send Christmas gifts... by Harry and Dave!

The gift they'll always remember. Talk about thank you. You'll never hear the last of it. A just-right present for anyone, whether they live in a castle or cottage. So juicy you eat 'em with a spoon. You can't buy these gift packages in stores for love or money. They're definitely impressive, yet inexpensive. Packed in handsome gift boxes with your greetings.

GIFT NO. 1 (shown) 10 to 14 big pears a great favorite, ppd. $3.85
GIFT NO. 2 (16-20 big pears) ppd. $4.55
GIFT NO. 3 (20-25 smaller pears) ppd. $4.48

*® & M.AO

It's SO EASY to order! Send your Christmas list with check or M.0. and tell how to sign your name. No changes, no C.O.D.'s, please.

Forces You to Save $100.00 a Year Automatically!

Get Perpetual Date & Amount Banks. 25¢ a day automatically keeps savings up-to-date. Also totals amount saved. Makes you save a quarter every day, or date won't change. Automatic cover for gifts, vacations, time payments, etc. Use year after year. Start saving right away. Order several Reg. $3.50. Now only $1.99 prepaid. Sold by mail only. Orders shipped same day. Mail cash, check or money order to LEERACHT, Dept. HG, 300 Albany Ave., Brooklyn 13, New York. Over 400,000 satisfied customers.

THE PERFECT ANSWER TO CRACKED AND CALLOUSED HEELS... our little HEALS HEELS will help your troubles. Apply cream generously to the sore area, loosely tie Heals Heals and go to sleep. They'll fix a glow and work while you sleep. Of course, pink celluloid, fancy flannel lining and plastic interlace to protect your bed linens. Washable. Sat. of 2 $1.25 or 2 for $2.25.

LITTLE ANGEL BOX

is the sweet guardian for the miniature rosary that it contains. This is a present for the toe of the stocking of every good little girl on your Christmas list. ANGEL BOXES come in assorted pastels, are 2 1/2" high, $1.50 each, ppd. Similar boxes, without rosary, five for $5.00, ppd.

ELRON Dept. HG-12

LITTLE ANGEL BOX

ELRON Dept. E-124

Yellow and black iron, Duratweed uphol. seat, 12'/4" x 12'A". in red, grey, chart., pink. Brass ferrules on legs. Ht., 29". (Order 2, 4, etc.) 2 for $14.95; with back, 2 for $19.95.

ROYAL RATTAN 

ROYAL RATTAN • WROUGHT IRON (A) Of '/4" round, black iron, Duratweed uphol. seat. 12'/4" x 12'A". in red, grey, chart., pink. Brass ferrules on legs. Ht., 29". (Order 2, 4, etc.) 2 for $14.95; with back, 2 for $19.95.

THE PERFECT ANSWER TO CRACKED AND CALLOUSED HEELS... our little HEALS HEELS will help your troubles. Apply cream generously to the sore area, loosely tie Heals Heals and go to sleep. They'll fix a glow and work while you sleep. Of course, pink celluloid, fancy flannel lining and plastic interlace to protect your bed linens. Washable. Sat. of 2 $1.25 or 12 pairs for $2.25.

BRASS CANDLESTICKS

Captures the eye of clever hostesses because it is part of this set. add 25c, (shown) -10 to 14 big pears. a great favorite, ppd. $3.85
GIFT NO. 2 (16-20 big pears) ppd. $4.55
GIFT NO. 3 (20-25 smaller pears) ppd. $4.48

*® & M.AO

It's SO EASY to order! Send your Christmas list with check or M.0. and tell how to sign your name. No changes, no C.O.D.'s, please.

Forces You to Save $100.00 a Year Automatically!

Get Perpetual Date & Amount Banks. 25¢ a day automatically keeps savings up-to-date. Also totals amount saved. Makes you save a quarter every day, or date won't change. Automatic cover for gifts, vacations, time payments, etc. Use year after year. Start saving right away. Order several Reg. $3.50. Now only $1.99 prepaid. Sold by mail only. Orders shipped same day. Mail cash, check or money order to LEERACHT, Dept. HG, 300 Albay Ave., Brooklyn 13, New York. Over 400,000 satisfied customers.

THE PERFECT ANSWER TO CRACKED AND CALLOUSED HEELS... our little HEALS HEELS will help your troubles. Apply cream generously to the sore area, loosely tie Heals Heals and go to sleep. They'll fix a glow and work while you sleep. Of course, pink celluloid, fancy flannel lining and plastic interlace to protect your bed linens. Washable. Sat. of 2 $1.25 or 12 pairs for $2.25.

LITTLE ANGEL BOX

is the sweet guardian for the miniature rosary that it contains. This is a present for the toe of the stocking of every good little girl on your Christmas list. ANGEL BOXES come in assorted pastels, are 2 1/2" high, $1.50 each, ppd. Similar boxes, without rosary, five for $5.00, ppd.

ELRON Dept. HG-12

Orange, New Jersey
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PENCIL CLOWN with 3 pencils, $1.00 postpaid, 3 for $2.00.

Send for New Free Catalog.

A Perfect Gift!

Here is the Year 'Round Gift. Thrills and beauty every month for your loved ones.

Every month they will receive (1) a selection of wonderful and unusual plants or bulbs chosen by plant experts; (2) complete planting instructions; (3) interesting history of flowers; would cost many times more in shops.

LOVELY LILY-OF-VALLEY (illustrated) will be their first selection, GUARANTEED to bloom in 21 days. GIFT CARDS will be sent bearing your name.

SURPRISE BONUS — for first 1,000 new members

FULL YEAR — Special Bonus — 32 page book, "How To Grow and Bloom House Plants."

SIX MONTHS FULL YEAR $6.00 $12.00

6 monthly selections plus bonus.

PLANT OF THE MONTH CLUB

We recommend one of these for the tree of every Christmas stocking. It's a magical "blessing" that brings the wild excitement between dawn and the big eye of the tree. Gay colored paper balls, with beguiling wide-eyed faces, are filled with 32 tiny favors, and it takes years of mending to get to the last one! Each postpaid.

2 SURPRISE BALLS $1.95
4 SURPRISE BALLS $3.75

Sorry we stamps on C.O.D.'s, please.

Send for New Gift Catalog.

Apparel

Aimee Lee, 545 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

The figure "S" is graceful and that is probably why these three-dimensional pins were designed like it. One of the sides is paved with faceted rhinestones; the other two are finished in 18K burnished gold plate. $3.50 for the 2" size; $4.00 for the 2V2"; $5.00 for the 3". Postpaid. Tax included. From Aimee Lee, 545 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

"Cuddle Rug" is the luxury appointment for a snug bedroom, for an inviting hearth. It's made of fine sheepskin finished in two ways: natural honey tone ($11.95) or cloud white ($12.95). The size of either rug is about 8 to 9 square feet. Please add 50c postage for each rug. Order from Brandeifl & Co., Department A-2, 157 Federal St., Boston, Massachusetts.

A doll a month will be sent to anyone who wishes if you buy a subscription to The Dolls of All Nations Club. Each doll is sent from its native country: Spain, Denmark, Haiti, Morocco, Italy. These exquisite dolls are collector's items! $9.00 for 3 months' subscription; $15.00 for 6 months; $27.00 for a year. Dolls of All Nations, Box 49783, Los Angeles.

The plants of the month club was founded by plant experts; complete planting instructions; interesting history of flowers; would cost many times more in shops.

MEMBERSHIP IN THE
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AROUND

For party fun you need these pliable bottle holders. One is made in the likeness of Satan, the other in the likeness of Santa Claus. Each is 12" high and fashioned of red felt and pliable wire. Use one or more on the bottles you give away as gifts, too. $2.95 for Satan; $2.50 for Santa Claus. Postpaid. Order from The Added Touch, HG12, Wynnewood, Pa.

"Grow-Up" set. The four sterling silver markers shown here are unusual. Use one each year to record the child's growth. One bar is engraved with the first name and birth date; the other three are marked with a year. You can order as many as you need. $5 for the set of four bars; additional ones: $1.00 each. Pp'd. Wayne, 546 S. B'way, Yonkers, N. Y.

Sheathed set of carving pieces for you to use with pride at the dinner table: the Kashiiri walnut set shown here. Literally made by professional sword makers, this exquisite set is hand carved. Note the pistol handles, the brass bound case. This is a deluxe gift for a fastidious host! $29.50 postpaid. Order from Edith Chap­man, 260 Main St., Nyack, N. Y.

FRESH LILY-OF-THE-VALLEY
Blooming for Christmas in an Old-Fashioned Strawberry Jar

What a charming way to say happy holidays... or add a touch of spring's fragrant sweetness to your own home for the festive season. Our fine ceramic Strawberry Jar comes with a dozen specially treated, imported Lily-of-the-Valley pips that will bloom approximately 18 to 21 days after planting, plus the fibre in which the pips will thrive. Easy planting and growing instructions included. $4.95 ppd.

Max Schling Seedsmen, Inc.
528 Madison Ave., Dept. 641, New York 22, N. Y. Phone: Eldorado 5-6220

LIGHT-HEARTED MOBILES
Double joy from Mobikit! It's a gift. It's a holiday decoration. Up to 5 mobiles from a kit, endless designs for the gala touch. Kit has 30 steel wires, bight plastic, but you can provide other ornaments. No better place to hang the mistletoe. Mobiles are well— they stir in the slightest draft. You need no tools with Mobikit. Hooks slide for perfect balance. $7.95 Postpaid. No C.O.D.

If a gift, send a card—we'll enclose.

MobiProducts, Box 281, Dept. HG, Bloomingtin, Ind.

CANDY CANE KIDS
A specialty of Mrs. Claus's Candy Kitchen... and not candy at all; use them cleverly for hanging Candy Cane Kids to hang on your Christmas tree, set on your table or mantel. Made of plastic, these cute little men & women are gayly draped in clothes that clip off easily. $1.95 for MRS. CLAUS; $2.50 for SANTA CLAUS. Each is 12" high and fashioned of plastic. Order from The Added Touch, HG12, Wynnewood, Pa.

MINIATURE FLASHING STARLIGHTS
for your Christmas tree!
Tin, imported, electric little lights add a gay holiday touch to trees, mantel or table. Each light blinks and burns independently... end search for burned-out bulbs. Transformer type for use with A.C. only, white or green cord (please specify). $1.95 ea. (series O.G or O.G.D), 10 lights for $2.00, clear only. All prices postpaid. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

Other Starlight accessories:
Tiny, steady burning starbursts in series (O.G or O.G.D.), 20 lights for string. $3.50
Extra lights for above... 10 for $5.00, clear only.
All prices postpaid. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.


2. Individual Tole Concert Trays with hand-painted tops in gold on black; gold trim. 4½ x 6½ ins. Set of 4, $6.50.


6. Phrase "Heads" on the other... he'll have a sure winner up his sleeve... that is... if you're not wearing these! He'll make a song and dance! $2.30 per pair. We pay postage incl. tax. Money back guarantee.

frances-morris
DEPT. MG-12
1085 CARROLL STREET, BROOKLYN 25, N. Y.

MINIATURE LIGHTS (AC or DC). Other types available including Despard Plates.

No C.O.D.'s please. We pay postage. Money refunded if not delighted. Order now. Write for FREE Gift Catalogue G-28

New York 19, N. Y.

AROUND
Christmas Bonus!

Two grand gifts for the price of one. Order now for every handy man on your list—especially if you’re giving (or getting) tools for Christmas.

New! Book of 52 Fir Plywood Home Storage Plans

Complete “how-to” bible for home craftsmen. Over 90 pages of easy-to-follow plans, photos, instructions for exciting new built-ins, cabinets, storage walls, many others. Ideas galore for every room, for garden and patio. Big illustrated “how-to” section contains scores of time and money-saving tips.

Personalized Hand Woven Baskets

For the Tricycle Trade—miniature handle-bar baskets made of hand woven New England ash, high-lighted with Junior’s (or Sister’s) name, hand painted in 2 colors. Large enough (11” x 6½” x 6½”) for toys or even a package or two of Mother’s (or Father’s) $2.50 Ppd.

For the Bicycle Brigade—regular bicycle basket (13½” x 9½” x 9½”) with name. (2HG8) $3.75 Ppd.

No C.O.D.’s Send for Free Catalogue.

Gotham Gifts

67-85 Exeter St. Forest Hills 7, N. Y.

Shopping Around

Fragrant hours will be literal, not just a poetic expression, if you burn a scented Carolina candle. It will burn for thirty-five hours! The choice of scents is delicious: magnolia (white), bayberry (dark brown), pine (green). These candles will make a fine year-round gift as well as a Christmas gift. $1. ppd. each. Carolina Candle, Pinehurst, N. C.

The Penguin is a decorative bird! And a pair of them makes this color-fast chenille rug a decorative accessory for the bathroom. You have a choice of background colors: gray, light blue, dark green. The penguins, of course, are black and white with yellow bills. 24” x 36”. $7.50. Postpaid. Order from Cross Rugs, Dept. HG12, Ashburnham, Mass.

A Blissful Day is the one you spend loafing around just reading and snoozing. Shown here is a foam rubber back rest to make you comfortable. Wedge-shape, it is firm but resilient. The basket cloth cover comes in green, gold, wine, chartreuse, gray. 11” x 17” x 18”, $11.95 postpaid. Order from Foam Rubber Store, 1829 East 13th St., HG12, Cleveland, Ohio.

These Six Jolly Gnomes

Bring back old world Christmas. Gloriously gifted to altifying colors, they delightfully mimic the Christmas spirit of song and story. Binding and cartons, available to the trade and public.

Special Factory Offer!

We pay the freight to your door.

Stacking Stools . . .

For our men in the house, patio, terrace or beach. Extra seating for guests. Built ⅔ steel warded wood. 1½” x ⅞” thick frame. 11” x 18” x 24” high. Hardcover upholstered cushion in ivory, blue, green or pink. Finest quality of rayon, wool, choice of time lasting, gray, pink, green. Not of 2 for $7.50 . . . 1 set $14.50.

Ottoman . . .

Closely designed, hands for 3½ or casual construction. Heavily sprung for construction. 13½” x 14½” x 17½” high. Reversibly upholstered cushion in ivory, blue, green or pink. Immediate shipment, same day order received. Send check or M.O.—no C.O.D.’s please. Free gift catalogue.

WIFCO MFG. CO. 56 Evelyn St., No. Dartmouth, Mass.
Reynolds Aluminum Yarn with VACO’S new wonder fabric...washable, virtually stain-proof

Newest in all the wondrous succession of “miracle fabrics” is this combination material by VACO (Virginia Fibre Corporation). It combines the great strength of Nylon with a new fibre of unequalled stain resistance...in a new washable fabric that is also mildew-proof, moth-proof, fade resistant. And woven generously through its top decorator colors is the “glamour gleam” of Reynolds Aluminum Yarn!

Naturally these qualities mean most in furniture...and Broyhill Furniture Factories make the most of them. Here is modern style combined with unexcelled durability...upholstery of rare beauty that stays like new! Look for the name Broyhill...VACO’s fabrics...and the gleam of Reynolds Aluminum Yarn!

Reynolds Metals Company, General Sales Office, Louisville 1, Kentucky.

“...furniture by BROYHILL
Lenoir, N. C.”

"The Glamour Gleam in fine fabrics"

See “FRONTIER,” Reynolds new dramatic series, Sundays, NBC-TV Network.
When you order from your florist, always specify Colorado Carnations—the quality flower identified with this silver trademark seal.

When holidays come, and parties abound, greet your guests with the rich beauty of Colorado Carnations. Treat them to this ultimate luxury by having a bouquet on a hall table, a sideboard, or the dinner table itself.

Ask for Colorado Carnations by name — insist on seeing the little silver seal that guarantees their quality. Better florists everywhere sell them.

And remember, for every festive wish, every greeting...

COLORADO CARNATIONS SAY IT BEST
COLORADO FLOWER GROWERS ASSOCIATION
**SHOPPING AROUND**

Good light is essential when you are using the typewriter. The lamp shown here will give you excellent, no-glare light while you work. Made of sturdy metal, it has a base which will slide under a standard or a portable machine. Note the adjustable goose-neck. Pink, gray or green. $4.95 ppd. Order from Interior Trends, 56 Underhill Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

A sub-teen will be blissfully happy if you present her with the ring and bracelet shown here. Made of sterling silver by one of America’s fine silversmiths (Blue Sky Eagle down Arizona way), each piece is set with mellow blue turquoise. $1.95 for the seven stone bracelet; $1.95 for the three stone ring. $3.50 the set. Old Pueblo, Box 4035, Tucson, Ariz.

Table tiles protect wood finishes and add interest to the setting. We show here a set of three (5" x 4"; 6" x 5"; 7" x 6") made of Caronite, a new plastic. Each is marked with a name or three initials. Background colors: black, red or gray marked in white; or white marked in red or black. $3.75 ppd. the set. Time-Saver, Box 509HG, Culver City, Cal.

**HOLIDAY TREE by Thorne Industries**

Beautiful in their simplicity, these trees, with their soft feather branches, add grace and charm to any room. Give your mantel, coffee or end tables a most unusual Yuletide touch. Perch them on a base which will slide under a standard or a portable machine. The lamp shown here will give you excellent, no-glare light while you work. Made of sturdy metal, it has a base which will slide under a standard or a portable machine. Note the adjustable goose-neck. Pink, gray or green. $4.95 ppd. Order from Interior Trends, 56 Underhill Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

**LADY & THE TRAMP**

Order today. State color. snow-white, or soft pink. Hei Weld wish. Ideal gift, available in Box 509HG, Culver City, Cal.

**THE SPOT REMOVER FURNITURE POLISH**

**REVIVA**

by Jackson of London

REMOVES stubborn surface spots
CLEANS dirt and grime
POLISHES to high, dry lustre and covers minor scratches.

For all varnished, shellacked or lacquered surfaces. **ENTERTAIN WITH OUT FEAR!** No need to worry if you have rings from alcohol, heat or water on your table—or any other surface spots on your favorite modern or antique furniture. Just apply REVIVA and surface spots will vanish like magic. Reviva—original color and grain of wood, there you have used REVIVA, you will never be without it. Consumer tested and accepted for over 12 years. A Tripl Action Tonic for Marred Furniture.

**THE "Hunt’s Ease"**

For the most special folks on your Christ­mas list or your own personal use, The "Hunt’s Ease" is delightful! Truly an invitation to take it easy, this Hunt Galleries’ Ottoman is the perfect comfort companion for leisure hours. Sturdy hardwood frame; coiled springs on steel webbing. Finest spotsman’s rus­tic box decorated with forest sprays and cones. Unusual personal and business gifts. Plump sun-ripened berries and fruits; slow-cooked in open kettles using only sugar and fruit. Packed in rustic gift boxes decorated with Oregon forest sprays and cones. Unusual personal and business gifts. For the fond mother or doting grandma. Al­ways in her heart ... why not on her wrist?

**THE SPOT REMOVER FURNITURE POLISH**

**REVIVA**

by Jackson of London

REMOVES stubborn surface spots
CLEANS dirt and grime
POLISHES to high, dry lustre and covers minor scratches.

For all varnished, shellacked or lacquered surfaces. **ENTERTAIN WITH OUT FEAR!** No need to worry if you have rings from alcohol, heat or water on your table—or any other surface spots on your favorite modern or antique furniture. Just apply REVIVA and surface spots will vanish like magic. Reviva—original color and grain of wood, there you have used REVIVA, you will never be without it. Consumer tested and accepted for over 12 years. A Tripl Action Tonic for Marred Furniture.

JOLLY, joyous and jiggly, he’s a jester that makes Christmas twice as much fun with his tinkly capers! Hang him on your doors, archways or chandeliers and he’ll jingle mer­rily every time he’s moved. Color­ful as can be in his red-and-white peppermint stripes—26" long.

$2.25 Ppd.

No C.O.D.’s please
Send for free gift catalog

**JINGLE JOE**

"Hunt Galleries’ Prevues," send 10c. Folder "Hunt Galleries' Prevues." Always in her heart ... why not on her wrist?
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JOLLY, joyous and jiggly, he’s a jester that makes Christmas twice as much fun with his tinkly capers! Hang him on your doors, archways or chandeliers and he’ll jingle mer­rily every time he’s moved. Color­ful as can be in his red-and-white peppermint stripes—26" long.
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For all varnished, shellacked or lacquered surfaces. **ENTERTAIN WITH OUT FEAR!** No need to worry if you have rings from alcohol, heat or water on your table—or any other surface spots on your favorite modern or antique furniture. Just apply REVIVA and surface spots will vanish like magic. Reviva—original color and grain of wood, there you have used REVIVA, you will never be without it. Consumer tested and accepted for over 12 years. A Tripl Action Tonic for Marred Furniture.

Good light is essential when you are using the typewriter. The lamp shown here will give you excellent, no-glare light while you work. Made of sturdy metal, it has a base which will slide under a standard or a portable machine. Note the adjustable goose-neck. Pink, gray or green. $4.95 ppd. Order from Interior Trends, 56 Underhill Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

A sub-teen will be blissfully happy if you present her with the ring and bracelet shown here. Made of sterling silver by one of America’s fine silversmiths (Blue Sky Eagle down Arizona way), each piece is set with mellow blue turquoise. $1.95 for the seven stone bracelet; $1.95 for the three stone ring. $3.50 the set. Old Pueblo, Box 4035, Tucson, Ariz.

Table tiles protect wood finishes and add interest to the setting. We show here a set of three (5" x 4"; 6" x 5"; 7" x 6") made of Caronite, a new plastic. Each is marked with a name or three initials. Background colors: black, red or gray marked in white; or white marked in red or black. $3.75 ppd. the set. Time-Saver, Box 509HG, Culver City, Cal.
ideal gift

PROTEXEM Paint Brush Conditioner

AMAZING METHOD for starting paint brushes. No more cleaning necessary. Brushes are always ready to use.


There is nothing to slush or slide between your fingers. Capacity is 4 to 6 minutes.

ONE PROTEXEM brush conditioner, complete with One pint Vapor Solvent, postpaid.

TWO Brush Conditioners, each $2.75

Extra pint Vapor Solvent One year's supply.

Two Pints Vapor Solvent $1.95

FULLY GUARANTEED

Send Your Order Now to WISCONSIN LABORATORIES, INC. Dept. HG, 207 Washington Street, Boston 9, Mass.

getting bald?

You may be able to save your hair and grow hair again if your hair roots are still alive and if you are losing your hair due to insufficient blood supply. Many patients have successfully used a special product for this purpose. The over-production of hair growth is due to the deficiency in the scalp. The product contains substances that stimulate blood flow to the scalp, thus stimulating hair growth. It is important to follow the instructions carefully and to use the product regularly for the best results.

Corky — with the corkscrew tail

No more hissing at difficult to open bottles once you own 'Corky,' the corkscrew tail. Hand-carved by craftsmen from Germany's Black Forest region, 'Corky' is brown with green eyes, fits naturally in your hand, and is alcohol resistant. 2 1/2" high. Exclusively tail. $2.99 postpaid.

Corky Births are still alive and if you are losing your hair due to insufficient blood supply. Many patients have successfully used a special product for this purpose. The over-production of hair growth is due to the deficiency in the scalp. The product contains substances that stimulate blood flow to the scalp, thus stimulating hair growth. It is important to follow the instructions carefully and to use the product regularly for the best results.
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THE ROLL OF THE BALL FINDS THE STUD IN THE WALL

DECEMBER, 1955


is handcrafted and hand-set. The
here. Original in design (his
light in being neat if she's the
viewer will take great de­
from $39.50 ppd. Fed. tax inci.
 In your life will be proud

**14K gold** is used to make the
set of handsome cuff links shown here. Original in design (his initials are used as decoration) it
is handcrafted and hand-set. The sturdy shanks and swivel backs are made of 14K gold, too. The
man in your life will be proud and pleased to find a set under the
tree. $39.50 ppd. Fed. tax incl.

---

**10iaCcnturui**

**YOU MAY NEED A FORD DOWSER BALL**

Use it to locate the wood studs in the wall when hanging Christmas gifts, mirrors, pic­
tures, shelves, or when making alterations.
The Original! Stud Finder!

**THE ROLL OF THE BALL FINDS THE STUD IN THE WALL**

Drawers made without Christmas gifts—that's red, green and silver!

Only $2.00 each. postpaid. Money-back guarantee. No C.O.D.'s please.

(Airmail delivery, 10 extra.) Write to

FORD PRODUCTS
Dept. T-2
Port Chester, N.Y.

Send for FREE Gift Catalog

---

**New! wonderful gift for GOLFERS**

Our new California Golf Carrier—
just five ounces of steel and cowhide
—cleverly designed to hold as many
as eight clubs securely and in perfect
balance. Handy pouch for balls and
tees too. Makes golf easier, more
fun . . . no more heavy bag or cart . . . the perfect gift for EVERY
golfer! Money-back guarantee. Immedi­
ate delivery. Gift Boxed. By
mail, only from us, postpaid. $4.75

DEL-MEL Co., Dept. EN12
237 Huguenot St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

---

**SAFE-LOCK GUN RACK**

THE GUNS AND AMMUNITION
ARE LOCKED IN

handsome sturdy gun racks safely
just hung on your bathroom display
shelves. Shelves of the same
material. Safe, steady, striking
good, etc. Guns always fall or be
taken out. One key unlocks drawer and case. Children-proof. Fast
and easy to install. 8-Gun Rack $25.50 (shown); 6-Gun Rack $21.50 (shown); 4-Gun Rack $18.00 (shown). Finished in black.

**14 PIPE RACK**

A real pipe dream. Does every­
thing a good pipe rack should do. Holds collection of 18 pipes. Has 3 airtight humidor jars, large
capacity drawer, handy key chain. Saves desk space. $17.20 ppd. Finished black.

**COLOR SLIDE RACK**

For all size Kodachromes and Exta­
chrome. Never-will slide slowly, safely, randomly filed on the wall. Prevents slides from getting lost or damaged. Special plastic index tabs for filing. Frames remove to projector. Lints荷兰 to 100 slides
—in honey-tone knotty pine, or a love­
ly maple or mahogany finish.

---

**WINDSHIELD DE-ICER**

WIPES AWAY COLD WEATHER BLUES!

The most talented car tool on the market! It eliminates the need for make-shift reme­
dies by swiftly removing snow and ice with­
out scratching windshield—perfect for frost-
free winter weather vision. In heavy plea­
glas with an accurate compass in its middle,
a practical key chain attached to its handle. Measurements 4" long with one engraved initial.
A wonderful cold weather gift!

ONLY $2.00 ppd.

Write for FREE catalog.

---

**ONE OF A THOUSAND JOBS WITH THIS Entirely Different Portable SPRAY GUN**

Requires NO
• Hoses • Gords
• Compressors

CO. Cartridge Provides 1000 Lbs. Pressure
Nozzle Adjusts
From Mist to Stream

Handy and safe Becker Home Spray Gun gives you excellent results. Perfect for paints, varnish, insecticides, etc. Sproy your out­side furniture, fences, gardens, etc. and
eliminate messy hands and brushes. Get Becker Spray Gun today. Send $19.95 by
check or M.O. to Dept. S.M. Shipped ppd.

10-Day Money Back Guarantee!

SULLIVAN-BECKER CO.

KENOSHA, WISCONSIN
Give more than a gift... GIVE A HOBBY!

This year, make your Christmas gift an investment in productive family fun! The new DREMEL Moto-Jig Saw is the real do-it-yourselfer's friend and woodworker's dream. It combines the fun and excitement of woodwork with the pleasure of making useful projects. You'll make furniture, cabinets, toys, 1001 useful projects! It weighs only 12 lbs., sets up anywhere to make any corner of your home an exciting woodworking hobby. The DREMEL is super-safe—even women and children love it. For an eye-popping experience, try it in your own home.

NEW DREMEL MOTO-JIG SAW
The Whole Family Will Love It!

Cuts 3/4” wood, metals, plastics!

Saws to center of 20” circle!

Sold on 5-day trial, money-back guarantee. Remit in full for postpaid shipment. Or send $2 now, postpaid, for illustrated price list and C.O.D. fee.

DREMEL MFG. CO., Dept. 365-M RACINE, WIS.

LIFETIME GIFT
for that man

Initialized hangers of finest imported hardwood. Hold both jacket and trousers. Monogrammed with one, two or three initials. 15” hanger for sizes to 42, 20” hanger for size 44 up. No C.O.D.'s or stamps please. $3.00 cash ppd.

NATIONAL HANGER CO., Inc.
Dept. HG, 15 West 18th St., N.Y. 11, N.Y.

Who Forgot ????

Unusual gift for anyone who travels.

The new FORGETTERS KIT—packed with 30 different items travelers want and so often forget. In an easy-to-pack 4” x 6” plastic case... in red or navy. Includes sewing kit, spot remover, knife with bottle opener, clothes brush, currency converter for European travelers—and two dozen other wanted items. Designed by a travel expert, for people who think they have everything.

FORGETTERS KIT, complete... $6.95

TAYLOR GIFTS
Dept. C12, Wayne, Penna.

WIND SPEED
TELLS AT A GLANCE
INDOORS
HOW HARD THE WIND IS BLOWING OUTDOORS

every gust and lull...

Send Check or Money Order to:
Cape Cod WIND INDICATORS
Harwichport 7A Cape Cod, Mass.

Now Anyone Can Smooth Rough Stuff!

Save yourself a lot of scraping and sandpapering with the new SMOOTHY. Easy to use as a blackboard eraser! Has four scientifically-designed star blades imbedded in teflon plastic that will last indefinitely. Works quickly on rough plaster, wood, floors. Remove paint and varnish without messy liquids. Order now for Christmas.

POSTPAID...SEND S1 TO:
FORTUNE LABORATORIES
1405 MAINE STREET • DES MOINES, IOWA

100 seals for $1.00.

These gold paper seals are imprinted with a holly wreath in full color: green leaves and red berries. Your name and a Christmas greeting is printed in black. You can use the seals on gift packages, on note paper, on Christmas card envelopes. They come packed in a plastic box. $1.00 ppd. for 100. Loomis, 145 High St., Boston.

Channel back chair. It's a jewel of a chair with a remarkably low price tag. Constructed of hardwood, coil springs and fine upholstery, it is covered with velveteen. You have a choice of colors: red, sage, rose, gold, brown, emerald or leaf green. 27” x 28” x 19”. $93.95 for one; $176.00 the pair. Exp. coll. Hunt Galleries, 1440 14th Ave., N. E. Hickory, N. C.

For comfort when reading we suggest that you get this handsome wrought-iron magazine rack. Because of the sturdy handle, it can be carried from room to room. These legs and handle are simple in design; the trough is made of lace-like expanded metal. Black only. 26” x 15” x 9”. $5.50 exp. coll. Order from Santa Claus Land, HG12, Santa Claus, Ind.

S H O P P I N G
A powder jar if it is made of crystal-clear glass makes a lovely appointment for the bathroom shelf or the dressing table. The one shown here is beautifully marked with three block initials. You can use it to hold candy, too. 5" high x 4" in diameter. $2.50 postpaid for one. Order from Glasscraft, Department HG12, 920 Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Ill.

Spotlight your fine paintings by using the tubular lamp shown here. Easy to attach, it is made of metal finished in bronze, red, blue, green, copper or black and bronze. The shade is 7" long. U. L. approved. The price includes a 25 watt tubular bulb, plug and socket, insulated wire. $5.00. J. A. Berko Company, 907 Horner Street, Los Angeles.

On Christmas day when you use your finest white damask tablecloth add this multi-color linen panel. It is decorated with Christmas motifs: reindeer-drawn sleighs, pine trees, snow-covered gabled houses. Background color is green flecked with white snowflakes. 22" x 48". $2.50 postpaid. Order from Downs & Co., 816 University Pl., Evanston, Illinois.

EXECUTIVE DIARY
A compact brown leather book with a 1956 calendar by the day, plus lists of general information on postal rates, removing common stains, weights and measures, copyright law, and many other statistics. Also a section for keeping anniversary dates, birthdays, etc. Comes with gold monogram. 6" x 8". $6.50. No C.O.D.'s, please.

ORDER NOW for CHRISTMAS
Unusual Low-Cost
RAISED LETTER Stationery Embosser
$3.85 each newly developed stationary with name and address, monogram or initial. Lifetime guarantee. A different, truly personal gift!

ORDER FROM:
JOSEPH H. BESENNY
2100 EIGHTH ST.,
SIOUX FALLS, S.D.

NOTARY, LODGE, CORPORATE SEALS 15c each.
U.P.-Standard, Embossed 100 English type and 50 foreign.
$1.85, 6 lines; $3.85, 12 lines. $5.50. Free flap of envelope and one of coupon can never be reached. Write for FREE STYLE SHEETS, PROMPT DELIVERY.

ROOVERS
Dr. Joseph M. Leach
2100 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 7, N.Y.
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P.O. Box 130, N.Y., N.Y.
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Velveteen tabi are becoming popular in America. Imported from the Orient where they have been worn for centuries, they make glamorous footwear for at-home fashions. Colors: red, green, rose or blue decorated with embroidered designs. Sizes: 6 to 10. $2.95 postpaid. Order from The Globe Trotters, 455 Blake Street, Dept. HG12, Pasadena 3, Calif.

For good health take proper care of your feet! Be sure that the circulation is stimulated every day. We show here a dual foot vibractor which is easy to use, which will pay health dividends. U.L. approved, it is made with a plastic housing and a chrome finished metal base. AC. $14.95 postpaid complete with six-foot cord. Corrado, 26 N. Clark St., Chicago.

Authentic molds were used to make these charming milk glass serving pieces. Note the vintage grape design! The pickle dishes are generous in size (8" long); the syrup jug can be used for hot cocoa or milk. (3½ ounce capacity.) $3.95 for one pickle dish; $3.75 for the jug. Gilbert & Leonard, HG12, 1544 Northern Boulevard, Manhasset, N. Y.

VELVETEEN

WAGON WHEEL

Copper and Pine 

CUPOLA $22.50

Send 10¢ for catalogue on complete line.

WOODENTINE CRAFTSMEN, INC.
479 First Ave. (cor. 28th St.) New York City 16
Lexington 2-7979

KEEN GARDEN CUTTING TOOLS

**AROUND**

A special gift for the gourmet or the hostess is the bowl shown here! It is made of black finished wire fitted with ball feet. It is filled with seven pounds of fresh picked walnuts and almonds! And you know that nothing tastes so delicious as nuts fresh from the tree. $7.45 postpaid complete. The Mission Folk, HG12, 115 E. 33rd Street, Los Angeles.

**Match mates.** A devoted couple will appreciate the set of sterling silver jewelry shown here. Made with a ski motif, it consists of: cuff links ($2.50), tie clasp ($1.25), earrings ($1.25) and pin ($1.25). $5 for the set. Postpaid. Federal tax included. Links and tie clasp are finished in rhodium. The Studio Shop, 557 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

**White china bells** hand-decorated with green Christmas trees and marked with a gold "Merry Christmas" are lovely ornaments to have at hand when you are tying up gifts or decorating the table or tree. Each is 1" high. The box of twenty-four is modestly priced at $1.50. Postpaid. Or-der from Zenith Gifts, HG12, 55-B Chadwick Street, Boston 19.

**White china bells** hand-decorated with green Christmas trees and marked with a gold "Merry Christmas" are lovely ornaments to have at hand when you are tying up gifts or decorating the table or tree. Each is 1" high. The box of twenty-four is modestly priced at $1.50. Postpaid. Or-der from Zenith Gifts, HG12, 55-B Chadwick Street, Boston 19.

![Live Holly Trees](image1)

**Live Holly Trees**

*In Pots*

**ONLY**

*1 each* **$1**

*3 for $2.75 each**

*5 for $5.00 each*

**Make Such Gay Gifts And Festive Decorations**

What gift could be more in keeping with Yuletide tradition than real live holly tree? What could look more charming in your own home at the holiday season?

One pretty little-tree will add deep green leaves and bright red artificial berries. They come in attractive 6½" three-pot specially decorated in Christmas red and green. Enjoy them indoors all through the holidays, then plant them outdoors and keep right on enjoying them.

Order by Mail Now For Christmas

Send Check or M.O. • Satisfaction Guaranteed

STERN'S NURSERIES
Dept. D • Geneva, New York

---

**ORNAMENTAL RAIN GAUGE**

A Fleming's Original

Here's a perfect Christmas gift for a gardener, a farmer, or one who watches the weather! You can tell how much rain has fallen in every shower...you'll know when to cultivate your flowers...when your vegetables and lawn need extra moisture. Rain Gauge is a precision instrument that accurately measures .01 to 5 inches of rainfall. Easy-to-read graduated scale tube is cased in ornamental black steel frame. Fasten metal base to any railing or post. Comes in beautiful gift box. Only **$2.00** postpaid.

**Come and Get It!**

**BEVIN PATIO GARDEN BELL**

FOR CHILDREN FOR GUESTS FOR FAMILIES

This bell of finest quality highly polished Brass will bring family and guests on the double from all corners of the garden. Its clear ringing tone is sure to carry the news that dinner is ready, or that someone is wanted in the house. With the Bevin Patio Garden Bell, you can even call junior home from his wandering. The bell is 5½" high and 6" in diameter, mounted on a black wrought iron post horseshoe bracket, a handsome and practical addition for gardens, patios, farms, and playgrounds. Ideal gift for the weekend host or as an ornament for a boy's ranch-type bedroom. $6.49 prepaid, Griffie Enterprises, Box 91, Station D, Toledo, Ohio.

**STERN'S NURSERIES**

Dept. D • Geneva, New York

---

**Wrought Iron Record Center**

Kit Contents

- A. Metal-Forming Vise
- B. 3 Tubing and Rod Rollers
- C. 3 Flat Metal Rollers
- D. 1 Sheet Metal Bender
- E. 1 Flat Metal Bending Wedge
- F. 2 Roller Handles

SWAYNE, ROBINSON & CO. • DEPT. H • RICHMOND, INDIANA

**Don't Kiss Me I'm Busy**

That's what's hand-screened in bright red letters across these creamy cotton aprons.

_For the Hostess_**

One for Him

$2.95 each

**House in the Garden**

One for Her

Postpaid

---

**MAKE WROUGHT-METAL FURNISHINGS AT HOME**

Create all the attractive, wrought-metal furnishings you've always wanted...do-it-yourself...welcome items...planters, candleabras, wall brackets and magazine racks. Yes, do it yourself with the versatile Metal-Former. Now, you too can roll, form and shape wrought-metal materials into popular items for your home easily and inexpensively with the practical Metal-Former. Ideal for Xmas. Send check or money order for $29.95* and get this handy 11-piece tool sent to you prepaid.

Special offer—add $5.50 extra and get 5 bars ½" x ⅜" x 5', 5 bars ½" x ⅛" x 5', and 5 bars ⅝" round x 5' of wrought-metal stock—a $9.40 retail value. Included FREE is a handy project folder.

KIT CONTENTS

- A. Metal-Forming Vise
- B. 3 Tubing and Rod Rollers
- C. 3 Flat Metal Rollers
- D. 1 Sheet Metal Bender
- E. 1 Flat Metal Bending Wedge
- F. 2 Roller Handles

**One for Him**

$2.95 each

**One for Her**

Postpaid

---

**MAKE WROUGHT-METAL FURNISHINGS AT HOME**

Create all the attractive, wrought-metal furnishings you've always wanted...do-it-yourself...welcome items...planters, candleabras, wall brackets and magazine racks. Yes, do it yourself with the versatile Metal-Former. Now, you too can roll, form and shape wrought-metal materials into popular items for your home easily and inexpensively with the practical Metal-Former. Ideal for Xmas. Send check or money order for $29.95* and get this handy 11-piece tool sent to you prepaid.

Special offer—add $5.50 extra and get 5 bars ½" x ⅜" x 5', 5 bars ½" x ⅛" x 5', and 5 bars ⅝" round x 5' of wrought-metal stock—a $9.40 retail value. Included FREE is a handy project folder.

KIT CONTENTS

- A. Metal-Forming Vise
- B. 3 Tubing and Rod Rollers
- C. 3 Flat Metal Rollers
- D. 1 Sheet Metal Bender
- E. 1 Flat Metal Bending Wedge
- F. 2 Roller Handles

**WROUGHT IRON RECORD CENTER**

A Fleming's Original

Here's a perfect Christmas gift for a gardener, a farmer, or one who watches the weather! You can tell how much rain has fallen in every shower...you'll know when to cultivate your flowers...when your vegetables and lawn need extra moisture. Rain Gauge is a precision instrument that accurately measures .01 to 5 inches of rainfall. Easy-to-read graduated scale tube is cased in ornamental black steel frame. Fasten metal base to any railing or post. Comes in beautiful gift box. Only **$2.00** postpaid.

**Come and Get It!**

**BEVIN PATIO GARDEN BELL**

FOR CHILDREN FOR GUESTS FOR FAMILIES

This bell of finest quality highly polished Brass will bring family and guests on the double from all corners of the garden. Its clear ringing tone is sure to carry the news that dinner is ready, or that someone is wanted in the house. With the Bevin Patio Garden Bell, you can even call junior home from his wandering. The bell is 5½" high and 6" in diameter, mounted on a black wrought iron post horseshoe bracket, a handsome and practical addition for gardens, patios, farms, and playgrounds. Ideal gift for the weekend host or as an ornament for a boy's ranch-type bedroom. $6.49 prepaid, Griffie Enterprises, Box 91, Station D, Toledo, Ohio.

**STERN'S NURSERIES**

Dept. D • Geneva, New York

---

**WROUGHT IRON RECORD CENTER**

A Fleming's Original

Here's a perfect Christmas gift for a gardener, a farmer, or one who watches the weather! You can tell how much rain has fallen in every shower...you'll know when to cultivate your flowers...when your vegetables and lawn need extra moisture. Rain Gauge is a precision instrument that accurately measures .01 to 5 inches of rainfall. Easy-to-read graduated scale tube is cased in ornamental black steel frame. Fasten metal base to any railing or post. Comes in beautiful gift box. Only **$2.00** postpaid.

**Come and Get It!**

**BEVIN PATIO GARDEN BELL**

FOR CHILDREN FOR GUESTS FOR FAMILIES

This bell of finest quality highly polished Brass will bring family and guests on the double from all corners of the garden. Its clear ringing tone is sure to carry the news that dinner is ready, or that someone is wanted in the house. With the Bevin Patio Garden Bell, you can even call junior home from his wandering. The bell is 5½" high and 6" in diameter, mounted on a black wrought iron post horseshoe bracket, a handsome and practical addition for gardens, patios, farms, and playgrounds. Ideal gift for the weekend host or as an ornament for a boy's ranch-type bedroom. $6.49 prepaid, Griffie Enterprises, Box 91, Station D, Toledo, Ohio.
GIFT WRAPPED—send check or M.O. Guaranteed satisfactory.

DOORWAY SWAGGER

set at any angle). Light, durable, guaranteed. Water 5 separate shrubs or areas at one time—up to 24 feet apart. Sprinkles foliages any one may be moved in operation and generates its own current. Fully guaranteed, complete with 50 feet of wire.

ONLY $49.95 POSTPAID

Send Check or Money Order to:

Cape Cod WIND INDICATORS
Harwichport 78 Cape Cod, Mass.

The Circus towel is perfect bait for the bath hours! Made of fine terry cloth, it is decorated with a full color circus scene and a young one's name. 20" x 40". A matching washcloth comes with the towel. 12" x 12". All the youngsters on your list will enjoy this gift. $1.98 postpaid. Order from Martha Schiller, 180 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.

Fabulous cage for the parakeet: the imported china one shown here. Made in France of the finest, high glaze ceramic, it is pierced and scrolled in the grand manner! In case you have no garrulous bird to cage, we suggest that you use this for a wonderful planter. 8" x 10" x 18". $39.95 postpaid. Jeredith Manor, HG12, P. O. Box 130, Nyack, New York.

A party table will look unusually decorative if you use the place card holders shown here. Demure ceramic angels (3½" tall) hold the cards in folded hands. The candles topping the blonde curls are an added fillip. Colors: ivory background decorated with pastel colors. $2.50 the set of six. 25¢ postage. Janet Forrist, 200 Monon St., Peoria, Ill.

WIND SPEED

TELLS AT A GLANCE

INDOORS

HOW HARD

THE WIND

IS BLOWING

OUTDOORS

Every gust and lull in the wind is instantly shown on the handsome speedometer inside your home. The 4" polished brass dial registers up to 100 miles an hour. Installation is easy and quick: Simply mount the spinning cups on roof or TV mast and connect the wire to the indoor indicator. Costs nothing to operate because it generates its own current. Fully guaranteed, complete with 50 feet of wire.

ONLY $49.95 POSTPAID

Send Check or Money Order to:

Cape Cod WIND INDICATORS
Harwichport 78 Cape Cod, Mass.

Don't hide the grain!

INSIST ON

RESIN FREE

Liquid Raw-Hide Finishes for REDWOOD

CEDAR, MANOGANY, CYPRESS, FIR, ETC.

Even long lasting Redwood needs surface protection. The Original Resin Free Liquid Raw-Hide Redwood Finishes are now available in: Natural Clear-Gloss or Dull, Redwood Color Stain & Sealer #3, $1.75 Qt., $5.30 Gal. Also Redwood Color Preservative #4, a penetrating stain drying within rather than on the wood, $1.40 Qt., $4.40 Gal. Prepaid. Guaranteed.

Color Literature and Finishing instructions sent with each order or Free on request.

For Gift Catalog

Hagerstrom METALCRAFT STUDIO
Handcrafted Specialties since 1829—Lentors, House Signs, Wrought Iron, Door Knockers, etc.

42 Old Milwaukee Road, Wheeling, III.

SHOPTING AROUND

The Ideal Home Gift for the Person Who Has Everything

Deluxe Model—Solid Brass Tray

Imperial—Brass Trim

Rancher—Horsehoe Trim

DELUXE

$24.95

19.95

18.95

EXPRESS COLLECT


For Christmas Giving, Rush Money Order or check to:

Leavenworth Steel, Inc.

PH 1st and Walker Kansas City, Kansas
The "Whitfield" Sofa—from $269 according to fabric selected. 100% foam rubber cushions at extra cost. Most dealers offer convenient budget terms.

**THE ELEGANT APPROACH TO LUXURIOUS LIVING...**

Compatible is the word for this intriguing new "Whitfield" sofa... styled with a knowing skill that makes this furniture equally at ease in living rooms modern or traditional in motif. Sumptuously soft, luxuriously long, typically Valentine Seaver in the utter perfection of tailoring and fashion details. Stirring new fabrics and colors. See it soon.
"CERAMIC TILE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE...
EASY TO WORK WITH...RELAXING TO LIVE WITH..."

To help create a warm, functional kitchen, Architect Huson Jackson used ceramic tile...and captured this rare combination for work-free convenience and relaxed living.

The semi-separation of the breakfast area—to the right of the ceramic tiled cooking island—affords a pleasant place for eating and relaxation. In the kitchen section an aqua tone ceramic tile wall from floor to ceiling keynotes an easily cleaned, colorful work center. The tiled counter tops and drainboards guarantee lifelong service and economy. Why? Ceramic tile won't burn, scratch or stain!

A ceramic tile floor is used throughout—linking kitchen and outdoor patio into a single expansive living space when the sliding window wall is open. No waxing here! Still another work-saving, wife-saving feature of tile. But why not see your local tile contractor soon—he'll tell you about ceramic tile applications for your home.

IMPORTANT: When building or remodeling, ask your ceramic tile contractor about the new adhesive method for installing ceramic tile. It can save you money. And be sure to see the wide range of colors, too!

Get ceramic tile remodeling and new construction ideas from the colorful new brochure "Ideas Unlimited"...plus a folder on ideas used in Huson Jackson's design. Both for 10c. Write to Tile Council of America, Dept. HG-12, Room 3401, 10 East 40th Street, New York; or Dept. HG-12, Room 933, 727 West Seventh Street, Los Angeles, California.
SHOPPING AROUND

De luxe service from oven to table is possible if you use satin-smooth stainless steel platters like the ones shown here. Made in Sweden, they have an exquisite patina. $5.50 for the 12 1/2" x 8 1/2" side; $7.00 for the 14 3/4" x 10"; $9.00 for the 16 1/2" x 12"; $16.00 for the 21" x 14"; $35.00 the set of 4. Ppd. From J. C. Marshall, Hendrie Lane, Riverside, Conn.

Be prepared for changes in humidity, in temperature, in the wind. For your convenience we show a handsome shield-shape combination: barometer, thermometer and humidity gauge. The shield is made of polished mahogany; the instruments of steel made in Germany. Note the brass rims! 9" x 5". $19.00 ppd. Chalmar, Split Rock Road, Syosset, N. Y.

Marbles and jacks are still popular with the young! Here are two suede leather pouches fitted with drawstrings and merry jingle bells. "Marbles" holds 20 colorful glass marbles; "Jacks" holds a soft rubber ball and 8 sturdy iron jacks. $1.00 postpaid for one; $5.00 for six. Order from Frontier Traders, Box 4035, Department HG12, Tucson, Arizona.
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the gift unusual—dressed Quail—

Give oven-ready and frozen Quail for Xmas and you send the extraordinary gift. This is the rare treat that will mark you as an epicure of fine food and thoughtful gifts. We will deliver these full-sized quail in dry ice to any place in the U. S. for $25.00 per doz. prepaid. Minimum shipment 1 doz. birds. Shipments made each Tuesday from Sept. to April. FREE recipes with each order. Send us your gift list now! Check with order, please.

LOWRANCE QUAIL FARM
1730-HG Picher Joplin, Mo.
Phone: Mayfair 3-3643

EVERY HOUSEWIFE IS AWARE OF THE IMPORTANCE of SPICES and HERBS in the PREPARATION of FOODS. WHY NOT MAKE THEM CONVENIENT TO USE?

Hang this cabinet on the wall or set it on your countershelf. Everything in one dust free place leaving extra room in your cupboards.

Cabinet illustrated 26" x 13" x 4 1/2" outside. Shipped Postpaid $24.95. Other sizes available to accommodate your favorite brands. Send for literature. Also other exclusive items.

Send Order to:
ARTHUR R. LERCH
P. O. BOX 92 WILLIAMSVILLE 21, N. Y.

GAME & CARVING SHEARS

These fine quality shears, with genuine natural stag horns handles, are a perfect complement to your finest table silver! Perfectly balanced, they are 11" long and have superb cutting blades, with bone handle, of stainless chrome finish on highest quality carbon steel. Easily curve game birds and poultry. Individually boxed. Fully guaranteed. A lasting gift, and you'll want one yourself.

$9.95 ppp. Two for $17.85

MAXWELL
1056 Bush St. San Francisco 9, Cal.
PERSONALIZED NAME PLATES

FOR THE JUNIOR SET

PERSONALIZED LICENSE PLATE for the most important person in your family. Classy and distinctive. Like a celebrity, your child can have his or her name or nickname on a "License" for tricycles, bicycles, scooters, wagons, baby carriages, cribs, baby strollers, etc. A real steel tag in baked enamel colors, the same colors as your state license colors. Helps prevent stealing by identifying your child's wheel goods. Only $1.00 each postpaid. Print child's name clearly (up to 7 spaces only...no numbers, no abbreviation marks). No C.O.D.'s. N. Carter, Dept. HG-12, 1711 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa. Send one to every child you know for Christmas...it's the perfect gift.

Early American
TOY-CEHST BENCH

FULLY ASSEMBLED

3'/j" x 16'/J" x 20'/J" +/h

You'll bless this chest that keeps toys under control (and not under foot!)...you'll love its charming Colonial flavor...and you'll find many other uses for this decorative piece wherever you have a storage problem! Hand-made of solid Pine and dovetailed, it will hold your child's toys and your children's children's toys. Easy to move despite its very solid construction. Quick delivery direct from our workshop.

Write for FREE catalog. $14.95
Express charges collect only
Send check or money order Satisfaction Guaranteed

Jeff Elliot Craftsman
Dept. G-125, Statesville, North Carolina

Presenting WALT DISNEY'S
Tinker Bell and Pixie Flying Wand
SHE FLIES

"TALL" Thrill your little girl with portable Tinker Bell and Pixie Flying Wand. From exciting Disneyland, this big 11" high golden-headed doll has removable costume, movable head and wings, jointed hips and arms, soft vinyl skin and batteries slippers with real thistle bells on her toes. Attractive packaged in Captain Hook's Lantern as seen in Disney's "Peter Pan".

Only $4.98 ppd.
(Add 90c for west of Miss., River)

WILEY WATSON Dept. 312
33 West 11th St.
New York 1, N. Y.

For cocktails you need crystal stirrers like the ones shown here. Each is 11" long; each has a decorative finial. Note the plump red cherry on the Manhattan mixer, the green olive on the one you'll use for Martinis. Give a set to a hospitable host. He'll like them on his bar. $2.95 ppd. the set.

The plus features of this attractive calendar are many; it is an appointment book, a manual on flower arrangements, a record of gifts given and received. It contains 112 pages and 58 fine photographs. Note the sturdy spiral binding, the four-color cover. 8" x 6". $1.00 postpaid. Order from Dorothy Biddle Service, Dept. HG12, Hawthorne 96, New York.

A bright star for the Christmas tree, for the holiday wreath on the entrance door; the three dimensional one shown here. Made of plastic, it has twelve points. Because it is specially treated it is luminous in the dark. About 12" in diameter. And because it is sturdy, it will last a lifetime. $1.50 postpaid for two. Bancroft's, 1112 S. Wabash, Chicago.
The Australian Mystery Stick

A reproduction of excellence: the Pennsylvania candlestick shown here. Note the graceful base, the ball-like socket! Made of solid brass finished to resist tarnish, this gentle candlestick is a perfect appointment for the coffee table. About 9 1/2" high. $7.85 postpaid. Order from Mary Hunter Mayer House, Dept. HG12, 1428 Walnut Street, Reading, Pa.

Refurbish your car by covering the seats with plush denim. We show here a set which is easy to handle, which is secured to the seat by tacks. Available for both the split or solid seat. Specify the year and the model of your car. Predominating colors: blue or green stripe. $2.98 for one; $5.65 the set ppd. Mardo Sales, 480 Lexington Ave., New York 17.

Children's Table & Bench Set
Made of California Keedwood, this set is readily constructed for use indoors and outdoors. All edges and corners are rounded and the surfaces sanded, smoothed. It has an oil base finish, ready for varnishing if desired. Illustrated instruction sheet allows easy assembling of item within a few minutes. Table size 22"x25"x21" high. Bench size 12"x35"x12" high. Price $8.95 New C.O.D. please. Send check or money order. (Note-price does not include freight or express charges).

Hargus Sales Co.
1125 Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

Texas Trail Shirts
A real frontier shirt individually handmade of genuine Texas tan suede steerhide. Practical for play and outdoor living. The tough durable leather withstands rough wear. Cut full-styled to grow with the owner. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Exchanges after Christmas if fit is not satisfactory. Boys' & Girls' Sizes 4-14 $11.50 postpaid.

E. HARGO SALES CO.
1125 Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

Children's Soft Deerskin Snow Mitts

HARGUS SALES CO.
1125 Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

Texas Trail Skirts

Norm Thompson
Dept. 90 - 1311 N.W. 21st, Portland 9, Oregon

Fascinating Gift
For Boys of All Ages
FLIGHT TESTED
BOOMERANG
The Australian Mystery Stick
GUARANTEED TO RETURN
$2

A fascinating gift and unique sport to thrill any discriminating sportsman from 12 to 60. No special skill required. Beautiful lacquer finish in your choice of color, Golden Red, Jade Green, or Natural. Truly a collector's item for game room or den. Mailed direct, complete with story and instructions. Carved by COL. JOHN M. GERRISH
4105-G S. W. Parkview Ave., Portland 1, Ore.

Genuine Wild Gray Fox Skin
For Little "Frontiersmen"
Your little "frontiersman" will be the envy of his neighborhood when he has one of these real, honest-to-goodness gray fox skins hanging on his wall or as a rug beside his bed. Trapped in the wilds where Davy Crockett once roamed, the pelt has been tanned to keep it soft and luxuriant. Skin is 36" overall ... for it is thick and has its original color tones. Comes with fascinating wild life lore about foxes. An unusual and wonderful gift for Christmas or birthdays. Also available ... .real gray wolf skin. 45½ ft. overall...$5.95

Only $2.95 postpaid

COL. JOHN M. GERRISH
4105-G S. W. Parkview Ave., Portland 1, Ore.

DOLL Furs
A small girl will love you and this cunning set of doll furs which comes in sizes for dolls from 7" to 18" tall. Think of the pride with which a monarch will dress her favorite "baby"! If she owns the cherished white bunny coat, hat, and muff shown here. Unbeatable in white satin!

For dolls 9" to 24"—coat, hat, and muff set...$4.95 postpaid.

HOLI

SANTA

MRS. SANTA

Christmas stockings will bulge mysteriously with these wonderful surprise balls. Inside each multi-colored toy jewelry ball are 12 exciting surprises, consisting of fake money, whistles, puzzles, etc. Sewing to reveal ball's hidden secrets. Actually, it's a toy children destroy to enjoy. Order by name or just place "assorted". Surprise Balls (Each)...$1.00 ppd.

Johnny Appleseed's
BOX 708
BEVERLY, MASS.

FRONTIER CLOTHES
from Frontier Land
HANDCRAFTED IN
genuine LEATHER
for BOYS & GIRLS

TEXAS TRAIL BOOTS

E. HARGO SALES CO.
1125 Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.
**Monogrammed Umbrellas**

- Beautiful • Useful • Durable
- THE PERFECT YEAR-ROUND GIFT
- $7.50 PPD.
- No C.O.D.'s please

Brighten the rainiest day with this colorful umbrella, personalized with your own monogram.

PINK • BRIGHT RED • WHITE
NAVY • BLACK • BROWN
with contrasting monogram

$6.50 Children's Size
Youngsters won't lose this umbrella

Please specify color, monogram style, and PRINT name or initials.

---

**Personalized CHRISTMAS RECORD**

Santa Talks to Your Child ... and Calls Child by Name!

Santa tells a thrilling story that will get when they hear Santa talking DIRECTLY to him (or her) personally, by name. Santa talks about being good, talks about the joys of Christmas, and how proud Christmas is the happiest day of the year to see kids... See how excited youngsters get when they can join in singing Jingle Bells with Santa. etc. See how excited youngsters got when they heard Santa speaking personally, by name. Santa talks about the scabbard for his own use!)

Actually only a toy that gives a harmless bang. 34" long, with adjustable sling. The rifle is made of fine, heavy saddle leather—and a bolt action toy rifle, 24" long, beautifully made of fine, heavy saddle leather. A genuine U.S. Army Scabbard, included with set so junior can drill like a real soldier. He'll be the envy of the neighborhood. (Just make sure Dad doesn't take it.)

$1.00

---

**Literary Umbrellas**

- **Pink** • **Bright Red** • **White**
- **Navy** • **Black** • **Brown**

$6.50 Children's Size
Youngsters won't lose this umbrella

Please specify color, monogram style, and PRINT name or initials.

---

**Mantle decoration**: wrought-iron panels designed like church windows. Finished in a choice of white and gold or black and gold, each panel is fitted with a candle bracket. This is an ornament which will add charm to your holiday decorations. 18" high x 25" wide. $4.95. Add 35c. Marlorhouse House, Dept. HG12, Box 1303, Milwaukee 1, Wis.

**Copper skillets** (in miniature) make unusual coasters, nut dishes, ash trays. We show here a set of four skillets made of solid copper. Bright and burnished, each is treated to resist tarnish. Over-all size of each: 2" in diameter. $2.50 postpaid the set of four. Order from Legacy Sterling Club, Department HG12, 999 S. Water St., New Bedford, Mass.

**A leather box** fitted with index and cards is a fine way to record the names of everyone who sent you Christmas greetings. We show here a handsome leather covered box (4" x 5" x 3") which comes marked with three gold initials. This is an excellent gift to give to a meticulous housekeeper. $7.95 postpaid. Order from The Lamplighter, Barrington, Illinois.

---

**SHOPPING**

**Ticking Watches** for little tots. Here's a toy that holds a child's interest indefinitely because it's a watch just like yours. Never stops ticking because it's self-winding. Shockproof mechanism to withstand the bumps. Non-breakable plastic crystal in metal case. Real metal hands. Real wrist band. You cannot miss with this toy. He owns his own watch and wears it proudly.

- only 50¢ postpaid
- MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED

---

**Leather Scabbard & Bolt Action Rifle**

Authentic Toy Sensation!

Brand new genuine U.S. Army Scabbard, 24" long, beautifully made of fine, heavy saddle leather—and a bolt action toy rifle, 36" long, with adjustable sling. The rifle looks real enough to fool an expert, but it's actually only a toy that gives a harmless pop when trigger is pulled. Mans of arms included with set so junior can drill like a real soldier. He'll be the envy of the neighborhood. (Just make sure Dad doesn't take the scabbard for his own use!)

- **SCABBARD AND TOY RIFLE SET**
- **$5.95**

P & S SALES Dept. 4-11
P. O. Box 7008 Oklahoma City 12, Okla.

---

**A Child's Pride of Ownership!**

Encourage your little boy or girl to keep his or her room tidy. So we created these children's signs for Junior and you should see him beam when he has one on his door (self-adhesive back). Ideal gifts for boys or girls. Names are engraved on durable flexible Cordovane, 7 x 2 x 1. Only $1 each in white with red letters or black with white letters. Airmail 25¢ extra. Rush order today! Handy Gifts, 1421 Jefferson Bldg., Culver City 4, California.
AROUND
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The golden touch is the accent for fall and winter fashions. Shown here is a classic bracelet made of metal finished in 18K gold plate. The rope-like pattern is interesting. $10.00. Matching oversize button earrings: $4.50. Postpaid. Tax included. Order from Leeway, Dept. HG12, 505 Fifth Ave., New York, New York.

For the fireplace: giant size matches and a giant size rack to hold them. Shown here is a handsome wrought-iron rack which can stand alone or be attached to the wall. Black only. Matches come in an attractive box. $3 for rack; $2.25 for matches; $5 the set. Postpaid. Order from The Sea Horse, HG12, 727 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, Ill.

Cosy comfort is the attribute of this Provincial footstool. It’s an exact reproduction of the one used with the old Boston rocker. Top is made of 2" pine, legs are dark pine. 14" x 9" x 8". $6.95 postpaid. You can order from Templeton Craftsmen, Department HG12, Templeton, Mass.

DICK TRACY

Imagine the fun boys and girls will have with this new electronic “walky-talky” just like the famous Dick Tracy’s! Let youngsters talk to each other or send Morse Code messages, from room to room, house to house. Thrills them with its battery, wire and easy directions for use. Satisfaction guaranteed. Only $3.95. Ppd.

Order By Mail Now For Christmas!
Max Schling Seedsmen, Inc.
538 MADISON AVE., DEPT. 661, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

ROCKET SHOES

Youngsters from 7 to 12 will “jump for joy” with these exciting new ROCKET SHOES! They’re “out of this world” for enjoyable fun and healthful exercise all year round. Rocket Shoes are perfectly balanced with highest quality steel springs, colorful shoe protecting caps, rubber shock bumpers. Provide thrilling, safe action in every step! Adjustable for perfect, comfortable fit to shoe. Made to last for years.

ONLY $5.95 pair POSTPAID
(Add 50c east of Miss. River)
Order several sizes today. (No C.O.D.’s)
Write for FREE FOLDER of unusual Gifts!

RUSSELL SNOW CO.
Dept. 321
Waltham 54, Mass.

DAVY CROCKETT

WALL CUTOUTS

You and your child will thrill over these HAND-PRINTED wall decorations for nursery or playroom. The cutest Davy Crockett Tales-A-Story imaginable. New, attractive hand-painted designs in warm, gay colors, 7" to 14" tall. Guaranteed to delight or money back. Complete Set, just $3.95 p.d. Guaranteed to delight or money back.

LAUREL TREE RANCH
Dept.: HG-125
P.O. Box 26, Pacific Palisades, Calif.

Thrilling Snow Skates
For little “Winter Sports” too small to cope with skis—here are skates that take them skimming over the snow almost as swiftly— and safely! Actually, these are micrometer skis, 21/2" across, 12" long, of steam-bent hardwood with grooved bottom, and fitted metal heel plates. Fits ages 4 to 11. Order today. No. T-4237, Snow Skates, $1.79 pr.

Write For Free 148-Page Catalog of Gifts!
Our hams are prepared to please discerning people, and we guarantee complete satisfaction. Weight 8 to 13 lbs. shipped anywhere in continental U.S. Please specify whether wanted wt.) shipped anywhere in continental U.S. Please specify whether wanted now; for Christmas; or other date.

U.S. Please specify whether wanted

low CALORIE! No Sugar Added! No Salt Added! CHOCOLATE COVERED MARSHMALLOWS

$1.95 postpaid (except for 12 oz. cases, which are shipped 2 dozen per case.) Order one for yourself... a second for a party-giving friend!

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

J. Mayer
705 Lexington Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.

AGED LIKE VINTAGE WINE (Smoking alone takes 30 days!) JORDAN'S GENUINE VIRGINIA HAM

Nearly 300 years ago, Virginia colonists sent to England hams of a distinctive savory flavor that soon were acclaimed by gourmet and royalty all through the capitals of Europe. Both the fame and famous flavor have endured. Today, as then, the true Virginia ham is one of the world's delicacies.

Each magnificently aged ham now hanging in our aging rooms, slowly cured, smoked to a rich mahogany hue, aged approx. one year, has been tended by hand through each unhurried step—approx. one year, has been tended by hand through each unhurried step— as we have done for the past 115 years. For example, we keep hickory fires going day and night for 30 days, while the juices drip and the pungent smoke permeates the meat.

Just before shipment, each ham (in a 40-hour process) is soaked, simmered, the skin removed, the fat trimmed, then glazed with sugar and baked with wine to a savory feast of firm, sweet and tender meat.

Your Jordan's ham arrives ready to be enjoyed, needs no heating. It keeps for weeks and weeks. Traditionally for Christmas dinner... per­fect for cocktail party or buffet. It is kept for weeks and weeks. Traditionally for Christmas dinner... perfect for cocktail party or buffet.

Your Jordan's ham arrives ready to be enjoyed, needs no heating. It keeps for weeks and weeks. Traditionally for Christmas dinner... perfect for cocktail party or buffet.

Your Jordan's ham arrives ready to be enjoyed, needs no heating. It keeps for weeks and weeks. Traditionally for Christmas dinner... perfect for cocktail party or buffet.

For the hard-to-please friend... TEA

Scent bells to hang on the Christmas tree, to tie to the chandelier, to dangle from the newel post: the transparent plastic bells shown here. Each is 2" high and contains a satin sachet filled with sweet swelling lavender. The satin sachets come in emerald, gold, red, pink, white, blue. $1.50 postpaid for 3. The Lavender House, Old Chelsea Station, N. Y.

Opheila is the name of the black and white lamb shown here. A child will have many happy hours playing with it and reading the story of Opheila. Note the book with full color illustrations which comes with it. Lamb is 11" high and 7" wide. Give a set to your favorite youngster. $7.95 postpaid the set. Beverly Baker, HG12, Box 135, Darien, Conn.

A china candle which holds a concealed wax candle is unusual decoration. Shown here is a fine white china candle which is decorated with pastel flowers and gold lines. A metal spring automatically raises the wax candle as it burns. 9¼" high. $3.00 for one; $5.75 the pair. Postpaid. Order from Seth & Jef. Department HG12, New Marlborough, Mass.
A filigree bangle is high-style fashion. The beauties shown here are made of filigree aluminum finished in gilt. Made in Germany, they are exquisitely pierced and ornamented. A pair will make drama on a bare arm. The cost of one is unbelievably low. $1.00 ppd. Order from B. M. Lawrence Imports, HG12, 255 California Street, San Francisco.

Hand-hooked rugs are highly prized! These two rugs come from the Orient. Both the oval and the rectangular are available in sizes up to 12 feet x 18 feet. The oval shown here is 2 feet x 3 feet. $3.40. The rectangular one is 2 feet x 4 feet. $4.60. Border colors: green, rose, beige. Ppd. Pacific Rug, 120 E. 8th Street, Los Angeles, California.

Black onyx is a beautiful stone! Shown here is sterling silver jewelry set with hand-carved onyx. The motif is the Inca Indian symbol of good luck. Binx is a favorite of the Old South. Western Classics. Department The complete set is $10. Postpaid.

Perfect gifts for hard-to-please friends...tasty main dishes for your own holiday dinners, breakfasts, and parties. Our succulent ready-to-serve Smoked Turkeys...lean, sugar cured Smoked Ham...crisp, tender Smoked Bacon. Old-time farm kitchen flavor sealed in by our Tendersealing process. Thousands of customers order each year. Similarly packed, keep for months. Our famous recipes included. Gift orders individually handled; just send your list. Money back guarantee.

We also sell Pennsylvania Dutch Fruit Cakes, Lebanon Bologna, and Virginia Hams. Write for free folder.

Delightful Holiday Treats for Family and Friends

SHELLED PECAN HALVES

Finest quality... carefully selected for size and flavor. Delicious to eat. Wonderful for salads, pastries, hors d'oeuvres. Gift packaged with recipe suggestions...

2 lbs. $4.95; 3 lbs. $7.35
5 lbs. $12.15; 10 lbs. $23.00

SEND US YOUR GIFT LIST

Check or money order...No C.O.D.'s. Shipped Prepaid in Continental U.S.A.

STERNBERG PECAN COMPANY
Dept. H, Box 193, Jackson, Mississippi

---

SPICE FILLED JARS

In Handy Rack

Adds A Soul To Your Cookery

Keeps Your Spice Shelf Neat, Orderly

A WONDERFUL Christmas Gift, bridge prize, bridal shower present. Order several sets. Herb jars have Blue design. Spice jars have Blue and Red Dutch design. Both have slip-on tops easily removed to insert spices and maintain finest quality Frank's Dove Brand Herbs and Spices.

(A) Six Herb Salt: Bay Leaves, Sage, Thyme, Marjoram, Poultry Seasoning, Parsley.
(B) Six Daily Seasonings: Seasoning Salt, Garlic Salt, Cucumber Salt, Pepper, Poppy, Curry Powder.
(C) Equal Use Assortment: Pepper, Mustard, Cinnamon, Almonds, Nutmeg, Ginger.

Specify Set You Wish By Letters—A, B, C

Enclose and send check or M.O. No C.O.D.'s. 2 sets sent to same address, postpaid $3.00. 3 sets sent to same address, postpaid $4.20. This offer is limited. Hurry!

The FRANK Tea & Spice Co., Dept. C, Cleveland 7, Ohio

---

CHEESE SLICER

A handsome aid to hostessing this gracefully proportioned Imported Norwegian cheese slicer eliminates waste, slices cheese as consumed. Rust free, never dull blade of stainless steel. Handles of white, black, teak, $2.50; stainless steel, German silver, $3.50; silverplate, $4.50. All postpaid.

Cheese Slicer

Box A-72

Conwayville, Wisconsin
Remember the dog at the holiday season. Give yours (or your host’s) a lounging mat made of non-skid plastic. It is decorated with a picture of a dog, its foot prints, a succulent bone and the inscription “Pet-O-Mat”. About 18” x 27”. $1.00. Larger size: 27” x 36”. $1.50. Postpaid. Order from Elron Products, Dept. HC12, 225 West Erie St., Chicago.

A neat case for your jewelry is the satin roll shown here. Lined with jeweler’s flannel, it has a zipper compartment for necklaces, a sturdy strap on which to clip earrings and a deep pocket for rings and pins. Colors: navy blue with red dots or pink or blue striped damask. $3.50 postpaid. Order from the Connecticut Yankee, Dept. HC12, Sharon, Connecticut.

A fine gift for anyone is this set of four records! Excerpts from the Holy Bible are beautifully recited on these vinyl plastic discs (78 and 45 RPM). Included with the set is an illustrated Bible which should be followed as the records are played. $2.98 postpaid complete. Order from Best Values Company, 318 Market Street, Newark, New Jersey.

PLATE WARMER
Perfect, easy, safe way to heat up to 10 plates for serving good food properly. A distinctive, useful electrical gift. Excellent for indoor and outdoor serving. Zippered washable cover of red and white or green and white Chambray. Thermostat control for AC-DC. Post paid $12.50 in U.S.A. Send check or money order.

Crawford House
Route 1, Box 406
Newfoundland, N. J.

GIVE A GIFT
YOU’D LOVE TO GET

SHARON’S De Luxe Fruit Cake
Year after year thousands buy Sharon’s luscious FRUIT CAKES for themselves and for friends. Chock-full of choice Cherries, Hawaiian Pineapple, Texas Peaches! Most delightful you ever tasted! Beautifully packed in brilliant red and gold box, 2 lb. — $3.45, 4 lb. — $6.50, 6 lb. — $12.50. Postpaid anywhere in the U.S.A. Send us your list. We enclose attractive card with your name and mail direct.

SHARON’S, 666 W. Duarte Rd., Arcadia, Calif.
Over a million people sleep in comfort under automatic blankets made by Fieldcrest...look for this label.
Look how the light shows through my new **Candescent**—and it's just as unbreakable as my other Boontonware!

This is the most fabulous dinnerware you've ever seen. It's new Boontonware "Candescent," and it has a glowing translucency you only find in the finest china. Hold it up, and you'll see little flecks running through that make it literally sparkle.

The colors themselves are just beautiful. There is a rare Oyster White—perfect with all the white decorating right now. There is a brilliant Turquoise, a Shrimp Pink clear as coral, a Charcoal deeper and handsomer than any you can imagine.

Yet with all its fine delicate look, "Candescent" is actually **guaranteed against breakage.** It has an amazing resistance to chipping and breaking. A good rich weight. A way of insulating food—keeping it hot or cold till you serve it. And it is completely safe in your dishwasher's hottest water.

Your nearest department store has Boontonware "Candescent" dinnerware right now. Go in and ask for it. Hold it up to the light. And see for yourself how fabulous it really is.

Boontonware Candescent comes in 16 pc. starter sets for four. Additional and service pieces available as open stock. Colors: Charcoal, Shrimp Pink, Turquoise Blue and Oyster White.

"**WRITTEN GUARANTEE AGAINST BREAKAGE IN EVERY PACKAGE**

FOR MELMAC® DINNERWARE AT ITS FINEST—LOOK ON THE BACK OF EVERY PIECE
S H O P P I N G  A R O U N D

Gay ear muffs to wear for carolling; for the trip to midnight service: these knitted angora ones which are trimmed with holly berries, green bows and golden bells. Attached to a metal head clip, they will fit both children and adults. Colors: red, green or white. $3.95 postpaid the pair. Susan Smith Company, Dept. HG12, Carpentersville, Ill.

At home you can be as efficient as a good secretary. For easy reference we show the Wheel Index. It is a revolving file which will adapt itself to many uses. Made of metal, it has a sturdy brass spindle and fifty cards. We suggest that you use one in the kitchen and another in the study. $1.25 ppd. Carol Beatty, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles.

Two quart tureen with a removable glass liner is a handsome (and sensible) gift for any hostess. Made of metal finished in heavy silver-plate, it has a classic hostess. Made of metal finished in some (and sensible) gift for any Christmas. Special Bargain Box has 50 selected bulbs — easy to grow — exotic color combinations and serene points. Your card enclosed for friends — anywhere in U.S. postpaid. Special Bargain Gift Box, only...

It's Crystal - Clear...

Christmas Holly

loved friends with highpriced, famous John Bancroft glassworks at Christmas. Special Bargain Box has 50 selected bulbs — easy to grow — exotic color combinations and serene points. Your card enclosed for friends — anywhere in U.S. postpaid. Special Bargain Gift Box, only...

Christmas Holly

Fresh, bright Oregon holly — abundant with red berries — for your home, or for your friends, with card enclosed.

Loose holly, carefully packed...

$3.95

Door Swag, 28" x 10" x 6"...

$4.25

Christmas Wreaths:

14" — $4.45

18" — $5.95

24" — $7.95

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

Prompt postpaid shipment. Send cash, check, or M.O. No C.O.D.'s, please.

GREER'S Specialties
P. O. Box 52, Ada, Oklahoma.

The Best Shutters are the Biggest Bargain!

Thousands of users throughout the world give that Paul Heinle's Shutters are better built with better woods — and from every view look better, too! That's because Paul Heinle started the modern revival of shutters and therefore has greater know-how. Before you select shutters, send $25 for booklets which save hundreds of shutter ideas for your home.
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The love ring is traditional to Venice. We show one made of 14K gold. The six separate rings are arranged to form a new design every time the ring is twisted. For a wonderful effect, wear one over your wedding ring! All yellow gold or in a combination of green, white and rose gold. Ring sizes, $26.50 ppd. Federal tax incl.

George, 550 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Letter rack for the desk or the entrance hall! This sturdy appointment is made of Caronite, a new plastic. It comes engraved with a full name or three initials. You have a choice of colors: red, gray, or black marked with white letters or white marked with red or black. Over-all size: 4" x 4". $1.65 ppd. International Gifts, Box 50913, Culver City, Calif.

Staffordshire is highly prized because it is so beautiful! Shown here is a set of barrel-shape salt and pepper shakers which are over-size in scale (4½" high x 2½" in diameter). The charming Jenny Lind pattern comes in rose-red, brown or green against a white ground. $3.98 postpaid the pair. From Here's How, 27 East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y.

SHOPPING

Add-a-Coin Bracelet
...true Americana
U.S.A. Gold Coins
30 to 100 Years Old
Collector's Item

Add-a-Coin with 7 gold coins as illustrated, $250 tax incl.

Add-a-Coin with 7 gold coins as illustrated, $250 tax incl.

MITCHUM COMPANY
Dept 161 W, PARIS, TENN.
(Conna 52) 220 James Ave., Tampa 6, Fl.

MITCHUM COMPANY
Dept 161 W, PARIS, TENN.
(Conna 52) 220 James Ave., Tampa 6, Fl.

THE ADDED TOUCH
(Dept. 112) Wynnewood, Pa.

THE ADDITIONAL GIFT CATALOG

Imported Danish Christmas Candles
Will help to bring the true spirit of Christmas to your home. 1½" high, they are hand dipped and hand decorated with a contrasting red and green bulb design. Appropriate as a centerpiece for your Christmas table ... the added touch for an individual place setting. Each candle has its own gold colored shaped holder. Candles will fit into an 10" x 12" x 20" box, 12 candles and 12 candle holders, post-paid.

$2.25 ppd.

Send Far Free Gift Catalog

THE ADDED TOUCH

Christmas Door Decoration
It's Here! You'll be the hit of your neighborhood with the Christmas Door Decoration Christmas Door Decoration Christmas Door Decoration. A 1½" x 3" x 1½" decor. Christmas paper cards match decorated to your door. Will make this holiday season a special one for you and your family. Cords are arranged to form a new design. Send name and address. Pay only $2.00 on arrival plus C.O.D. postage and tax or guarantee you must be satisfied with first results or return it within 30 days. MITCHUM COMPANY for money back. 12 CANDLES POSTPAID $2.50 ppd.

Christmas Door Decoration

To sit beside your flowing bowl a NUTMEE TREE
White ceramic Christmas tree fashioned in glittering gold, silver or combination of green and gold. Christmas packaged complete with package of nutmeg and seal. 3½" high. $2.50 postpaid. A.composition gift—6 inch ceramic tile hand-screened and decorated with an authentic recipe "Old Fashioned Eggnog政协委员 in charge of after charmimg gift sales.

These Horrid Age Spots

FADE THEM OUT
"Weathered brown spots on the surface of your hands and face tell the world you're getting old—perhaps before you really are. Fade them away with new ESOTERICA, that medicated cream that breaks up masses of pigment on the skin, makes hands look white and young again. Equally effective on the face, neck and arms. Not a cover-up, Acts in the skin—not on it. Fragrant, greaseless base for softening, lubricating skin as it clears up those blemishes.

SEND NO MONEY—7 DAY TRIAL TEST
Send name and address. Pay only $2.00 on arrival plus C.O.D. postage and tax or guarantee you must be satisfied with first results or return it within 30 days. ESOTERICA for money back. 2½" high. $2.50 which includes tax and we pay postage. Same guarantee.

MITCHUM COMPANY
Dept 161 W, PARIS, TENN.

Add-a-Coin Bracelet
...true Americana
U.S.A. Gold Coins
30 to 100 Years Old
Collector's Item

Add-a-Coin with 7 gold coins as illustrated, $250 tax incl.

Add-a-Coin with 7 gold coins as illustrated, $250 tax incl.

MITCHUM COMPANY
Dept 161 W, PARIS, TENN.
(Conna 52) 220 James Ave., Tampa 6, Fl.

MITCHUM COMPANY
Dept 161 W, PARIS, TENN.
(Conna 52) 220 James Ave., Tampa 6, Fl.

IT DOES YOUR DUSTING FOR YOU!

Get Amazing New DUST-OFF on Special Money-Saving Offer!

Dust-off actually keeps dust off all surfaces for days at a time by eliminating static electricity. Cleans, polishes. Easy to use—safe for wood, tile, glass, metal, paint. Saves hours of time and work. NOW 1 QUART DUST-OFF (Regular value $3.87)

PLUS DELUXE 1-QUART PLASTIC CONTAINER for dozens of household uses (Regular value $1.95)

Both for only $2.37 (You save $1.72)

Send cash, check or money order—ppd. ADE-O-MATIC Wrigley Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Add-a-Coin Bracelet
...true Americana
U.S.A. Gold Coins
30 to 100 Years Old
Collector's Item

Add-a-Coin with 7 gold coins as illustrated, $250 tax incl.

Add-a-Coin with 7 gold coins as illustrated, $250 tax incl.

MITCHUM COMPANY
Dept 161 W, PARIS, TENN.
AROUND

A motel bag is the traveler’s delight. He can pull into the motel court with a feeling of complacency. His hot coffee or soup does not depend on anyone but himself and the motel bag. Made of red plaid, it contains a 4-cup electric percolator, 4 cups, 4 spoons, a quart vacuum bottle. $15.00 ppd. House in the Garden, 19 Garden Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Travel lock. This is a splendid stocking gift for anyone who plans to travel. The sturdy padlock has an 18” Swedish steel chain attached to it. String your suitcase handles on the chain, snap the lock and you can be sure that not a piece of luggage will turn up missing. $2.95 ppd. with leather case. Robin Hood’s Barn, HG12, 684 High, Westwood, Mass.

One touch of mink can make a basic dress or coat a glamorous fashion. We show here a clip-on how made of fine mink (white or sable color) which is embellished with sparkling rhinestones. With it comes a set of rhinestone rimmed mink cuff links. And the set is $5.00 ppd. Federal tax included. Merrill Ann, 102 HG Warren St., N. Y.

DOLL FURNITURE FROM SWEDEN

Happy the child who finds these under the tree! She can set up housekeeping with smart Swedish furniture Mother will envy! There’s a living room, dining room, bedroom and kitchen – each unit complete with its own parquet floor, throw rugs, a picture for the wall. Wall-designed furniture is imported from Sweden, made of wood, custom painted and upholstered. So well priced you can afford them all.

(A) Living Room Suite: 4-piece chrome and upholstered sofa, armchair, natural pine coffee table, fireplace, leg basket, decorative urn. $3.95
(B) Dining Room Suite: Charmingly styled, painted white and upholstered in red felt, 5” Grandfather’s clock, stylish round table with 4 chairs, sideboard. $3.95
(C) Bedroom Suite: Dainty white furniture trimmed with gold . . double bed with blue coverlet, mirrored dressing table and vanity bench, chest of drawers, two night stands, red upholstered chair. $3.95

SPECIAL VALUE: NOW $13.95. Send for FREE Christmas Catalog!

SLIP-ON COLLAR-PIN—$1.50

To keep your collar neat and your initials out front—a Slip-on pin—no jab marks, of gold or silver plate with 2 or 3 engraved initials . . . $1.50

You’ll love the matching Earrings & Cuff-Links, $2 ppd. Special Price for Pin & Earring, or Cuff-Links, $3 Complete Set of all 3 items, $5

Cuff-Links very smart for men, too. Send cash, check or m.o. No C.O.D.’s please.

RUTH BRAWER
12 EAST MAIN STREET CARPENTERSVILLE 3, ILLINOIS

MAKE BUTTERED HOT TOAST

Toasted Cheese, Garlic Bread, Reheat Pastry, Rollad Toast Buttered English Muffins

This new invention, the only one to make buttered toast, does not colder than a regular toaster. Plug it In. Load the 13" x 19" tray with as many as six slices of bread, buns, etc. Wonderful for brown-and-serve rolls, frozen waffles or melted cheese. Use at dinner table. All polished aluminum with A/C, DC, UL approved cord and on-off switch. Send check, or money order today for only $8.00 delivered. Fully guaranteed. FREE—Catalog of Gifts and Gadgets.

IN CANADA: include local sales tax, checks payable in Canadian funds.

Mrs. Dorothy Damar
20 ZONKE BLVD., BURLINGTON, N. J.
HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING

Aspic and hors d'oeuvres are a part of the holiday season. To make professional looking canapes try using metal cutters. We show here two sets of ornamental molds which have a sharp cutting edge; the large size is for hors d'oeuvres; the small one for aspic. $2 postpaid for 24. Order from Nouvelle, Ltd. Department HG12, 227 West Erie Street, Chicago 10, Illinois.

Musical angels. The hand-carved wood figures shown here come from Oberammergau! Each is finished in natural wood color. One plays a piano; the other blows a primitive trumpet. Each is 2" high. $1.50 postpaid for one. Order from Shannon Mail Order Service, Consulate General of Ireland, HG12, 33 East 50th Street, New York 22.

A neat note for the bathroom: the wrought-iron magazine rack. Finished in black, it has two compartments for magazines; one for standard size, the other for pocket size. A toilet tissue roll is fitted into the base of the rack. Over-all size: 9" high x 12" wide x 6" deep. $2.95 plus 25c postage. Order from Laurie & Co., 507 Fifth Avenue, New York 17.

COMIC PEARLS

For Christmas Giving

AS LOW AS $275

DELIVERY PREPAID

MILFORD, ORE.

7 Lucious, large Comic Pears, creamy in texture, rich in juicy flavor, make unusual and appreciated gifts for family, friends and business associates. These world-famous pears are grown in our orchards, carefully selected—individually wrapped. Delivered PREPAID in colorful gift boxes to any point in 48 states. Perfect arrival guaranteed. Gift card enclosed. Send list, we do the rest. No stamps, C.O.D.'s or charge accounts, please.

DELIVERED PRICES (order by number)

No. 1—Deluxe Box (8 to 14 pears) . . . . . $2.75
No. 2—Deluxe Box (15 to 18 pears) . . . . . 4.65
No. 7—Aust. Fruit Chest (about 14 lbs) . . . 6.95
No. 5—Aust. Fruit Basket (about 18 lbs) . . 14.15

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

PINEAPPLE ORCHARDS

For Fruit Club

416 Fir St., Medford, Oregon

For Free Full-Color Catalog write.

COFFEE EXPRESS

A revolutionary new coffee maker imported from Italy. If you like the strong, "tar-like" coffee served in many American restaurants, this is for you. The patented design forces steam nullifies the central coffee overheating; also, steam hot water at the pouring spout. Only $9.50

Weiss for home, "For Modern Living".

OLD MEXICO SHOP

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

INTERIOR DECORATION

FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE

TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN

Resident Day Classes

Start Feb. 1st. Send for Catalog R

Perforated and Modern styles, colors, schemes, dropperies, all fundamental. Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses.

Home Study Course

Start at once. Send for Catalog C

Some training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and intensely interesting.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN

21 East 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.
De luxe gift for the girl who knits, sews or crochets: woven labels marked with her name. Order these for all the talented needlewomen on your long gift list. Made of heavy taffeta. About 2¼" x 1¼". $1.50 for 12 labels; $2.00 for 20; $3.00 for 40. Postpaid. Order from Hallmark Labels, Dept. HG12, 117 E. 31st Street, New York, N. Y.

Liqueur decanter. This heavy crystal decanter has four sections, four pouring spouts. Besides being useful, it is decorative. Fill it with liqueurs: mint, cherry brandy, créme de cacao, Kirsch, or other favorites. 12" high. $6.95 ppd.

An ideal pair of pedestal busts for both traditional and contemporary decoration is the set shown here. Made of composition finished in bronze or black or white spattered with gilt. As you can see, Venus and Hermes are a matched pair and will add charm to almost any room. Each is 9" high. $9.95 ppd. the set. Mono-Art, 50 Delancy St., New York.

**CAPTAIN'S YOUTH CHAIR**

Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining with their very own version of an adult Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for youngsters with their very own name. Young captains will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair. Designed for的年轻人 will rise to the occasion of dining in a Captain's Chair.

**TEMPLETON CRAFTSMEN**

Dept. 244
Templeton, Mass.

**ROUND COFFEE TABLE**

CAST IRON $45

**BARONIAL ENGLISH SET**

Original over 118 years old in White or Antelope Green

**LOBBY LUMBER OR 8 LIVE LOBSTERS PLUS HALF-PECK STEAMER CLAMS**

From New England's famed Saltwater Farm—tender, meaty, sweetest-tasting Live Lobsters. Ready to cook and serve in their native ocean rockweed. No handling until they're ready to eat. 1½ lb. ideal size. Send any way for the tastiest shore dinner imaginable. Tell us day, month and time you want them. Fresh, live delivery GUARANTEED within 180 miles, at a fraction of their American retail price...-

**LIVE LOBSTERS** or **8 LIVE LOBSTERS PLUS HALF-PECK STEAMER CLAMS**


**WILLLOW LANE ORNAMENTS**

Door in a box. Send today to:

**SALTWATER FARM, INC.**

SOUTHBOROUGH, MAINE

**PROVEN HOME PLANS**

BUILD YOUR OWN HOME

Send for Big Illustrated Plan Books. 

OVER 1,000 PLANS—IDEAS PEP-BOOK!

Homes as you want them with the most in lasting value, comfort, beauty. All sized homes, all styles. Find that dream home and ideas in these books. Detailed blueprints and material lists for every plan at low cost.

1. FAMILY ROOM HOMES—100 custom plans. $100
2. SELECTED HOMES—115 favorite designs. $85
3. NEW TRENDS IN HOME PLANS—180 economical beauties. $50
4. BLOCK MASONRY HOMES—154 plans for frame or brick. $100

**SALTWATER FARM, INC.**

327 S. MAIN ST.

PORTLAND, ME
DOWN COMFORTERS
Beautifully Re-Covered

Once-located, now-shabby down comforters re-covered like new for $11.95 in down-proof taffeta—Women admire Alden's exquisite craftsmanship, ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Wool comforters re-covered, too. And heirloom featherbeds transformed into cloud-soft, desamework-feather-soft comforters.

Send today for FREE samples of coverings, testimonials and illustrated folder!

ALDEN COMFORT MILLS-HG
Box 6070, Dallas, Texas

You will ENJOY pleasant, vigorous VIBRATORY MASSAGE with the Genuine Battyle Creek HEALTHY BUILDER

"TOPS" for the Home, for Athletic Clubs, for Reducing Salons—for MEN and WOMEN! Enjoy the relaxing, stimulating benefits of efficient circulatory massage! Health Builder gives you pleasant, scientific deep-tissue manipulation—at the snap of a switch." Helps weight and figure problems, muscle-toning, blood circulation. Widely used in Health Institutions. Built for years of service—fully guaranteed.

WRITE TODAY for FREE literature and booklet "Be Your Own Doctor!"

You will ENJOY pleasant, vigorous VIBRATORY MASSAGE with the Genuine

Battyle Creek HEALTHY BUILDER

"TOPS" for the Home, for Athletic Clubs, for Reducing Salons—for MEN and WOMEN! Enjoy the relaxing, stimulating benefits of efficient circulatory massage! Health Builder gives you pleasant, scientific deep-tissue manipulation— at the snap of a switch." Helps weight and figure problems, muscle-toning, blood circulation. Widely used in Health Institutions. Built for years of service—fully guaranteed.

WRITE TODAY for FREE literature and booklet "Be Your Own Doctor!"

NEW TINYTONE RADIO

REALLY WORKS — WORLD'S SMALLEST ABOUT CIGARETTE PACKAGE SIZE— Weighs only 4 ounces—GUARANTEED TO RECEIVE LOCAL STATIONS—GUARANTEED TO TRANSMIT YOUR OWN MESSAGE—GUARANTEED TO RECEIVE ANY POWERED RADIO BROADCAST—GUARANTEED TO RECEIVE ANY POWERED TELEPHONE CALL. NO BATTERIES—NO PLUG-INS NEEDED—WORKS EVEN WHEN ALL POWER IS OFF DURING "BLACKOUTS." Use your own artistic color arrangements you will have the most radiant room. Made of the finest materials. Outfit it yourself. Special Finishes eliminates stretching, stretching, ironing and makes it stand resisting to water and leather. Color, natural only. Double size $19.95, single size $14.95 each please include $2.00 for writing order from

Hildegarde Studios Dept. H & G
579 Farmington Ave., Hartford 5, Conn.

Dog Coat

Handsome gift for your favorite dog! Well-cut, fully lined coat in yellow, blue and rust with a gray check—gray collar, fastening straps, 10 to 18 back lengths. Indicate length, neck measurement. Order now for Christmas.

Only $25.00 ppd.
(larger sizes made to order) 100% Wool

SEND ONLY $10.00 (Mail, check, M.O. COD guaranteed)
p.p. delivery. COMPLETE WITH EXTRA (12-14 inches) supply due to present conditions. Order now to assure delivery.

Midway Co. Dept. B6H-12
Kearney, Neb.
AROUND

Wee bells for you to use in many ways: on your special gift packages, on the cat's and the dog's holiday collar, on your coat lapel. Made of plastic in gay holiday colors, each little bell has a eyehole through which you can thread ribbon or gold cord. Each bell is about 1/2" high, $1 ppd. the set of 88. Noveltyme, 6245 S. Princeton, Chicago 21, Ill.

A wig stand copied from a fine Queen Anne original is the perfect appointment for the well decorated room. Shown here is one made of solid mahogany. It is fitted with a copper well in which you can arrange flowers or place a plant. Over-all height: 32" ; diameter of bowl: 11". $44.50 ppd. Add $3 W. of Miss. Newcomb's, 511 East 12th Street, New York.

Rock crystal has always been highly regarded! We show here a beautiful pair of earrings made of many faceted crystal. The sparkling stars are mounted in non-tarnishing, rhodium-plated sterling silver. $9.95. A matching pendant (not shown) is $4.95. Postpaid. Federal tax not included. Regent Lapidary, HG12, 511 East 12th Street, New York.

LOUVERS... add distinctiveness and charm

Louvered shutters on outside windows, interior shutters that add privacy to picture windows, folding louvered doors to separate living and dining areas... all maintain the feeling of airiness and space, with the stylishness of design by Mohawk Craftsmen.

Low cost, durable, light enough for the do-it-yourself home craftsman to install. Save $2.50 today for our 40-page illustrated catalog, complete with price list and order forms for your convenience.

MOHAWK CRAFTSMEN
P.O. BOX 26, ATHOL, MASSACHUSETTS

Useful Leather

EYEGlass Rest

Specacular spot to rest your specs is this new Eyeglass Rest. Fine gold tooled-leather covers the sturdy steel frame, while the padded moire lining absolutely prevents scratching. Order it in Pink, Turf tan, Black, or Gooseberry Green. Gift Boxed. Only $2.95 ppd.

Here's How

Dept. HG-121 27 E. 22nd St., N. Y. 10

LUXURIOUS

Red Suede Slippers

Pat. Applied For

Sling Bed!

Clean comfort for your pet. Removable red-covered canvas sling, completely washable on sturdy black wrought iron frame. Pads for the 4 corners are included. Grand gift too, for any dog and cat lover. Black, white, green, yellow, and terra-cotta canvas. Please state second color choice.

Sizes... Price... Extra Slings...
18" x 18" (for cats) $4.75 $1.50
27" x 23" & puppies 7.45 2.50
25" x 27" 10.95 6.00
All Above Items Postpaid.
40" x 32" $12.35 $7.00
Express Collect.
No COD's please. Money refunded if not satisfied.

THE HITCHING POST
Dept. HG-12
261 Glen Cove Avenue Sea Cliff, L. I., N. Y.

Johnny Appleseed's

I am glad to know you and to think of you always as a friend. Here is something to add to your collection of beautiful things; something that will bring you joy and satisfaction. It is a bell, a Wee bell. It is made of fine-quality materials and is designed with care and attention to detail. It will be a cherished addition to your home decor. Thank you for your continued support and blessings.
Sends check or money order. $9.95.

S militants I M & S CO.

Use this coupon to order

CAPOLETI

NEW! E.T. "FORAGE DRAFT" CHARCOALER

Sizzles Steaks Indoors, Outdoors

5 Minutes After Fire Is Litcheed!

This gleaming, hand-crafted stainless steel E.T. CHARCOALER ends timeless fire-waiting, worry about weather, Fills any fireplace, so you can "cook-out" indoors and outdoors, all you 'round.

Exclusive "large draft" blown starts fire instantly, makes coals blazing but in less than 5 minutes.

Adjustable draft lets you control cooking heat, and time perfectly cooked meals in the second. Charcoaler, beets steak, fish, poultry, faster, safer, ... save less fuel, too. Can't rust. Guaranteed AC Moore.

Send check or money order. $69.95
No C.O.D.'s
EMERY THOMPSON M & S CO.

THE MAIL BOX

Lombard 2, Illinois

DAD WILL LOVE THIS PLAYBOY APRON!

There's more fun at parties when a lucky Dad wears Playboy—

the most laugh-provoking apron ever designed!

Just the touch to put guests at ease the minute they cross the threshold. Real animated fun! Apron has fascinating surplus pockets, roving plastic eye, convenient zipper, cork, genuine fur trim, plastic boutonniere, etc. A host of amusing mottos and jokes to keep things really alive! Heavy duty pre-shrunk bleached fabric-hand printed, 43 in. long. Only $3.95 ppd.

Send For FREE Gift Catalog

OLIVE HONING WITH A TWIST

Now you can have Oil Honed Knives that are sure to be razor sharp, with a twist of the wrist. Guide Slots hold the knife at just the right angle for correct sharpening. No guesswork or adjustments. Ideal for the popular Hollow Ground knives, because it will not heat, grind or shear the razor thin blade. Is all metal with a Baked-On Enamel finish, Self-Lub Bronze Bearing and a Tru-Bal Corundum Hoe, for long service. Comes complete with Honing Oil.

SPECIAL PRICE only $9.95 ppd.

HUNE-RITE, Box 103-G

FOR THAT WONDERFUL WONDERFUL GUY...

This Tile Clip and Cuff Link set is the gift that will really "lead" him—straight into your arms! The simplicity of the oval bearing his initials is a masterpiece of restrained styling ... bound to enhance any wardrobe. Your choice of 2 or 5 initials in STERLING SILVER: Clip—$3.30, Links—$3.95. In 14K GOLD: Clip $11.70, Links—$3.30. Prices incl. tax and postage. Delivery one week to 10 days.

Fully Guaranteed—No C.O.D.'s

Robin Hood's Barn, Inc.

Dept. GI25, 880 High St., Westbouw, Mass.

SHOPPING AROUND

Gift for the house: a distinguished mailbox. The one shown here is extremely handsome. It is made of heavy, non-rust aluminum finished in flat black. The three block initials are made of solid brass treated to resist tarnish. Note the sturdy brackets designed to hold magazines and newspapers. 7" x 16", $14.50 ppd. From Hagerstom, Wheeling, Ill.

Pure beeswax is used to make this 13" candle. Like the ones used in church, it will burn with a mellow glow. A pair will make an unusually nice gift for the particular hostess on your list. And because the cost is modest you will want a set for yourself. $1.50, add 20c. for two candles. Order from Vermont Crossroads, Dept. HG12, Waterbury, Vermont.

A classic cross hand-made of sterling silver is not too easy to find. We show here four traditional crosses which are exquisite made: (left) the Florentine: $7.00; (top) the English: $8.50; (bottom) the Cellini: $7.00; (right) the French: $6.00. Post-paid. Federal tax included. Order from Jamaica Silversmiths, 79-32 164th St., Jamaica 2, N. Y.

For HEALTH and COMFORT Your Home Needs PROPER HUMIDITY

Get healthful air in your home with proper humidity all the heating season. MONMOUTH FLOTROL, the finest home humidifier, does it. Costs little, easily attached to any warm air systems. Write for complete information.

The air you breathe affects the way you feel. Over-dry air in heated homes contributes to head colds, damages your furniture and furnishings. Be healthy—be protected with a MONMOUTH FLOTROL. For the average size home order No. 420-6. Only $19.75 f.o.b. Cleveland. You can easily install this yourself in an hour with our simple instructions, even while furnace is in operation. Sizes for all heating systems. Write for complete information.

THE CLEVELAND HUMIDIFIER CO.

7802 Wade Park Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio

HOUSE & GARDEN
You choose the amount of warmth you like best, on the G-E Bedside Control dial. G.E.'s miraculous Sleep-Guard sees that you stay just that warm all night long. Adjusts automatically to temperature change, so you're never cold, never too warm!

"Happy-marriage Blanket." Dual-Control type, pictured, allows each half to be adjusted for a different degree of warmth. Each sleeper has complete personal comfort, and so finds perfect relaxation.

Bedmaking's easier with just one lightweight blanket! Custom-Contoured corners keep it trimly in place. Designed with ample "give" between corners for plenty of foot room . . . Automatic Blanket and Fan Department, Small Appliance Division, General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

---

You're never cold ... never too warm

with a G-E Automatic Blanket
New low prices from $34.95

No getting up for extra covers if the night turns colder, when a G-E Blanket's on the job! Automatically outsmarts the weatherman, always providing just the amount of warmth needed for perfect comfort, adjusting to changes in temperature.

More than 2,000,000 users have enjoyed the comfort only a G-E Automatic brings.

Warmth without weight: One G-E takes the place of three ordinary blankets.

Washable, shrink-resistant, mothproof.


Light enough to leave on your bed all summer, yet effective enough for winter coziness, too. Featherweight textured mothproof fabric, with famous Sleep-Guard system. Fine for wool-allergy sufferers, apartment house or mild-climate dwellers. From $27.95*

*Manufacturer's recommended retail or Fair Trade price.
Before dinner, enjoy the delightfully refreshing Cointreau sidecar.

After dinner, Cointreau, the perfect liqueur with your coffee.

Pour Cointreau on your favorite fresh fruits and enjoy the superb exotic taste that Cointreau lends to all desserts.
A nautical note for the skipper’s bar is the versatile solid brass anchor which does a number of things: opens bottles and cans, chips ice and removes corks. Imported from Germany, it is 5¼” long. It’s available, too, in a chromium finish. $5 postpaid in either polished brass or chromium.

Skipper’s bar is the versatile solid magazine!

Year-long gift: a subscription to High Fidelity magazine! This is the excellent publication which devotes each issue to recording long playing records; viewing long playing records; converting your friends to the rare tea: Formosa. Oolong. Darjeeling, rare Jasmine, Lapsang, Imperial Green. Souchong. If you like your tea, send in this order today. Immediate delivery. Write today. $2.95 postpaid.

Imported from Germany, it is 5¼” long. It’s available, too, in a chromium finish. $5 postpaid in either polished brass or chromium.

This is the excellent publication which devotes each issue to recording long playing records; viewing long playing records; converting your friends to the rare tea: Formosa. Oolong. Darjeeling, rare Jasmine, Lapsang, Imperial Green. Souchong. If you like your tea, send in this order today. Immediate delivery. Write today. $2.95 postpaid.

Post & Diddle. Haverford, Pa.

Satisfaction Guaranteed! Postpaid! We ship daily among friends and family.

The House of Brigan

2126 East Ave., Dept. H-12, Berwyn, Ill.

Stainless Steel Collar Stays Can’t Bend, Rust, Break! No more stuffed, ill-fitting collar stays! No more rolled-up, wrinkled, sloppy-lookin’ collars . . . Guaranteed never to break, twist, bend or rust . . . even when shirt is washed and ironed. 3 different sizes to fit A.L.I. your collar styles. Protruded top makes them easier to insert and remove — even in starched collars. A lifetime supply — only $2.25, postpaid. 10-day money-back guarantee. Send check, cash or money order today!

Mrs. Dorothy Damar

234 Damier Bidg, Newark 5, N. J.

In Canada: Include local sales tax, checks payable only by money order or certified check. 

Post Office Box 52, 455 Blake St., Pasadena 3, California.
For Real Hammock Enjoyment

own a PLANTATION HAMMOCK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Body Size</th>
<th>Ring to ring</th>
<th>Price F.O.B. Length</th>
<th>Price F.O.B. Price F.O.B.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>48&quot; x 72&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>56&quot; x 82&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>66&quot; x 92&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td>34.00</td>
<td>34.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spliced to each ring is 5 ft. of Manila Rope for hanging. All shipments will be made by Express Collect. Specify which order when ordering.

( ) Enclosing Check ( ) Ship C. O. D.

Rose Brothers
15 Mt. Vista Avenue, Greenville, S. C.

Dramatically new! For the fashion conscious: Sterling silver, all hand made. Initial clip for shoes! Changes, beautifies, flatters any pump and every foot. Comfortable and secure, will not mark any shoe. Slip on and off easily, won't catch, scratch or tear. Use it on a scarf, collar or belt—dozens of possibilities. Gift Box. A real value at $9.50 per pair.

Exquisite Autumn leaf. Sterling silver, sparkling with diamond like dew drops (genuine white sapphires), perfect for day or evening wear. A regal touch on a muf or scarf, stunning on a suit, gown or cocktail dress, a glowing accent on faux furs. 2 inches by 2 inches. Safety catch. Expensively handcrafted. Cift boxed. $11.75 in Sterlmg. $13.75 in 14K Yellow Gold. Tax Included.

Designed for safety! Beautiful sterling silver name plate on 2 inch diaper pin. Flexible, lays perfectly flat, keeps prying fingers away from pin. Absolutely safe and comfy; will not tear rubber pants. Use it to fasten a baby's outfit. Okeholds blanket, bibs, etc. Sentimental keepsake. Engraved free. $2.25 each. $3.95 for two.

Special Service: All orders received by December 19 guaranteed for Christmas giving.

Mrs. Arthur H. Robinson
1035 Thurial Avenue
Rochester, New York

1000 Name & Address Labels $1

Your name and address printed on 1000 fine quality laminated labels. Packed 100,000 active gold name tags. Made for the at home business man. Made for the jobber, the dealer, the dealer, the traveling man. In 3 sizes: one inch, one and one half inch and two inch. In 500, 1000, and 2000 quantities....

(i) Free,

(1) Infinitely: fingers away from pin. Absolutely safe

Flexible, lays perfectly flat, keeps prying silver name plate on 2 inch diaper pin. Use it to fasten hunting, blanket, bibs, etc. Sentimental keepsake. Engraved free, $1,111; in infinity; 11111

(11111)

(11111)


treasure trove

Clunky nuggets of genuine amethyst, quartz, and other semi-precious stones are hand polished to resemble stars in the sky. This unusual gold plate twist bracelet. Eleven stones in all, each capped with a small golden crown. Add the matching earrings, and you've a rainbow of color to complement every ensemble. Bracelet $8.95 Earrings $3.95 pr.

Send Check or Money Order—Postpaid.

Aimee Lee Dept. HG-12
545 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

SPECIAL SERVICE

Eye Glasses Cases
Manikins
School Folders
Shoeboxes
Toy Boxes

This AD IS WORTH AT LEAST $5 TO YOU

The new Westinghouse Automatic Frypan cooks everything from breakfast to a complete dinner. A full 13 1/2 sq. in. frying surface gives 80% more cooking surface than other shaped pans.

Thick and finger guards protect the hand, making it safe to handle. Conveniently located are the control dial and the signal light at the end of the handle making it possible to immerse in water up to the end of the handle. A temperature chart lists correct heats for popular foods, and a selection of popular recipes is also included in this frypan.

Regular retail price $22.95
Our Xmas gift price only $17.95

Beautiful copper-toned aluminum cover only $3.

Postpaid in E. S. & A. No C. O. D.'s please!

SALLIE'S GIFT SERVICE
P. O. Box 8026, Chattanooga, Tennessee

Merry Xmas to YOU ALL.

SPECIAL TREASURE

A hand-hooked rug from The Old Sparhawk Mills. We show a 3-foot x 5-foot rug. $49.50 express. But you may order any size or shape. Only the finest quality wool is used and Old Sparhawk prides itself on the excellence of its workmanship. Send for catalogue. Old Sparhawk Mills, 60 Cottage, South Portland, Maine.

AT LAST! A MILK CARRIER FOR THE HOME!

A rubber coated milk carrier for your milk, cream and butter. Use two, one inside for the empties and one at the back door.

Send Check or Money Order—Postpaid.

THE HARWOOD COMPANY
Box 38HG, Farmingdale, New Jersey

SEARCH!

Shop anywhere in the world—you will discover that we have saved you hundreds of dollars on the same items that these two! Designed and made by our own hand in our Chickahoe Valley Farm and Factory, this genuine white willow basket is completely Handwoven from solid hands of white willow. Perfectly detailed in their natural form and color. Basket is made in sizes from 10" x 10" to 18" x 18" and prices range from $1.00 to $5.00. Catalogue of other specialties 25 cents.

M. E. BRASHER
KENT 18, CONN.
Tie a bow like a professional packer! It's not hard to do if you use "Peg-A-Bow" the clever device shown here. The fiberboard is fitted with sockets into which you place the wood pegs. An instruction sheet explains how to manipulate the ribbon around the pegs. Wire and an anchor clip are included. $2.90. Magay, Box 74H412, Bayside 60, N.Y.

Mare and colt pin, horse design bracelet and earrings are beautifully executed in sterling silver. Here we show you a three piece set ($12.00) which will bring you compliments. $6.00 for the bracelet; $3.60 for the pin; $2.40 for the earrings. Postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Selden Cooper, Dept. HG, Grove Park Inn, Asheville, N.C.

Christmas tree and 102 ornaments come in this wonderful package. The tree is made of crystal clear plastic; folds to a small shape for storage. The ornaments are jewel-color plastic in a great variety of shapes. About 2' high, it will add much charm to your parties. $6.75 postpaid. House of Schiller, Dept. 456, 186 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.

TOSS PILLOWS

KAPOK FILLED

12 in. round $1.85 ea.
Add 35c for postage, any number of pillows or postal note. Add $1.00 sales tax in Calif. Sm. on C. of 32's

CORDUROY OR TAFFETA

COLORS: BLACK AVOCADO GOLD CORAL PINK REBECA ROSE TURQUOISE KELLY CHARCOAL LIPSTICK POWDER BLUE BROWN in Taffeta only WHITE in Corduroy only taffeta pillows have button centre

EMERLING'S
3848 SILL ROAD CLEVELAND II, OHIO

A gourmet's delight. This beautifully packaged selection includes 15 delicious imported cheeses from Denmark, Norway, Italy, Switzerland and Austria. An ideal gift to please the most discriminating individual. Postpaid.

XMAS TREE BOX

A gourmet's delight. This beautifully packaged selection includes 15 delicious imported cheeses from Denmark, Norway, Italy, Switzerland and Austria. An ideal gift to please the most discriminating individual. Postpaid.

TASTE TEMPTERS

DELIIGHTFUL FOR HOLIDAY GIVING

Queen Louise cheese & jelly assortment
10 attractive reusable Hobnail footed goblets filled with fine assorted cocktail cheeses and luncheon决不s.

Postpaid.

Mrs. Dorothy Damar
392 Damor Bldg.
Newark 5, New Jersey

SAWMAN'S

1 Polhemus Rd., Dept. B
New Rochelle, N. Y.

YOUR NAME

Self-inking

POCKET OR PURSE NAME STAMP

$1.39 ea.
Three lines $2.25 post paid

You'll find this a useful stamp for clothes, letters, books, music sheets and Christmas cards. It's handy too—fits in pocket or purse and glows in its nickel plated case. Choice of designs and script type. Ideal as a Christmas stocking gift. Order today. No C.O.D.'s please.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG OF OTHER NOVEL GIFTS

Bar Fly
17 Roseville Drive, Baldwin, N.Y.

PERSONALIZED T.V.-ROBES

Send checks or M.O.—drawn on C.O.D. choppers

SAGMAN'S

1 Polhemus Rd., Dept. B
New Rochelle, N. Y.
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Monogram Shop

Box 1249
DURHAM, N. C.

75 WESTMINSTER ST., PROVIDENCE 3, R. I.

NEWCOMB'S REPRODUCTIONS

BOX 1249
DURHAM, N. C.

Same as shown in picture. A complete assortment of cobblers used in engraving and etching. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back.

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?

LIBERTY bathrobe

400 W. Lake St., Dept. 8100
Chicago 7, Ill.
Quality European Imports

Old Fashioned Skating Party

This imported North Pole Scene, made of durable metal, is one of the most enchanting we've ever seen. So realistic you almost expect to spring to life. Christmas outlines in full color, with painstaking regard for detail, authentically depict the mid-eighties. Made of durable metal, they are accurately sized to size (up to 5 inches high). A wonderful winter/winter setting for your table centerpiece, mantel, window or shelf. A welcome, festive, and sentimental gift for all children of school age.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Art Craft Products
P.O. Box 389, Norwalk, 12, Conn.

Clever, Different Gifts!

PENCIL WITH A BRAIN
automatically motive
users, everywhere ... must you think, write
yourself in circles, every sentence and every
word is repeated. This would be a wonderful
gift for any member of your family, $1.95.

CHECK YOUR PRESSURE
with the combination
Eye Glass, and Heat Press. For all instan
ces, a wonderful gift... for the person who
wants everything to be right. A must for every
desk. $2.25 each, 3 for $6.00

FIREPLACE
TOOLS

Special $7.95 Set
Add $1.25 for packaging and mailing.

ROOSTER
This attractive wall silhouette in black satin finish will enhance any setting, modern or traditional.

ROOSTER
Hang in bar, den, over fireplace or even out-
door chimney, barbecue, or garage door.

MODERN MANOR
243 Cranbury Road, Mountain Brook, Ala.
Write for free catalog.

KEEP YOUR PLACE MATS
FRESH, PRESSED AND NEAT

Colonel Carver Knife
Forged heat-
treated blade of finest high carbon stainless steel. Efficient
serving fork on back, saw to cut small
bones, serrated edge to cut into
crispy roast. $5.95 ppd.

Colonel Carver Knife and Roast
Ressler on grooved maple carving
boars, which serve as wall plaques.
In Gift Box $16.95

Hand-made dolls
for you to tuck into a small Christmas stock-
ing. The faces are hand painted, the hair is feather soft, the cos-
tumes are enchanting. The Girl doll holds a candle-trimmed fes-
tive cake; the boy offers a noose-
gay. Each measures about 7".
$3.50 postpaid for one; $6.95 the pair. Order from Craft Shop, Inc., HG12, Cambridge, New York.

Your wine cellar
needs racks like the clever ones shown here. A wine bottle should lie on its side whether you keep it in the hall closet or in an elaborate cave in the cellar. These unassembled racks are made of wood finished in brown stain. 15" x 11" x 15".
$5.95 postpaid for three-tier rack. RMS Interiors, 11416 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

ROOM SERVICE
50 Sweetwater Road
Huntington Beach, Calif.

House & Garden


Your wine cellar needs racks like the clever ones shown here. A wine bottle should lie on its side whether you keep it in the hall closet or in an elaborate cave in the cellar. These unassembled racks are made of wood finished in brown stain. 15" x 11" x 15".
$5.95 postpaid for three-tier rack. RMS Interiors, 11416 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

New ROAST HOLDER
Perfect Family Gift
Holds any size roasts—free or roast
food securely. A handsome gift for a
lifetime of use.

Colonel Carver Knife
Forged heat-
treated blade of finest high carbon stainless steel. Efficient
serving fork on back, saw to cut small
bones, serrated edge to cut into
crispy roast. $5.95 ppd.

Colonel Carver Knife and Roast
Ressler on grooved maple carving
boars, which serve as wall plaques.
In Gift Box $16.95

Colonel Carver Knife
Forged heat-
treated blade of finest high carbon stainless steel. Efficient
serving fork on back, saw to cut small
bones, serrated edge to cut into
crispy roast. $5.95 ppd.

Colonel Carver Knife and Roast
Ressler on grooved maple carving
boars, which serve as wall plaques.
In Gift Box $16.95

Colonel Carver Knife
Forged heat-
treated blade of finest high carbon stainless steel. Efficient
serving fork on back, saw to cut small
bones, serrated edge to cut into
crispy roast. $5.95 ppd.

Colonel Carver Knife and Roast
Ressler on grooved maple carving
boars, which serve as wall plaques.
In Gift Box $16.95

Colonel Carver Knife
Forged heat-
treated blade of finest high carbon stainless steel. Efficient
serving fork on back, saw to cut small
bones, serrated edge to cut into
crispy roast. $5.95 ppd.

Colonel Carver Knife and Roast
Ressler on grooved maple carving
boars, which serve as wall plaques.
In Gift Box $16.95

Colonel Carver Knife
Forged heat-
treated blade of finest high carbon stainless steel. Efficient
serving fork on back, saw to cut small
bones, serrated edge to cut into
crispy roast. $5.95 ppd.

Colonel Carver Knife and Roast
Ressler on grooved maple carving
boars, which serve as wall plaques.
For car economy you need the custom Mile-O-Meter! It is a precision instrument calibrated to show the actual miles per gallon for any car; to show the condition of the engine; to show a warning when the car needs adjustments. Easy to install on the dashboard. $9.95 postpaid. Order from Gale Hall Engineering, North Hampton, New Hampshire.

The "candy" skirt is literally made of candy! The skirt and halter top are made of fine bright red felt but the gay decorations tied to each of them are peppermint candies! Even the tassels tied to each of them are the gay decorations of the unfashionable platform. $6.95 plus 50c postage.

Brightest Xmas Gift Idea Ever!

AMBERGLO EVERLASTING CANDLES

These beautiful 12-inch everlasting candles give soft, romantic candlelight for hours, on just one filling of lighter fluid. No messy wax drip, no odor, no smoke. Never burn down, last forever, always keep their shape. AmberGlo Candles are precision-crafted of heavy-aluminum, milk-sheen finished in choice of 7 brilliant, baked-bakelite, decorator colors. Carnival, Emerald Green, Cardinal Red, Gold, Silver, Blues, White. Fit all candle-holders. Two AmberGlo Everlasting Candles in luxurious gift box. Send check, money order, cash or C. O. D. Others. Please specify color.

TAPEX CORP.
217 ASTOR ST.
NEWARK 5, N. J.

We invite you to join
The Children's Book Club

To parents of children who will enjoy and treasure their own libraries, the Children's Book Club offers a unique service—expert selection of the best of children's books published each year.

Every month our board of editors—educators, parents, children and book critics—selects a book for each age group from 3 to 15 years and monthly reviews are sent to members. You choose the book which your child (or grandchild) will most enjoy. Books are gift wrapped, with bookplate and gift card included, and mailed directly to the child.

Write us today without any obligation (you do not have to take any book) for the free book review. It will be air mailed to you so that you can make selections for Christmas giving.

A Children's Book Club Membership is a perfect gift for your child, grandchild or any deserving youngster.

The Sherwoods
HOLLY HILL
Cazenovia, New York

REAL MONEY

Actual silver coins hold securely with lifetime silver finish bands and chains. Coins are detachable and not defaced in any manner. A clever gift! $2.95 ea. Half-Dollar Necklace or Bracelet $2.45 ea. Quarter Necklace or Bracelet $2.00 ea. Dime Earrings, Necklace or Bracelet $1.95 ea. C. O. D. or charge.

The Selden Cooper Shop
7 Pope Avenue
Ashville, N. C.

Now it's "SEWING MACHINE" that fits in your hand!

AUTO-MAGIC

HAND STITCHER

Imagines! A hand-stitcher that practically doubles your sewing speed...eliminates re-threading...lets you perform sewing jobs at home that you'd ordinarily have to send out to a tailor or seamstress. The revolutionary Auto-Magic Hand Stitcher is so tiny it fits snugly in your hand, yet it can baste, hem, tack, Shirr, smock, overcast and applique! Perfect for tailoring, decorative mending and repairing...for nearly every sewing need!

Simple as ABC! No special skill needed. Anyone can use the Auto-Magic Hand Stitcher—even a child. With it you can sew a clean, invisible line-stitch hem in seconds without troublesome re-threading. makes stitches any size you want. Stitcher holds a full speed of standard or elastic thread and comes with 2 needles, illustrated instructions.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR RETURN WITHIN 3 DAYS FOR FULL REFUND.

THORESEN'S, Dept. 23-N-507
352 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
CHEF & MAMMY
SPICE SHAKERS
... add a touch of gayety & colour. Hand-painted in bright colours, these imported spice shakers of white porcelain, each bearing a jolly chef or mammy in bold relief, bring happiness to any kitchen. Six shakers, 3" high, on 12" mahogany rack, $2.50. 25c for handling.

CARL'S IMPORTS
1225 Alvarado
San Francisco, Calif.

WHISKEY-FLAVORED TOOTH PASTE
Live it up with our new whiskey-flavored tooth paste. Genuine, mouth watering, Kentucky Bourbon, Scotch Whiskey, or Rye flavoring—makes cleaning dentures a real pleasure. Great gift for gazzlers and gaggers. Giant economy size, $1.50 each, postpaid. (No C.O.D.s). Specify flavor. Write for our new Wry-flavored catalog.

1538 Connecticut Ave., Washington 6, D. C.

ENGISH BONE CHINA
Herbert Hills
11 King St. E. - Hamilton, Canada

LEATHER-BOUND DIARY
in its own padlocked CEDAR CHEST

... grand new gift idea!

Dramatic—Imported—Different
These dazzling, beautiful pins will decorate your hats, drapes, sweaters, and ALL your prized possessions. Send only ... $1—and we pay postage to:

RAJAH Enterprises
Box 261 Dept. B
Englewood, N. J.
A golden slipper lined in scarlet is the theme of this jewelry. Both the safety pin and the key chain are decorated with tiny gold-plated, rhinestone-set slippers. Almost any girl on your Christmas list will be delighted with one or both pieces. $2.25 for pin; $2.25 for key chain; $3.95 the set. Ppd. Tax included. Aimée Lee, 545 Fifth Ave., New York.

Modern table designed to hold magazines, to act as an end or lamp table. Made in Sweden of fine cabinet wood, it is beautifully finished and treated to resist heat and alcohol. Finishes: blond, walnut, black or white, all with blond Swedish birch legs. 19" x 16" x 18", it will support 300 pounds. $14.95 express collect. Scandicrafts, Ardsley, New York.

A fine sock to hang by the fireplace is the gay color felt one shown here. It is appliqued with contrasting felt designed in the shapes of snow men, churches and trees. The fireplace size is $2.25 (2 feet long). The tiny sock (not shown) is five inches, $1.00 ppd. for three. These make good containers for checks. Q. T. Novelty, Box 54, Murray Hill Sta., N. Y.

**A R O U N D**

**Modern Table**

Smart, practical and personally gratifying, this set can go and be used wherever you go. It is a cooker, brews tea and makes coffee to your liking. Carefully nestled in the beautiful, rich Cowhide zippered case (with long shoulder strap) are the AC-DC 120/220 volt cooker, 2 cups, 2 spoons and 3 containers for sugar, tea and coffee. $29.50. Prepaid, (tax incl.)

**World-Wide Personal Cooker**

Modern, practical, and personally gratifying, this model can go and be used wherever you go. It is a cooker, brews tea and makes coffee to your liking. Carefully nestled in the beautiful, rich Cowhide zippered case (with long shoulder strap) are the AC-DC 120/220 volt cooker, 2 cups, 2 spoons and 3 containers for sugar, tea and coffee. $29.50. Prepaid, (tax incl.)

**New... Modern... Useful CHEER COASTERS in brilliant HAND-DECORATED JEWELED CASE**

For that Different Christmas Gift! These smart coasters are moulded in the form of miniature phonograph records, each bearing the gold imprint "Recording Cheerful Tunes With You," and gold musical notes. Made of durable black plastic and alcohol resistant. The set of 6 comes in a beautiful case, hand-decorated with meticulous director's hand lettering. Covered with golden rodium and set into a gold-plated safety pin that will be a conversation piece at any party, and a lasting reminder of the giver. Set of 6 $3.55 post. ppd. (tax incl.)

**Early American In Distinguished Designs**

Clocks, furniture and accessories to select from in prices from $1 to $199. Perfect workmanship, and in selected finishes. Write for free literature today.

**DECEMBER, 1955**
THIS EXCITING AND BEAUTIFUL NEW BOOK, PUBLISHED IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS, TELLS YOU HOW TO

Plan a good small garden
Grow wildflowers successfully
Make a garden in a city backyard
Choose plants for a rock garden
Grow your own cut flowers
Plant an attractive terrace or patio
Landscape your swimming pool
Use power tools to maintain a large garden
Design and make garden steps and paths
Choose the right trees for your place
Plant and maintain a healthy lawn
Make the best use of hedges and shrubs
Select the best perennials
Use annuals for brilliant color effects
Get the most from your roses
Grow bulbs from early spring to late fall
Build and use a small greenhouse
Grow potted plants indoors
Make attractive flower arrangements
Plant the right fruit varieties
Train espaliered fruit trees
Plant vegetables for continuous yield
Design your own herb garden

92 pages in brilliant full color,
320 pages in all, 9½ by 13 inches in size.

At all bookstores or order direct from

House & Garden, Greenwich, Conn.
Please send me copies of HOUSE & GARDEN'S NEW COMPLETE BOOK OF GARDENS at $10.00 per copy. I understand that I may return this book if it does not live up to my expectations.

NAME: ____________________________
ADDRESS: ________________________
CITY: ___________________ ZONE: _____ STATE: __________

☐ I enclose my remittance on the understanding that House & Garden will pay all postage charges in U.S. and Canada. Others add $1.00 postage.

☐ Please send C.O.D. I will pay postage charges. H-12
Gift of gifts... The Minuet

For the one special person in your life who deserves the very finest... the most honored bedspread in America! "Minuet" now graces the bedrooms of Betsy Ross, Emily Post, Eleanor Roosevelt—even the bed of General Robert E. Lee in Arlington, Va! With regal fringe and lavishly tufted softness, "Minuet" is completely reversible, and is available in white and the prettiest pastels! New SUPER-SIZES are a lavish 81" x 110" twin size, and 96" x 110" double size! And the cost of such priceless beauty is surprisingly reasonable. Why settle for less? Give her supreme pride and pleasure... give her the one, the original "Minuet" bedspread by Morgan-Jones!

"Minuet" has its own pink and gold gift box, to keep it fresh when not in use!

Morgan-Jones

MORGAN-JONES, INC., 402 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

See Morgan-Jones bedspreads on "Feather Your Nest"—NBC-TV
He "belongs to the present... he is a link with the past. One feels a sense of never-ending richness, potential, heart and meaning." The New York Times.

And of his buildings, "as if they were to take their place in a happier world—one of light, of grace." So says The American Academy of Arts and Letters.

This is Frank Lloyd Wright, a man who designs for real people, respecting their roots, their hopes. Of all forms, furniture seems a natural expression of his genius.
Now applies to furniture a genius that is world-renowned

Frank Lloyd Wright, the prophet of new ideas in architecture, now for the first time applies his visionary ability to designing a group of dining room, bedroom and living room furniture.

The Frank Lloyd Wright concept of furniture will create a new form of family happiness in today's home, a new adventure in freedom and dignity, a new flexibility of function and design. When you see this fresh, imaginative furniture, you'll feel its quality and integrity. In each piece you'll find the sensible, sensitive touch of the man who is the most creative designer of our time. Everywhere the beauty is integral with the nature of the materials.

The collection will be produced (exclusively) by Heritage-Henredon. Look for the signature of Frank Lloyd Wright on each piece. For the name of the dealer nearest you, see page 82 or write to Heritage-Henredon, Box HG11, High Point, North Carolina.
**HOUSE & GARDEN**

**COLOR SCHEMES BY MAIL**

Now you can order a House & Garden Color Scheme for any room in your house. It will come to you in the form of a chart with actual swatches of material for upholstery, draperies, and floor covering, paint samples for walls and ceilings, and complete shopping information. For a Standard Color Scheme ($7.50), you choose one of H&G’s 36 colors on which to have your scheme based. For a Custom Color Scheme ($10.00), you send a color sample of something you have and wish to keep, and name your H&G color preferences. A price-size set of H&G 1956 color chips will be included with your chart. Since materials for both Standard and Custom schemes are individually selected, please allow at least three weeks for delivery. Convenient order forms are below.

**To: House & Garden Color Scheme Service**

The Conde Nast Publications, Inc.

Greenwich, Connecticut

Please send House & Garden STANDARD Color Scheme to:

(If Print)

NAME ____________________________

STREET _____________________________

CITY _____________________________ ZONE ______ STATE __________

Give kind of room for which color scheme is desired (e.g., living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen, etc.):

Give name of H&G color on which scheme is to be based:

I enclose $7.50 for each room color scheme ordered.

**To: House & Garden Color Scheme Service**

The Conde Nast Publications, Inc.

Greenwich, Connecticut

Please send House & Garden CUSTOM Color Scheme to:

(If Print)

NAME ____________________________

STREET _____________________________

CITY _____________________________ ZONE ______ STATE __________

Give kind of room for which color scheme is desired (e.g., living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen, etc.):

I enclose sample of fabric, wallpaper, paint or carpet to be used on:

Walls _______ Floor _______ Windows _______

Large seating pieces _______ Small seating pieces _______

My House & Garden Color preferences are: _________________________

I enclose $10.00 for each room color scheme ordered.
One of the world’s great treasures...

A heritage of traditional elegance and quality is yours when Kenwood Blankets come into your home! Enjoy the pride of possession that comes with such a treasure. Kenwoods are richly rewarding in their blissful warmth and enduring beauty—bring you a dreamland of sound, restoring rest. In pure wool, in Acrilan, and in blends—priced from $75 to about $9. Start now to enjoy their very special luxury...ask for Kenwood in your favorite store.
A miracle-age development in upholstery fabrics! Here is the airy comfort of an open-weave fabric plus the wear-resisting durability of vinyl. The deep dimensional styling of Breathable U. S. Naugahyde gives no hint of its practical long-wearing qualities. Colors are unfading—just wipe clean with a damp cloth. For maid-less moderns, here is true upholstery luxury that lasts. Choose from a wide range of colors in four exclusive patterns on fine furniture—or see your upholsterer or decorator.
The true colors of the Southwest

By PETER HURD

A painter writes with feeling on the subject of his art—his country New Mexico

If you take a map of New Mexico, set one point of a pair of dividers somewhere a little north of Silver City and swing a circle with a two hundred mile radius, you will encompass the part of the world I know most intimately and love best. Here is a terrain of wide variety in almost any terms. Within this circle are found climates that vary from the sub-tropical to the arctic-alpine, depending on altitude above sea level. As it is crossed by transcontinental highways and railroads, part of it—a relatively small part of it—is known to tourists. But the greatest part is remote from any road but the most primitive ones and known only to isolated ranchers, to a few forest rangers and prospectors. It is these lonely areas that have a constant and ever fresh appeal to me. This land and its people have jointly been the subject of the paintings and drawings which have occupied me for the greater part of my life. Here in these ensuing paragraphs, writing as I might make a sketch with a few broad strokes of charcoal, I will try to tell why.

First of all is the light. For in this region the air, usually dry and thin, combines with the sun of our latitude to form an ever changing succession of atmospheric effects. These effects, the product of lens-clear air and full sun, seem infinite in the variety of their combinations. A distant sierra may become at dawn a chain of amethysts inflamed with inner atmospheric fires. With morning twilight cool, transparent foreground shadows vanish and as the sun appears the effect changes palpably from minute to minute until with the sun near meridian this world of desert and mountain has completely altered in character and in mood.

For here everything is drama. After the lyric exuberance of dawn the drama is now intensified; as the sunlight increases, beats fiercely down from overhead, objects become somber and austere. Shadows huddle beneath them, barely visible. This it seems to me is (Continued on page 163)
Identify yourself as a reader of House & Garden when writing to these hotels for information or reservations.

**ARGENTINA**

Patagonia

The Seacrest Hotel

Delray Beach

The Seacrest Hotel

Florida

Delray Beach

The Seacrest Hotel

Mississippi

Pascagoula

Longfellow House & Gardens

New Jersey

Atlantic City

Hotel Dennis

Virginia

Williamsburg

New York

Cossen

Bahamas

Nassau, Cable Beach

Arkansas

Hot Springs National Park

El Mirador Hotel

Palm Springs

Hotel Charlotte Harbor

Florida

Vinoy Park Hotel on Tampa Bay

Punta Gorda

Georgia

Saint Simons Island

King & Prince Hotel

Tuckers Town

The Castle Harbour

Hilton

Florio

Balmoral Club

The Bermudiana

The Island's most charming, gayest hotel...

The beauty of the 15th century awaits you in this re-created colonial community. Williamsburg is all interest to everyone. Tours through the historic buildings...golf, tennis, cycling, lovely gardens. Modern hotels, colonial great houses and taverns. Write direct to Miss F. C. Burns or Williamsburg Reservation Office, 630 5th Ave., N.Y. Circle 6-0860.

THE SEACREST HOTEL

Delray Beach, Florida

Telephone: Delray 2-2000

See your travel agent for reservations...

Fort Lauderdale

Lauderdale Beach Hotel

On the ocean and one of Florida's finest beaches. Our own fresh-water swimming pool. Renowned for club-like atmosphere, superior service and furnishings, excellent food. 196 Rooms with tiled bath and showers and cross ventilation, most with ocean views. Separate elevator for bather. Ample parking. Open all year. For brochure and rates write C. H. Knight, Owner-Mgr.

New York

Cossen

The Great Inn. Resort and historic village. 50 miles from N.Y.C. Old English inn, fireplace, rest and good food. Tel. 212-222 Northfield Blvd., N.Y.

New York City

The New Westminster, Madison Ave. at 5th St., at the center of business and social life. Western Court, English Lounge and Restaurant, A Knott Hotel.

Pennsylvania

Hershey

Hershey Hotel and Cottages

Skytop Club


Vermont

Wilminglon

The Crafts Inn

For ski and snow enthusiasts a cozy inn in Southern Vermont's newest ski area. Adjacent to Mt. Snow, Bruchfell, Dutch Hill. Transportation from trains in Lenox & Clarksburg. Easy driving distance from most metropolitan areas. Full entertainment facilities. Coffee & tea round the clock. Open all year round. Accommodates 150 guests. Ideal for family groups. Send for folder HG or Tel. Wilminglon 34.
DECEMBER, 1955

BERMUDA

BERMUDA COTTAGES. Beautifully furnished housekeeping cottages in choice locations. Maid service, beaches, sports. Write for booklet & rates.

CANADA

MONT GABRIEL, P.Q.

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.
Mont Tremblant Lodge

CUBA

HAVANA
Hotel Vedado, Havana's newest city Resort Hotel. Swimming pool and completely air conditioned. Color brochure and rates sent upon request.

JAMAICA, B.W.I.
MONTEGO BAY
Casa Blanca. Adjacent famous Doctor's Cave Beach. World famous cuisine, service, All sports. A.P. Res.: Wm. P. Woode, 500 5th Ave., N.Y.

FLORIDA

Sunshine, U.S.A., where recreation is unlimited, the climate washed by the trade winds and a warm winter sun. On Sanibel Island, off the Gulf Coast, you can collect a different variety of rare sea shells each day and, farther south, off the city of Everglades, enjoy some of the finest deep-sea fishing in the world.

Heading east on Highway 94 (the Tamiami Trail) you'll wind up in Miami, America's playground. Here you can swim in a pounding surf at Miami Beach, or in the quieter waters of Biscayne Bay; go to Hialeah or Tropical Park for a day of horse-racing, or to a dog track and watch the greyhounds run; visit the Biscayne Fronton for an exciting game of jai alai. But don't leave Florida without a side trip to Key West, where you'll find a little bit of Cuba without even leaving the U.S.
How much does it cost not to own Gorham Sterling?

There are two ways to learn how wonderful Gorham* Sterling is. One way is by owning it. The other way is by owning something else.

To the woman who decides to own something else—and use the money "saved" for other things—Gorham Sterling will always remain a dream. Like sterling silver itself, that dream will never fade. For sterling is a universal symbol of a woman's taste and breeding. It speaks volumes for her every time she sets her table.

In the character of its shape and design, Gorham Sterling reflects so much of its owner's personality. And the Gorham mark stamped forever on the back of every piece instantly reveals its owner's wisdom and foresight. That's why so many people think of "Gorham" and "Sterling" as meaning one and the same thing: the finest in solid silver.

How much does it cost not to own Gorham Sterling? A lifetime of satisfaction is perhaps not too much to answer. For the longer you have it, the more pleasure you get from it—and the lovelier it grows, too.

You can now buy the Gorham Sterling of your choice the same modern way you buy other fine things: choose your complete service and pay for it while you enjoy its use. Ask your authorized jeweler or department store.

* GORHAM® AMERICA'S LEADING SILVERSМITHS SINCE 1831 • TRADEMARKS BY THE GORHAM COMPANY, PROVIDENCE, R.I.
And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field,
keeping watch over their flock by night. And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them,
and the glory of the Lord shone round about them; and they were sore afraid. And the angel said unto them,

Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people. Luke 2
90

1945

How still the night! By RICHARDSON WRIGHT

One of these days we thriving, bustling, hurrying people of the West may learn the value of quiet, of what happens when we sit still. For many centuries the East has known that solitude and silence bring their own measures of enjoyment and healing. Their way of enjoying music, for example. We enjoy it while the music is playing; their richest moments are when it is over and they can think about it.

When first this was told me my mind flashed back to a picture I had seen in my own home. Seven children made daytime hours fairly strenuous for my mother. All of us put to bed and the house quieted down, she would go into her room and sit alone for a while. Once finding her there I asked, "What are you doing here all alone in the dark?" She answered, "Skip back to bed. This is my time. I'm luxuriating in silence."

During the past few years we have had little chance either to be alone or luxuriate in silence. Wars are fought by regimented men and women. They are crowded close together. Many newly inducted soldiers found this constant pressure of others hard to take. They never had a chance to be alone. There were rows and rows, too, of regimented men and women working away in Red Cross rooms and factories, fitting themselves into a pattern and a routine.

Scarcely had peace come than our economy was disrupted by strikes, by regimented efforts of men demanding to better their lot. They held conferences with other regimented men whose thinking and arguments were guided by preconceived and statistically-supported rules, euphemistically known as "the sound principles of business."

How many of them, soldiers, factory workers, Red Cross women, strikers and employers, how many of them knew the peace that comes after din, could sit still alone, be themselves and think what it was all about? Some may have sought it on a solitary walk. Many found at home. Home, if we respect each other, is one of the places where we should be able to throw off regimented thinking.

Now luxuriating in silence has a way of revealing many things to us. It shows where we've made mistakes, where our thinking and acts were wrong. It also has a compelling way of convincing us that we cannot, of ourselves, do it all alone. Nor can mere mobs of people marching and working shoulder to shoulder do it. There's got to be something else, something that doesn't come from us. What that dear child-ridden mother was seeking there alone in the dark was the rich and enveloping light and aid which came not from herself.

That, when we realize it, is what Christmas is all about. "Silent night, holy night," we sing. "Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse," we teach our children. The shepherds were sleeping. The din of day's work had fled. Not a lamb bleated nor a cow lowed. Silence, solitude. How still the night! Then the song of the angel proclaiming that help had come, that what we could not do of ourselves was to be done for us, that the promise of the ages was to be fulfilled, that to those of good will, peace was given.

Many times before and since then the world had heard proclamations of peace, but this was a different kind of peace: it passes human understanding. It was brought, not by a returning warrior resplendent and glowing from his conquests, but by a helpless Babe born in a lowly stable and cradled in a manger from which dumb beasts fed.

And yet, in His hand He held the orb of the world and was destined to release it from the clamor, confusion and evil ways that brought suffering. He gave peace that we might live in peace, that troubled men and women struggling through the dark night be brought to light. That solitary mother sitting there alone could be certain all those about her were well and cared for and whatever the next day brought forth she would be ready to cope with.

The strange fact about this peace the Christmas angel heralded is that we can't keep it unless we share it. We have to give it away to have it. That's what makes it past man's understanding here on earth. The best we can do is to symbolize it. Our Christmas gifts are symbols of that peace—if, of course, we are men of good will. Merely to exchange gifts because of social and commercial obligations only debases a heavenly endowment. Those who have no truly good will can never know truly good peace. So we wrap up our gifts in gay paper and tie them with giddy ribbons, because good will and peace are joyous.

This year, more than ever before, empty hands reach out to us from all the world. The appeals seem overwhelming. We must give widely and to the limit.

Writing cheques is rather a dull way to extend our charities, yet it, too, can be made gay and joyous. Go off by yourself to write them. Write them slowly—and as you sign your name, say, "I share my peace with you."
Ten times Christmas has come and gone since, at the end of World War II, Richardson Wright, then Editor-in-chief of this magazine, wrote the words on the opposite page. In those years, Americans have gladly given their plenty and their peace into the empty hands and the hungry hearts of a world wounded by war and still only half free.

In this season which the Christian world celebrates in recollection and in rededication, we reprint Mr. Wright's words for those who may not have read them; we believe that the values his words evoke are eternal ones.

Although the big guns are stilled throughout the world this Christmas, our personal need for stillness has never been greater. (The level of man-made noise now has reached a near-deafening peak which seriously threatens our physical well-being.) In the past ten busy years, Americans, rich as never before in leisure, have given too little time to solitude—to the silent replenishment of intellect and spirit without which human beings are only half alive.

The kind of faith that was born in the innocence of a stable and that has since been most fully nurtured in thoughtful solitude, is more widely sought in our land today than it was even in the peril of war. The reward the seekers after faith yearn for is the God-given peace that passes human understanding.

We seek also another kind of peace—a man-made peace among nations. It, too, rests on faith—faith in man. The progress we seem to have made in the past year towards temporal peace in our divided world rests significantly on the faith the leaders of one side are willing to place in the sincerity of those on the other.

On this Christmas of peace in our land, we would do well to think in the stillness of our homes about the uses of peace. For unlike divine peace which is an end in itself, human peace is a means to an end: a climate in which we may create something of value.

Throughout recorded time man, like other animals, has been compelled to devote most of his waking hours to the struggle for survival. We have worked for our living, and we have fought for our freedom. Now there is reason to hope that we may have entered a new era: an age of relative plenty and of relative peace in which there is leisure for the soul and mind that distinguish us as human beings.

Of course there has always been leisure in the world. Otherwise there would have been little or no civilization of enduring value. But historically we have thought of the "leisure class" as a small group with the resources and the time to appreciate, to support and to pursue the arts, science and philosophy. In America, at least, this is no longer the case. A provocative book published last fall, *Time for Living*, by George Soule, describes the challenge of our day this way:

"For the first time in the history of mankind there is well on the way not a civilization topped by a leisure class, but a civilization characterized by universal leisure..."

"Technology has mastered the art of saving time, but not the art of spending it..."

For the most part, home is where Americans spend their leisure. In a very real sense, it is therefore at the heart of our culture and of our civilization. It is a good place to seek answers to the challenge of our age.

We in America are rich indeed in opportunities for the worthy use of leisure. Ours is surely a time for splendor. If we can make a significant contribution to the sum of man's knowledge of his world and of himself; if we can quicken his awareness of beauty; enlarge his capacity to create beauty in words, in color, in line, in shape and in sound—and his ability to enjoy it—we shall deserve our fortune.

As a magazine devoted to the arts of living we believe that the value of a home depends in the end on the people and on the ideas that live in it. The materials, equipment, furnishings and gadgets that we put in our houses have lasting value only when they are made to serve our pursuit of knowledge or thought or beauty.

To further the pursuit, some time must be given over to thinking, to listening, to conversation and to learning in the home. Living should never become a solemn business, but to use up leisure in escape and amusement alone is to waste it. The noblest use of leisure is the creative: to write, to paint, to carve, to photograph, to compose, to weave, to plant—to make something of meaning and of beauty.

This year we Americans face an obligation to share with the world, not our plenty and our peace alone, but a new humanistic culture that may serve mankind at least as well as our technology.
A memorable Christmas at home

Shared joys within the home make Christmas memorable for children and adults.

Here is a Christmas tale about one young family who create a fabulous fantasy at their New York home to the delight of their children, their friends and even the passers-by.

For one particular day of the year, one particular buff-colored brick house on 95th Street, New York, becomes a wonderland. As far as the others are concerned, the red and gray and brown houses, they show no visible sign of Christmas. But Mr. and Mrs. William Riva and their two children, 7½-year-old Michael and 5½-year-old Peter, believe that Christmas is a season to be enjoyed and shared. Mr. Riva is a scenic designer, and his wife, actress Maria Riva, shares his enthusiasm for designing and creating their own fabulous Christmas decorating project. Before Christmas they concentrate on the tree, the living room, entrance door and windows; the day after Christmas, they decorate the rest of the house in preparation for New Year’s Eve. The tree itself remains up until February 2nd, Candlemas, the traditional day for winter greenery to come down.

In the neighborhood of 95th Street there is a delicatessen which sells, in addition to pickles and pumpernickel, big, beautiful trees at Christmastime. On the opposite page is a typical one. It is a 15-foot spruce which, with two feet removed from the trunk, reaches to the ceiling of the orange study in the Riva home. Raising and trimming it is a three-day labor of love.

Any bare spots among the branches of the tree are filled in by drilling a hole in the trunk and inserting an extra branch. Each branch is lightly weighted with a book tied on a string. Thin black fishing line (not wire) is tied from each branch to the trunk. When the books are removed, the branches spring back up, but as they begin to sag later, from the weight of the ornaments, the lines hold them in place. During the holidays, the water in the container at the foot of the tree is constantly refreshed, and the room is aired each night to cool off the tree after the lights are turned out.

The first ornaments are the lights. The Rivas are convinced that Christmas tree lights must be (a) all of one color and (b) concealed. They paint each bulb with fingernail enamel. For this gold, pink and silver tree, the bulbs were painted yellow. Red polish is equally effective for a warm, rosy glow. Any spot on the bulb that glares can easily be touched out with more polish. To avoid a sparse pinpoint effect, the Rivas use three dozen strings of lights, winding them round and round on the innermost parts of the branches.

The tree is divided visually into three sections and the ornaments graduated in size from small balls at the top to large balls at the bottom. The stepladder section is Mr. Riva’s province. Atop the tree goes a German star-sweeper, a perennial favorite as far back as either Mr. or Mrs. Riva can remember. The rest of the branches are hung with balls of silver, red and pink, toys from different countries, angels, candies and apples. Three or four fireballs filled with chemical extinguisher are included as a safeguard. The ornaments are tied deep into the branches, but they are not buried because there is so much light from within the tree. Each piece, from the tiniest trumpet to the largest, shiniest ball, is painstakingly tied on with a slip of ribbon instead of hung with a hook. Strands of beads festoon the tree, and extra-wide tinsel is draped over the branches as a finishing touch. New tinsel is purchased for the tree every year; the old tinsel, tarnished to a golden yellow, is used over again in progression from living room to outdoors.

In the European tradition, the tree is trimmed entirely in the European tradition,

Opposite: Tiny golden lights set the Christmas tree on fire with color.

Continued on the next page

Otto Maya
Under the spell of Christmas, a child’s bedroom turns into an enchanted forest by adults and kept as a surprise for the children. Reflecting on his own childhood, Mr. Riva says, “My father was probably better at decorating a tree than I am. We never knew where our tree would be until Christmas day, but we knew it was somewhere in the house because we could smell it.” He is firmly convinced that his boys do not really want to know what the tree looks like until it is finished. They would just as soon not be around underfoot to be told, “don’t touch” and “look out.” Taking down the tree is another matter. Michael and Peter, like most children, love to sort things, and they are permitted to join in packing away the well-loved ornaments.

Although the tree is started three days before Christmas, the big push comes the night before Christmas Eve. Friends usually drop in, and it has become the custom to play a record of a famous play, in past seasons Fry’s *The Lady’s Not for Burning*, Shaw’s *Don Juan in Hell*. Step-ladder, ribbons and extra ornaments are available for anyone who has an urge to get into the act. On a console table at the other end of the study, the symbol of hospitality is a wicker cornucopia spilling over with candies, fruits, candied peel, nuts and cookies. The Rivás’ spirit of sharing extends outdoors as well. On the front stoop on 95th Street, they place a tray of refreshments for passers-by, a basket of cookies and paper cups filled with fruit juice.

Christmas morning belongs to the children. The unveiling of the tree and unwrapping the presents are big events. In addition to their new toys in gay wrapping, each boy has a special stuffed toy, one of the Lencci dolls, which is brought out to play with during Christmas season and then put away again until the following year. Michael’s lion and Peter’s fox have become old friends. Mr. and Mrs. Riva recall with mixed emotions the year the boys beat them to the presents. The clock had reached noon and all through the house it was quiet as a mouse. The parents arose with alarm, only to... (Continued on page 174)
I'll eat my split-level turkey
in the breezeway

By OGDEN NASH

A lady I know disapproves of the vulgarization
of Christmas, she believes that Christmas
should be governed purely by spiritual
and romantic laws,

She says all she wants for Christmas is no more
suggestive songs about Santa Claus.

Myself, I am more greedy if less cuddley,
And being of '02 vintage I am perforce greedy
fuddy-duddily,

So my own Christmas could be made glad
Less by the donation of anything new than just
by the return of a few things I once had.
Some people strive for gracious living;  
I have recurrent dreams of spacious living.  
Not that I believe retrogression to be the be-all and the end-all,  
Not that I wish to spend the holidays sitting in a Turkish corner smoking Sweet Caps and reading *Le Rouge et le Noir* by Stendhal,  
Nor do I long for a castle with a portcullis,  
But I would like a house with a porte-cochère so the guests wouldn’t get wet if it rained the evening of my party for Mr. John Foster Dulles.
Also, instead of an alcove I'd like a dining room that there wasn't any doubt of,
And a bathtub that you didn't have to send $7.98 to Wisconsin for a device that enables you to hoist yourself out of,
And if there is one thought at which every cockle of my heart perks up and warms,
It is that of an attic in which to pile old toys and magazines and fancy dress costumes and suitcases with the handle off and dressmaker's forms.
Above all, I'd like a house with lots of rooms all with doors that shut so that every member of the family could have a modicum of privacy,

Because I'm weary of all this efficient functional Lady Godivacy.

Please find me such a relic, dear Santa Claus, and when you've done it,

Please find me an old-fashioned cook and four old-fashioned maids at $8.00 a week and a genial wizard of a handyman to run it.
LAST-MINUTE GIFT GUIDE FOR ARMCHAIR SHOPPERS

Christmas comes all too soon when you are pursuing the perfect but elusive gift for everyone on your list. These pages will help you finish your shopping with a flourish in the comfort of your own armchair. You will find ideas for gifts that can be used at home, and taken abroad; gifts to make entertaining easier, a kitchen brighter, a party gayer.

The range is wide, the price is flexible (from $3 up) and the spirit of Christmas is part and parcel of every one of them.

CHAMPAGNE COOLER of heavy cut crystal from France is 9” high, and 7” in diameter. $125. Baccarat.

PORCELAIN SAUCEPANS in white with ivy design are ovenproof, 1 pint size, $12.75, 1 quart size, $18.50; 1½ quart $20.75. Bonwit Teller.

COIN HOLDERS for nickels and pennies, dimes and tokens are attached to key chains. Sterling, $8 each. Marshall Field.

MINIATURE CAMERA weighs 12 ounces, has rotating eye-piece finder, 14” to infinity focus. By Goerz of Vienna. Leather, $139.50. Gold-plated, $200. Marshall Field.

TRAVEL CLOCK fits in horseshoe case of red, green or navy calf or pigskin, is 2½” high. $36.50. Bonwit Teller.

FIRESIDE SET: poker, tongs, shovel, log hook is brass, wrought iron, 21” high. $35. Black, Starr & Gorham.

POHOCICLAIN SAUCEPANS in white with ivy design are ovenproof. 1 pint size, $12.75; 1 quart $18.35; 1¼ quart $20.75. Bonwit Teller.

CUT CRYSTAL DECANTER from Belgium holds ½ gallon. $28. At Lord & Taylor.


ASHTRAY AND CIGARETTE CONTAINER of Limoges with gold fleur-de-lis pattern would suit an end table. Tray, 4½” in diam.; cup, 3” high. $7 set. Bergdorf Goodman.
LIMOGES INK WELL has pattern and quill of gold, 3 3/4" in diameter. $9. Kaufmann's.

HERB JAR for window or terrace has 9 planting pockets. Blue, yellow or maroon. $8.50. Robinson Clay Prod.

SHISH-KEBAB SKEWERS for indoor-outdoor cooking are stainless steel with cherrywood handles, 17 1/2" long. Set of four in rack, $4.50. Carson Pirie Scott.

BRASS TEA KETTLE with alcohol-burner stand holds 8 cups, 6 1/2" in diam. $35. Bloomingdale's.

CHRISTMAS PACKAGED BOTTLES in foil wrap with cartoon, geometric, woodcut designs cost no more, look festive. Hiram Walker.

WALNUT CLOCK, gold face, by Elliott of London, has 8-day movement. 8" high, 5" wide. $105. Black, Starr & Gorham.

CRYSTAL DECANTER, has spigot top for pouring, $16.50. Spigot only, $5.50. Dunhill.

BROWNIE MOVIE CAMERA has 3-lens turret, takes standard, wide-angle, telephoto shots. $79.50. By Eastman.

BUTTER DISH in three parts has sterling top, base, removable black ceramic dish. Handle is green enamel on silver. 7" long. $25. By Towle.

TRAVELER'S PENCIL, chrome-plated, is topped by compass and map measure for kilometers, miles. Case clips to car visor. $3. Canadien & Buckley.

PORTABLE BRANDY STAND with six small snifters is good for terrace or indoor entertaining. Brass with peeled cane, 18" long. $18. Black, Starr & Gorham.

LIQUOR CASE has 12-ounce decanters for rye, bourbon or Scotch, 4 jiggers. In cowhide, $9. Kaufmann's.

BRASS CANDLE HOLDER with shield, German import. $15. Extra candles $2.50 each. Black, Starr & Gorham.

PEWTER WINE PITCHER, made in Switzerland, holds 1 1/2 qts. $65. Black, Starr & Gorham.

KITCHEN CANISTERS in pink or white enamel on steel have herb designs in natural colors. In 2-qt. size, $6, and 4-qt. size, $7. Neusteter's.

Prices approx. Include Fed. tax. Store addresses, p. 162
The art of gift wrapping

Gaily wrapped gifts under the Christmas tree are symbols of the season.

Here are dozens of ideas for designing memorable packages

At Christmas, creating the gift wrapping is almost as important as selecting the gift itself. It makes no difference whether the present is an expensive tribute or a dime-store remembrance; it is the way it is presented that makes a lasting impression. That breathtaking moment when the final package is placed beneath the tree and the Christmas lights turned on is the high point of the season. If you wish to be complimented for the individuality of your gift wrappings, start looking now for out-of-the-ordinary papers and ribbons. Don’t wait until Christmas Eve. Give yourself enough time to work out the designs, the color combinations and the finishing touches. Remember that gifts topped off with elaborate pompons or dusted with metallic glitter are apt to lose their magic when they are stacked under a tree. Contrive amusing motifs for your packages with colored paper, sticking tape, seals and labels or decorate with small ornaments that can be hung up on the tree afterward and used again season after season. One of the top secrets of the art of gift wrapping is a smooth, neat closing. Here is a way to seal the closing with tape that does not show: Fold a piece of tape, sticky side out, and place it, with the fold at the outer edge, between the wrapping paper ends to be joined. When you press it down, the doubled adhesive will hold, but the tape will be invisible. Rubber cement will solve the problem of sealing tissue paper packages. Another type of glue called Sobo, which comes in a handy plastic squeeze bottle at art stores, is excellent for sticking colored paper decorations on packages. With patience and imagination, anyone can make an art of gift wrapping. And like everything else about Christmas, the more you give of yourself, the more memorable your gift packages will be.

Creating a colorful package

Would you like to be able to wrap a gift that looks too pretty to open? Color is the key. Try a bright new shade of gift paper, such as deep fuchsia, electric blue or yellow-green. If you have a child’s toy to wrap, cover the box in fire-engine red paper and letter it like an outsize alphabet block with white masking tape. For a round box, use a striking green and white striped paper, pleating it into a pinwheel at the center. An uninteresting flat package can be covered in plain white paper and decorated with a brilliant Indian kite. There is no end to the variety of designs you can create with color and imagination. For more gift wrapping ideas, please turn the page.

All wrappings designed by Jerome Kuhl. Photo by Richard Jeffery
Dressing up a small package

Above
Fancy imported ribbons call attention to small packages. Wrap the ribbon once around the box and secure it with a dot of glue or a seal, or hang a small Swedish star or other ornament from it. Attach a tin whistle (danger signal) to a purse sized flacon of perfume or nest the flacon in a box of Christmas tree ornaments. Using materials from the stationers, invent motifs; sticking tape fashioned into an asterisk, small gummed labels applied like the markings on dice, legal seals pasted to plain paper. Metallic corrugated paper makes an inviting disguise for a bottle of cologne or a book; so does a miniature Swedish match box for a ring.

Below
Some presents are fun even before you unwrap them. Decorate a children's book with a paper pussy cat whose whiskers and tail were snipped from a ball of twine. Cut a musical instrument out of paper to decorate a record, a skillet and fried egg for a gourmet gift. swag and tassels to festoon a tin of biscuits, a pale blue reindeer with pine antlers for a Christmas touch. Advertisements from old magazines make quaint labels for the grown ups' packages, a Japanese airplane puzzle for a child's gift. Use self-adhesive transparent paper (Zipatone, available at art supply stores), sealing wax, straw stars, tape measure to create artistic whimsies.
Wrapping the odd-shaped gift

You can contrive artful disguises for gifts that are hard to wrap. Present garden tools in the palm of a gardening glove or wrapped in green tissue decorated with paper posies like a bouquet from the florist. Cover a large book or record album with marbleized paper to resemble a ledger. Convert a wastebasket into a drum. Wrap a bottle of wine either in white paper with a glass tied to its neck or in brown corrugated paper tied with orange ribbon. Toy nesting eggs are tantalizing containers for earrings. Hide an umbrella in a mailing tube. A ukulele? Put a ribbon on its neck and paste paper hands in playing position.

Decorative papers from different countries can transform boxes of all shapes. From Japan come brilliantly colored papers spattered with gold and printed papers in soft earth tones, magenta and striking combinations of brown or navy and black. Italian paper designs range from fine all-over figures in gold or silver to rococo motifs in subtle colors. England produces handsome book papers, including marbleized designs. Among the newest American papers are foils and velours of unusual depth of color, and tissues in decorator shades. A box wrapped in a travel poster or road map makes a conversation piece beneath the tree.
A season for rejoicing
all around the world

Each country celebrates Christmas in a different way. Each has its special music, foods and customs. Yet all share the immemorial spirit of the season; generosity and good will, open house and open heart, a welcome to everyone who crosses the threshold.

Christmas, the great festival of the world, has its roots deep in the past. This is the time of the winter solstice when the sun turns on its course and the days lengthen, promising the departure of winter and the renewal of light and life. This miracle man has celebrated since the beginning of time. The festivities of today are a blend of more than 4,000 years of ritual and belief, both pagan and Christian. When the Roman’s wild Saturnalia, the savage Nordic Yule and the Mithraic sun-worshipping ceremonies of the Persians were assimilated by the Christian church into the compassionate, family feast of Christmas, old traditions took on a new form. Christmas as we know it today is a patchwork of many observances, many centuries. The exchange of gifts, the Yule log, the hanging mistletoe bough and the cheerful clangor with which we speed the dark and dying year are all residues of ancient customs. Santa Claus derives from St. Nicholas, a 4th century bishop of Asia Minor. Carols stem from the carulla, a lively song and dance of 12th century Spain. The Christmas tree originated in 16th century Germany. The turkey is a native American.

Yet wherever Christmas is celebrated, in sunny, color-drenched Brazil or the white wastes of Iceland, its spirit is gentle and universal. This is the time for family feasts, for little children, for prayer and for gifts. Many European and Latin countries have chosen Christmas Eve as the occasion for the big dinner, preceded or followed by a church service or midnight mass (the French Reveillon and the Spanish Noche Buena are (Continued on the next page)

Opposite: The perchtenlauf, a centuries-old Austrian ritual

In Austria, near Bad Gastein, the peasants play hereditary roles in an ancient ceremony of the winter solstice, the perchtenlauf. The wicked perchten, dressed as animals and birds, are opposed by the good perchten, who wear towering flowered headdresses and ribbon-trimmed clothes. They engage in a mock battle, representing the defeat of winter and the hastening on of summer.
famous examples), Christmas Day is mainly for family celebrations; the following day (Boxing Day in England, St. Stephen’s Day in Ireland) is for visiting friends. In Holland, Belgium and Switzerland, lucky children receive their presents on St. Nicholas’ Day, December 6th, but Latin children may wait until January 6th to have their shoes filled by the Three Kings or, in Italy, an old woman called Befana, who missed accompanying the Magi on their Journey and has been trying to make amends ever since. Mexican boys and girls have an added delight, the piñata. This is a clay pot, filled with candies and gifts and covered with paper and tinsel to represent a lamb, chicken or baby burro. It is suspended from the ceiling, and blindfolded children take turns swinging at it with a stick until the piñata breaks and the good things shower down. Russian children enjoy a riotous ten-day Christmas with a tree, parties and presents distributed by white-gowned Grandfather Frost and his daughter the Snow Maiden.

It is hardly surprising that the Scandinavian countries, where winter is long and hard, like to extend their festive season. Sweden launches a month of Christmas on December 13th, the day of St. Lucia, an early Christian martyr. The youngest daughter of the house takes the part of Lucia, bringing her family coffee and freshly baked buns for breakfast in bed. Each town and city chooses a Lucia or Queen of Light. Dressed in white and crowned with a holly-and-candle wreath, she offers hospitality to visitors and heads a charity drive for the sick and needy. Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland and Iceland all follow the same hospitable pattern. Houses are swept and decorated with evergreens, the tree is readied for the Christmas Eve unveiling and a mound of Christmas foods prepared for the friendly season of open house. (In Denmark if you leave a friend’s house without eating you are said to have taken Christmas away.) The creatures of the air and the fields are not forgotten. On Christmas Eve, sheaves of grain are hoisted on poles for country birds; bread is put on window sills for their town cousins, and all farm animals get double rations. In certain country districts, a portion of the traditional Christmas Eve porridge (it contains a hidden almond that means a gift to the finder) is left in the barn for the Nisse or Christmas goblin, who replaces Santa Claus as the bringer of gifts to Norwegian and Danish children. January 6th sees the last gay festival (though the Christmas season often lasts until the 13th) with processions of Star boys singing carols in a re-enactment of the journey of the Wise Men. Processions and pageantry, simple ceremonies and old customs are woven into the pattern of Christmas around the world. In Zurich a mitred, white-bearded Saint Nicholas heads a children’s street parade. In Amsterdam, as Sinterklaas, he arrives by steamer on December 6th with his servant, the blackamoor Peter, and leads a cavalcade to the Royal Palace. There he greets the small princesses and gives them candy. High in the Andes, masked dancers celebrate in the streets on Christmas Day. Colombians disguise themselves and crowd the streets on Christmas Eve, meeting friends, guessing each other’s identity and exchanging gifts. The Mexicans hold posada parties on the nine nights preceding Christmas. Pilgrims with lighted candles act out the weary journey of Mary and Joseph, singing and begging for shelter outside their host’s house. Finally, they are admitted and the party begins. In Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic children in groups of three, representing the Wise Men, sing carols to the rhythm of guitars and maracas. English children, unaccompanied, play waits (an old name for strolling singers), piping carols in the frosty night air until they are given money and candies. In Southern Italy, the shepherds are the serenaders. They come down from the hills in their goatskin trousers to hail the Christ Child with the sweet, high music of flutes and pipes. One of the most tender of all Christmas Eve ceremonies is the Shepherds’ Mass in the tiny church of Les Baux, a French village. To the sound of tambourines, the peasants bring offerings to (Continued on page 174)
The complete Champagne cook book

Opposite:
A champagne buffet captures the spirit and sparkle of the holiday season

Why not have a champagne supper, reminiscent of Maxim's and the Gay Nineties, as the high spot of your holiday entertaining? Golden, frothy champagne is the inspiration for this buffet table setting. Decoration simulates vines with garlands of laurel leaves, gilded and stapled to ribbon, gold and blue Christmas ornaments bunched like grapes. Around the table are accents of glitter and gold: a brass candle-warmer casserole and coffee pot, gold-on-white china and flatware of golden alloy. For a champagne party, bottles chilled in the refrigerator for two hours will be just the right drinking temperature. When serving, fill the glasses about two-thirds full to release the delicate bouquet of the wine.

Shopping information, page 162.

The French fine art of cooking with champagne is making its debut in American kitchens. We introduce you to this new gastronomic experience with original recipes created for H&G by MYRA WALDO.

Champagne, the world's most famous wine, sparkles with festivity. It launches ships and marriages, heralds new lives and new years. It is famed as a drink for celebrations, but its quality as a table wine is often overlooked. Champagne is the only wine that can accompany any food at any time, the one wine that can be served successfully with every course of a meal. The problem of what to do with an unfinished bottle of champagne does not exist for the venturesome cook. For years the great French chefs have used it freely to concoct the kind of dishes an epicure dreams about. By simmering meat, fish, fowl or vegetable in champagne, or enriching them with a delicate champagne sauce, you can turn out food fit for the gods. Opened champagne will retain its effervescence for twenty-four hours if it is re-sealed and kept in the refrigerator. It can be used for cooking for a further one or two weeks, even after the bubbles have disappeared. Re-cork the bottle by paring the cork down with a sharp knife to make it fit, or re-cap with one of the standard gadgets for soda bottles. The thing you want to do is hold the flavor. Once champagne turns sour and vinegary it should be discarded; always taste critically before adding stored wine to food. Vintage, the familiar word most of us look for when buying wine, is applied only to French champagne which is made from grapes grown in a small area around Rheims and Epernay. The French make a distinction between vintage champagnes, which are mainly the product of one particular harvest and the less expensive non-vintage champagnes which are made from a blend of two or more years. In the United States, the domestic champagnes of California, New York State and Ohio are not classified by vintage (Californians claim that in their equable climate every year is the same; the French wine growers retort that although this may be true, California has never had a great year) but the main difference between imported and domestic champagnes is in the process of fermentation. All French champagne is matured in the bottle, a complicated process taking from six months to four years. Domestic champagnes, apart from some New York State brands, are fermented in bulk. Experts say that the larger the bottle, the better the wine. It follows that if you are shopping for a champagne party, it is wiser (and more impressive) to invest in magnums rather than the 25-ounce bottle. Afterward, lay aside what is left for a wonderful fondue or lobster farci and let champagne turn an ordinary meal into a tour de force.
Main Dishes

**TURKEY WITH DOM PERIGNON SAUCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 tablespoon salt</th>
<th>1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12-15 pound turkey, cleaned, washed and dried</td>
<td>4 tablespoons butter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 onions, sliced</td>
<td>1/2 teaspoon thyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 teaspoon marjoram</td>
<td>2 tablespoons chopped parsley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup stock or canned consommé</td>
<td>2 cups champagne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 tablespoon flour</td>
<td>2 tablespoons grated Parmesan cheese</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combine the salt and pepper. Rub into the turkey thoroughly, inside and out. Place in a roasting pan and dot with 3 tablespoons of the butter. Roast in a 425° oven for 30 minutes. Combine the onions, thyme, marjoram, parsley and stock, and pour over the turkey. Reduce heat to 350° and roast for 30 minutes additional. Pour the champagne over the turkey. Roast for an additional 1½ hours or until the turkey is tender, basting very frequently. Remove the turkey to a platter. Pour off the gravy, and force it through a sieve. Melt the remaining butter in a saucepan. Add the flour, stirring until very smooth. Gradually add the gravy, stirring constantly until the boiling point. Cook over low heat for 5 minutes. Serve the gravy separately.

**FILLET OF BEEF AVENAY**

Serves 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4-pound fillet of beef</th>
<th>3/4 pound butter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2 cup flour</td>
<td>1 cup beef stock or canned beef consommé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4 cup champagne</td>
<td>2 tablespoons tomato paste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 teaspoon salt</td>
<td>1 tablespoon sautéed onions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4 pound mushrooms, sliced</td>
<td>1 tablespoon salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 truffle, chopped (optional)</td>
<td>2 tablespoons sweet sherry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Roast the fillet in a 400° oven, allowing 1 hour for rare, 1 hour and 10 minutes for medium, and 1 hour and 25 minutes for well-done. Melt 6 tablespoons of the butter in a saucepan. Add the flour, stirring until smooth and browned. Add the stock gradually, stirring steadily until the boiling point. Add the champagne, tomato paste and salt, and mix well together. Cover, and cook over low heat for 45 minutes. Melt the remaining butter in a skillet. Sauté the mushrooms in it for 5 minutes, stirring frequently. Add to the sauce, together with the truffle. Add sherry, and correct seasoning. Slice the fillet, and serve the sauce separately.

(Continued on page 165)

Fish

**FILLETS OF SOLE, MARNE STYLE**

Serves 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 cup champagne</th>
<th>1/2 tablespoons butter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 tablespoons grated onion</td>
<td>1 bay leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 cup chopped mushrooms</td>
<td>2 teaspoons chopped parsley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 tablespoons heavy cream</td>
<td>2 teaspoons salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 teaspoons pepper</td>
<td>4 fillets of sole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combine the champagne, butter, onion, bay leaf, mushrooms and parsley in a saucepan. Bring to a boil, and cook until reduced to half. Add the cream. Remove the bay leaf. Sprinkle the salt and pepper on the fillets. Place in a buttered baking dish. Pour the sauce over them. Sprinkle the cheese on top. Bake in a 375° oven for 25 minutes.

**BUFFET SALMON**

Serves 8 to 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 quart champagne</th>
<th>1/2 teaspoon white pepper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 cups water</td>
<td>1 bay leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 stalks celery</td>
<td>3 peppercorns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 onion</td>
<td>3 cloves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 pounds salmon in 1 piece, or 1 whole 4-pound salmon</td>
<td>4 pounds salmon in 1 piece, or 1 whole 4-pound salmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 tablespoons butter</td>
<td>2 tablespoons flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 tablespoons flour</td>
<td>2 egg yolks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 cups heavy cream</td>
<td>1 pound shrimp, cooked and cleaned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combine the champagne, water, celery, onion, salt, pepper, bay leaf, peppercorns and cloves in a saucepan. Bring to a boil. Wrap the salmon carefully in several turns of cheesecloth, and gently place in the saucepan. Cover, and cook over low heat for 1 hour. Remove the salmon and carefully unwrap it. Place on a platter and keep warm. Strain the stock, reserving 1 cup. Melt the butter in a saucepan. Add the flour, stirring until smooth. Gradually add the stock, stirring constantly until the boiling point. Cook over low heat for 5 minutes. Beat the egg yolks in a bowl. Gradually add the previous sauce, beating constantly to prevent curdling. Return the mixture to the saucepan. Add the shrimp. Reheat over very low heat, but do not allow to boil. Correct seasoning. Pour the sauce over the fish and serve. The fish may also be served cold.

(Continued on page 167)

Sauces and Salad Dressings

**CHAMPAGNE BUTTER SAUCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 cup champagne</th>
<th>3/4 tablespoons lemon juice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 teaspoon grated onion</td>
<td>1/2 teaspoon salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 teaspoon tarragon</td>
<td>1/2 teaspoon curry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 peppercorns</td>
<td>3 egg yolks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 pound sweet butter, melted</td>
<td>2 tablespoons chopped parsley</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combine the champagne, lemon juice, onion, salt, tarragon, curry and peppercorns in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and cook over medium heat 5 minutes. Beat the egg yolks in a bowl; gradually add the champagne mixture, stirring constantly to prevent curdling. Add the butter gradually, beating constantly. It may not be necessary to add all the butter; use just enough to make the sauce have the consistency of heavy cream.) Return to low heat and cook, stirring constantly, for 2 minutes or until thickened. Force the mixture through a sieve; add the parsley.

Serve with meat, poultry or fish.

(Continued on page 167)

Vegetables

**GREEN PEPPERS FARCI**

Serves 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6 small green peppers</th>
<th>3 tablespoons butter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2 pound mushrooms, sliced</td>
<td>3 tablespoons grated onion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 slices ham, shredded</td>
<td>2 tablespoons tomato paste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 tablespoons bread crumbs</td>
<td>3 tablespoons olive oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 tablespoons flour</td>
<td>3/4 cup stock or canned consommé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup champagne</td>
<td>1 cup champagne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cut a 1-inch slice from the stem end of the peppers, remove seeds and membranes. Cover peppers with water; bring to a boil and cook for 5 minutes. Drain and cool. Melt the butter in a skillet; sauté the mushrooms and onion for 5 minutes. Add the ham and 1 tablespoon of the tomato paste. Cook over low heat 5 minutes. Add the bread crumbs and mix. Stuff the peppers with the mixture. Arrange the peppers, open side up, in an oiled baking dish. Sprinkle the olive oil over and around them. Bake in a 400° oven for 10 minutes. Mix the flour and stock together; mix the champagne and remaining tomato paste and combine with the previous

(Continued on page 168)
Desserts

ZABAGLIONE AU CHAMPAGNE
Serves 4 to 6

6 egg yolks
1 cup powdered sugar
1 cup champagne

Beat the egg yolks with a wooden spoon; gradually add the sugar, beat­ ing until thick. Gradually add the champagne; place over boiling water and beat until thick and foamy. Serve at once, but the Zabaglione can be kept for a few minutes if the container is in warm water.

PINEAPPLE BORRACHO
Serves 6

1 pineapple
1/2 cup sliced strawberries
1 cup champagne
1/2 cup powdered sugar

Peel the pineapple carefully. Cut into thick slices and remove the cores. Place in a bowl. Place the strawberries and champagne over the pineapple and stir gently. Sprinkle with the powdered sugar. Chill for 4 hours.

(Continued on page 168)

Drinks

CHAMPAGNE-VERMOUTH

For each drink:
2 ounces dry chilled champagne
2 ounces dry chilled vermouth
1 teaspoon Curacao
1 piece lemon rind
1 piece orange rind

Combine the champagne, vermouth and Curacao in a champagne glass. Garnish with the lemon and orange rind.

CHAMPAGNE CUP
Serves 12 to 18

3/4 cup cognac
1/2 cup maraschino (cherry) cordial
1/2 cup Triple Sec or Curacao
4 quarts champagne
4 quarts carbonated water
Fresh mint (optional)

Combine the cognac, maraschino and Triple Sec in a glass or pottery bowl. Chill for 2 hours. At the same time, chill the champagne and carbonated water in the coldest part of the refriger­ ator. Immediately before serving, add the champagne and carbonated water to the liquor mixture. Stir gently. Serve in cups, with a sprig of mint.

(Continued on page 169)

COOKING WITH CHAMPAGNE turns a buffet supper into a festive occasion. Here Myra Waldo, author of the Complete Champagne Cook Book, sharpens the appetites of her guests by preparing Steak Verzany (see recipe on page 165) in a chafing dish at the table. Dominating the background is the Eiffel Tower of champagne bottles, a giant Nebuchadnezzar, presented to Miss Waldo during her recent gourmet tour of French vineyards (the only full bottle of its size in the U. S.).
PARTIES IN THE
AMERICAN TRADITION

A party in the gregarious American tradition means many things. It means gathering together the people you have wanted to see all year, but somehow never did. It means discharging a backlog of social obligations with one grand and glorious gesture. It means sparkling silver, flowers on the table and the welcoming glass of cheer. The most memorable parties always seem to be given at Christmastime. Houses and people look their best. Hosts and hostesses are on their mettle. Everyone tries to outdo everyone else in hospitality. The secret of a successful party is a good plan carried out to the last detail. From the decoration on the front door to the last demitasse, everything contributes to the special atmosphere that makes a party an event. During the holidays, guest lists are apt to mushroom, and the hostess who often finds herself entertaining en masse will take advantage of party aids designed to serve more than a handful of people. Capacious chafing dishes, triple food warmers and 20-cup coffee urns are boons when you are cooking for and serving large groups. Portable serving carts and self-contained bar units are convenient and keep traffic out of the kitchen. The purpose of these Christmas pages is to give you ideas that will make all your parties a success and every post-mortem a happy one.

Opposite:
A CHRISTMAS HORN OF PLENTY symbolizes the spirit of hospitality. Against a painted theatrical backdrop, the fruits of the field and the forest are arranged in a tempting display. Christmas callers can help themselves to apples, oranges, raisins, dates, almond cookies, nuts, toffee, chocolates and mints, spilling out of wicker cornucopias. There is a tiny crèche at the left, and at the right, candlesticks ringed with tinsel. Sprays of evergreen mixed with holly berries complete the setting. Home of Mr. and Mrs. William Riva.

OTTO MAYA
New serving pieces help the guests to help themselves

SERVING CHEST provides a handy bar where you need it. Deep shelves take bottles; lined drawers hold silver, tools. The folding top is covered with alcohol-and-waterproof Formica.

TRIPLE FOOD WARMER keeps vegetables hot for buffet meals, hors d'oeuvres for cocktails. Each Pyrex compartment holds 2 quarts. The warmer is Buenilum, works on AC/DC current.

SERVING CART in walnut and brass is topped by three removable Formica trays on which food or drinks can be brought in and handed around. Shallow space under trays holds linens, silver.

ITALIAN COFFEE MAKER with 20-cup capacity dispenses two cups of regular or espresso coffee simultaneously. Lever regulates flow. For AC/DC current, it has a thermostatic control.
FOUR-QUART CHAFING DISH that holds enough food for a dozen people does yeoman service over the holidays. Here it doubles as a bowl for hot punch, kept at serving temperature by the alcohol burner. Set on a heavy foil sunburst mat, it also serves as a centerpiece on a round buffet table. Photographed in the apartment of decorator Howard P. Rothberg, A.I.D.
HOW TO GIVE YOUR TABLES
THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

With a mint of imagination and a modicum of money you can create a memorable holiday party table.

Opposite:

TOP LEFT: For Christmas Day dinner, create a festive setting with a cheerful color scheme: red cloth, green napkins, blue Meissen china. Set topiary trees in white cachepots and decorate them with marzipan fruit, vivid wooden birds.

Variations: With a pastel cloth and napkins, use silver roses and paper butterflies in place of birds and fruit, or spray the trees with plastic snow and add a delicate drift of tinsel snow flakes.

TOP RIGHT: For a holiday party that centers around a punch bowl, garlands of lemon leaves and citrus fruit (preserved with clear and white plastic spray) on a blue cloth look appropriately cool and refreshing. Napkins repeat fruit colors.

Variations: Gilded leaves and fruit with polished nuts, a silver punch bowl. Or for a wassail party, wreaths of natural wheat, red apples, yellow pears, purple grapes and nuts on an orange or brown cloth, a rough stoneware punch bowl and plates, wicker baskets for sandwiches and nuts.

BOTTOM LEFT: For a buffet breakfast, choose gay, eye-opening harlequin colors. Make a simple centerpiece by painting bare branches white, setting them in a sturdy base and hanging them with vari-colored Christmas decorations. Pick up the colors in patterned napkins and solid-color china. A blue tablecloth makes a unifying background.

Variations: Hang the "tree" with paper cut-outs, Swedish wood ornaments or adapt the idea for a children's party by using candy canes, lollipops.

BOTTOM RIGHT: For the children, devise a gay Christmas party table with a red felt tablecloth ringed by snowman place mats cut from white oilcloth. Make paper scarves and hats (with jaunty lollipop feathers) and fold striped paper napkins for ties. Add gum drops for eyes and nose. Put a candy-tree favor beside each place.

Variations: Gingerbread-man place mats, cut from brown paper and dolled-up with sequins, a white cloth. Yellow oilcloth stars, a blue tablecloth.

LEFT: For a cocktail party, accent the shape of a circular table by stretching red ribbon across a pale gray cloth in a wheel-of-fortune pattern. For the centerpiece, pyramid white carnations in a three-tier epergne (imbred them in water-absorbent florists' preservative to keep them fresh) and knot red ribbons around the edges. Use red napkins, plates and dishes in silvery tones (such as the Kensington metalware shown here).

Variations: Gold tablecloth, blue ribbons, gilt roses. Wicker epergne filled with apples and ringed with Swedish straw stars; orange cloth.
FOR CHRISTMAS DINNER: THE GAY COLORS OF MARZIPAN TREES

FOR A HOLIDAY PARTY: A PUNCH BOWL RINGED WITH FRUIT

FOR A BUFFET BREAKFAST: A SETTING IN HARLEQUIN COLORS

FOR CHILDREN'S FUN: CHEERY SNOWMEN AND CANDY TREES
The rising sound of
Music in our homes
By DEEMS TAYLOR

Today the world's greatest music, reproduced with concert-hall fidelity is ours
for the flick of a switch, the turn of a dial. Thanks to the loudspeaker
in our living rooms, we are becoming a nation of music-lovers, a captive but contented audience
capable of reproducing brass instruments and the human voice, and that was about all. Then, in 1904, a young Irish
tenor named John McCormack recorded thirty-six Irish ballads for the Edison, Edison Bell, and Gramophone Com-
panies. After two years of study in Italy he returned, and in the years between 1906 and 1909 made over seventy
records, ranging from "Any Place is Heaven if You Are Near" to Brahms, Mozart, and Verdi. If not the first, he
was certainly one of the first to bring anything approaching "classical" music to the record-buying public.

During the ensuing decades recorded music leaned heavily to the vocal side, with orchestras being employed
chiefly to accompany singers and violin solos. A British critic, Arthur Clutton Brock, writing in 1925, had this to
say regarding the quality of orchestral recording: "Always with the gramophone we have to make allowances... There
are qualities of the orchestra that never survive on the gramophone: the sharpness of attack on the strings, the
clearness of their different parts and the full distinction between strings and wood. Pizzicato is usually unpleasant,
seeming to intrude between you and the rest of the music, while all the bass parts are apt to be a mere rumble."

Meanwhile, however, telephone and radio engineers were engaged in intensive acoustical research, coming up
to the surface now and then with such Benchley-like tidbits as: "A mathematical statement of the behavior of
mechanical and electrical systems discloses the existence of a remarkable analogy... (Continued on page 150)

Here begins a 10 page portfolio on The Sound Approach to Music at Home
The magical realm

Music is a world of self expression with which every human being should become acquainted.

Here is a celebrated artist's advice on choosing and learning to play a musical instrument

Undoubtedly the piano is the easiest instrument for the beginner. Perhaps it is because the eye can guide quite as much as the ear, the action is direct and unequivocal, a key struck is a note sounded, and, certainly for the beginner at least, neither pitch nor quality of sound is his responsibility.

Furthermore, seated, the player is not required to learn to the same degree as with the violin, for instance, how to balance his body or as with the voice how to control his breathing; in fact, face to face with his instrument, he can eye octave upon octave of serried ranks in quasi military formation, over which an automaton's domination and control can surely be achieved by patient, diligent and progressive effort.

In fact, no instrument has been so guilty of encouraging hosts upon hosts of the untalented to a greater or lesser degree of proficiency, regardless of their temperament, bodily shape and build.
You sink into a comfortable chair and twist a dial. Suddenly, your home is filled with great music—music that just yesterday, as history is reckoned, you could have heard only in the opera houses and auditoriums of a few of the world’s cities. Preserved in your record albums or on your tapes, it is yours for as long as you live—as the thoughts of the world’s thinkers are yours in the books that line your walls.

How does this music reach your home? What is the process? Suppose, for a moment, you are in a recording studio. You have a piano, a microphone and recording equipment. You strike the piano’s Middle A. What happens is much like what happens when you drop a pebble in a still pond. From the point where the pebble hit, concentric waves roll through the water until all the energy of the pebble’s fall is spent. When you strike the Middle A, whose strings are tuned to vibrate 440 times a second, concentric waves roll away through the atmosphere. They pass the microphone and beat on its sensing element 440 times a second. The microphone translates the mechanical energy of the waves into electrical pulses (cycles), which through the recording equipment are transmitted to a cutting stylus running in a blank groove on the record. The pulses make the stylus wiggle 440 times a second, and the wiggles engrave on the recording the wave form of Middle A. Under a microscope you could see the 440 undulations of the engraved line.

When you place the recording on a phonograph, the process is reversed. The stylus of the phonograph pickup, following the engraved line, wiggles 440 times a second, and its mechanical wiggles are translated into electrical pulses. The pulses are extremely weak when they leave the phonograph cartridge, but they are fed to a preamplifier for strengthening and then to an amplifier. The amplifier’s electrical output is connected to a loudspeaker where the electrical pulses are translated back into mechanical energy, this time called acoustic energy. They cause the loudspeaker cone to behave like a piston. It pulsates 440 times a second, and the pulsations cause sound waves, 440 of them a second, to emanate from the loudspeaker. In your home the tone Middle A, which you struck on the studio piano, is heard.

In radio broadcast and reception the identical process occurs, except that the 440 pulses of Middle A are impinged on the radio station’s carrier wave. The carrier wave reaches the antenna and tuner at your home and there, by a complicated electrical process, is discarded, but the 440 pulses a second are retained and fed to your amplifier. From it, they go to your loudspeaker which makes them audible. In your experiment you recorded or transmitted only the theoretically pure single tone, Middle A, but the same process can record or transmit great complexes of sound waves and their overtones (harmonics)—the glorious music that science has given your home.

In reproducing recorded music the physical limitations of the grooves in the master record make necessary a process called record equalization. If heavy bass tones were allowed to reach the cutting stylus running in the record groove, the stylus would swing violently enough to break through the groove’s walls. So, to prevent overcutting of the groove, the sound in the bass region is weakened and must be restored in reproduction to give the full richness. On the other hand, the treble tones are intensified in recording and must be deemphasized in reproduction. This modification of tonal balance to produce the proper bass and treble tone intensity as it existed in the “live” performance is the function of the device called the preamplifier-equalizer. It picks up the voltage from the phonograph cartridge and feeds it to the amplifier, the heart of the high fidelity system. The amplifier is a pumping center that feeds a perfect but weak signal from the preamplifier or radio tuner to the loudspeaker for transformation into sound waves. The volume is regulated by a control. The same amplifier and speaker system can be used for radio reception and record reproduction: the addition of a tuner transforms any high fidelity phonograph into a radio phonograph.

Your method of installing high fidelity apparatus will affect the quality of reproduction. The more cubic space you can devote to the speaker compartment, the better the result. All the panels of the compartment should be plywood, no less than 3/4” thick. The compartment should be lined with absorbent material; glass fiber batts are excellent. Attach the batt (always wear leather gloves to avoid annoying splinters) with its paper liner against the compartment walls and the glass fibers exposed for maximum effectiveness.

Any speaker system gives its best performance when it is installed in a corner of the room. A corner enclosure improves bass tones especially. The reason is simple: To create these low tones we must be able to cause substantial movement to the surrounding air. If you cup your hands to your mouth while speaking, your voice will carry a far greater distance. In effect, your cupped hands force the sound pressure of your voice to move primarily in the direction you want—straight ahead. Using a horn on the front of a loudspeaker or placing the loudspeaker in a corner does for the loudspeaker what your cupped hands do for your voice.

High fidelity equipment of good quality will give more than 20 years of service. The additional annual cost, computed against the annual cost of ordinary equipment, is very little, indeed. No other cultural investment will yield a richer or longer-enduring return.
SLEEK MAHOGANY CABINET on brass legs houses a hi-fi radio and phonograph. Doors fold back flush with sides of cabinet.

CHAIRSIDE CABINET designed for good listening puts hi-fi radio-phonograph at arm’s reach. Top is laminated plastic.

**Design for listening**

**FM RECEIVER**, as small as they come, is 7 1/2” x 5” x 5” high. It is available in black or colors.

**TABLE MODEL** tape recorder contains three speakers, amplifier, tape drawer.

**HI-FI PHONOGRAPH** with its own brass stand (separate) has three-speaker system.
SELF-CONTAINED HI-FI UNIT is large yet light on its feet. It is mounted on casters, has accordion-fold doors to save space.

MATCHING CABINETS for custom installations can be mounted on a wood base or brass legs. TV unit has plastic tambour front.

COMBINATION radio-phonograph and TV conceals controls under sliding panel.

TRAVELING RADIO combined with vanity case operates on AC, DC or batteries.

REMOTE CONTROL UNIT for TV has a speaker for individual listening.

PORTABLE TV (a table-model set on a wrought-iron cart) can be wheeled outdoors.
MAKE IT A CHRISTMAS WITH A SILVER LINING

For a Christmas gift that will bring lasting pleasure, give silver. The timeless beauty and durability of silver make it welcome to anyone at any time. The women on your list will be happy to have extra silver serving pieces. Men admire the solid good looks of silver bar tools and desk accessories. For a child, there is no more permanent gift than something in silver that can be used through many a lifetime. These silver gifts range from a napkin ring which costs only $3 to a Colonial coffee pot for $153. They have simple lines, in both modern and traditional designs, that suit any type of entertaining or decorating scheme.
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Opposite page:
Serving Pieces  Trio of simple silverplate pitchers, ½ pt., $12.50, 1 pt., $16.50, 1¼ pts., $22.50. Silverplate spaghetti (or salad) tongs, 9” long, $5.75, team with silver-and-glass cheese shaker, $6.50. Sterling coffee pot, Colonial design, holds 3 pts. 8½” high, $153. Chafing dish, heavily silverplated, has removable wood handle, $71.50. Sterling serving spoon and fork for chafing dish have 12” handles. “Old English” pattern, $21.45 a set. Matching 12” cake trowel, $17.60. George II design coffee pot with alcohol warmer holds 14 cups. Sheffield silverplate on copper, $75. Sterling buffet fork, 18” long, $19. Sterling pepper mill, 16” high, $77.50.

Top right:

Center right:
Silver for Children  Sterling muffineer for sugar can be used as a powder shaker, $30. Sterling set of child’s bowl, plate, cup, $92. Sterling tray and brush with nylon bristles, $6.50. Sterling napkin ring, 3½. Baby spoon and fork in sterling, traditional English pattern, $6.50 the set.

Below:
Bar and Party Accessories  Silverplate and glass pitcher with strainer spout for iced tea, martinis, holds 3¼ qts. $27.50. Silverplate copy of old English tankard with stirring device in cover holds 1 qt. $16. Sterling bottle stopper and pourer, $6.60. Sterling stopper for soda, expandable, $2.75. Sterling bottle stopper, removable handle for pouring, $8.75. Silverplate punch bowl, Paul Revere shape, holds 1½ gallons, $35. Warmer base with alcohol burner, $30 extra. Gallery tray with heat resistant dark Formica center, sterling sides is 12½” in diameter, $35. Silverplate bowls range from 8½” to 4½” in diameter. $9.25, $7.25, $5, $3.50, according to size. Golf club muddler, silverplate, $4.95. Sterling ice pick, $7, bottle opener, $9.50. Walnut and sterling muddler, $4.50. Hot beverage glass in silverplated holder, $6.50. For shopping information, see p. 162.

Prices approx. Include Fed. tax.
The care and feeding of house plants

If you are susceptible to the lure of house plants, your symptoms may be these: a tendency to slip a trowel in your pocket on an autumn walk and dig up and re-pot mosses, checkerberry plants, and wild asters; a winter nostalgia for spring flower carts; an incurable addiction to reading strange names of pot plants in catalogues from faraway places; a fondness for peering in at a neighbor’s window when “something new” begins to bloom; an eagerness to run to your plant box after a week end away; a restless green thumb through the winter solstice; abstraction, during a rubber of bridge or a whodunit, over the fortunes of a temperamental African-violet. Once you have succumbed to house plant enthusiasm, the only sensible treatment is to enjoy it to the hilt. For you are one of the millions of happy U. S. hobbyists devoted to the indoor pursuit of growing fresh, living greens and colorful gay flowers. You share, along with the Greeks and the Romans, and the pioneers who carried slips of geraniums, herbs and roses in Conestoga wagons across the Plains, a love of living things and the willingness to learn how to care for them indoors and out, all year round.

Given at least one window with a strong light, only a troglodyte can fail to grow house plants successfully. You may start modestly with a few random pots, a philodendron or a Boston fern, and aspire to the whole windowful of the 54 hardy, handsome plants pictured opposite. But the minute you take title to a geranium pot and give it a roof and a place in the sun, you are committed to acquire the combined skills of a creator, a plant doctor, a naturalist and an artist.

The value of a house plant, aside from the enjoyment it gives, is in what it can teach you. Just as a tree can split a rock, some plants defy wind and weather and grow tenaciously in any crevice where their roots can take hold. But when you bring a plant indoors, whether it came from a florist, a nursery, or your own garden, you must recreate as far as possible the same circumstances in which it previously thrived. If a number of house plants have earned the name temperamental, it is (Continued on page 171)

HOUSE & GARDEN’S CHOICE OF 54 PLANTS TO GROW INDOORS

TOP SHELF—LEFT TO RIGHT
Agave americana
Aechmea fulgens discolor
Aloe brevifolia
Haworthia fasciata
Aloe humilis
Vriesia splendens major
Cryptanthus zebrinus
Haworthia marginiflora
Crassula obliqua variegata
Vriesia magnifica
Cissus discolor

SECOND SHELF—LEFT TO RIGHT
Croton Apple Leaf
Agave caribaea
Pelargonium zonale (trailing)
Dracaena terminalis Baby Ti
Dyckia fosteriana
Sedum morganianum
Setcreasea Purple Heart
Hedera helix Silver Emblem
Cissus discolor
Episcia Purple Heart
Tetranema mexicanum
Philodendron cordatum (oxycardium)
Panica granatum nana (Pomegranate)
Schlumbergera bridgesi

THIRD SHELF—LEFT TO RIGHT
Philodendron cordatum
Pelargonium zonale
Peperomia hederifolia
Flea involucrata
Begonia Saxony (Angel Wing type)
Croton Apple Leaf
Cissus discolor
Begonia Richardsiana
Begonia Rex var. Merry Christmas
Hedera helix Merion Beauty
Abutilon megaspatumum variegatum
Pelargonium pelatum (ivy geranium)

WINDOW SILL TRAY—LEFT TO RIGHT
Saintpaulia Azure Beauty (double)
Sinningia speciosa (rear)
Jasminum grandiflorum
Saintpaulia Pink Cheese (rear)
Episcia Acajou
Scindapsus (Pothos) argyraeus
Saintpaulia Double Delight (rear)
Dieffenbachia hoffmannii
Philodendron soderstrom (rear)
Begonia Rex var. Can-can
Saintpaulia Dupont Blue (rear)
Gloxinia (Sinningia speciosa) hybrid
Calathea makoyana (rear)
Maranta masangeana
Episcia lilacina viridis (rear)
Episcia fulgida
Philodendron andreanum

PLANTS FROM JULIUS ROEHR'S CO. PHOTO: GRISBRY
The case for the traditional house

People who like traditional architecture are becoming aware that the amenities of yesterday are more enjoyable than ever when combined with the planning and products of today. It is thus that a new kind of traditional house has come into being. Its architecture is traditional but its materials and equipment are from today's assembly lines. It makes a suitable background for antiques and family heirlooms, but it is also an easy-to-keep house planned for informal living indoors and out. It is a house with a new architectural approach, for people who like to live with antiques and air conditioning and it expresses the special taste of its owners. Here are two good examples that show why the new kind of traditional house, while looking to the past, has a present and a future.

1 French Provincial house built around a front courtyard

TRADITIONAL FRENCH STYLING gives this new house a link with the past. It is exactly symmetrical, built of white stucco with slate gray trim and roof. The pierced brick wall screens the entrance courtyard and the main rooms from front drive and road.

Opposite: FLAGSTONE-PAVED TERRACE at rear is a modern outdoor living room four months of the year. You can step out to it from the living room (shuttered French doors), study, bar and kitchen-dining room, and step down from it to a shaded lawn. The graceful white wrought-iron furniture and half-circular terrace are in keeping with tradition.
The front courtyard is a completely private outdoor room.

This H-shaped house built around a courtyard is both practical and delightful. The courtyard is like an outdoor room with the sky for a ceiling. Light filters in through the openings in the pierced brick wall and through the foliage of the spreading elm tree. Pachysandra makes a cool green carpet (it flourishes in the shade), and flagstone paving makes an attractive border walk. The floor plan indicates the modern feeling of the whole house. All main rooms open to court or terrace. From the courtyard you can see through the living room to the terrace beyond (all three areas are used together for big summer parties), and from both bedrooms and living room you can enjoy a cross-court view. Notice that there are two front entrance foyers. It is not necessary to walk through the living room to enter either wing. Guest room has its own entrance.

COURTYARD is enclosed by the house on three sides and screened from road by brick wall across the front.

ARCHED DOORWAY to court has two doors, lock and bell; old French lamps flank it.

OWNERS: COLONEL & MRS. EDWARD R. FULLER
ARCHITECT: GEORGE HICKEY,
OF POLHEMUS AND COFFIN
LOCATION: EASTHAMPTON, N. Y.

HOUSE is 2,790 square feet, has few but luxuriously large rooms.
LIVING ROOM is in center of house, opened to court and terrace by three French doors on either side (see plan). Background is suitably formal for French antique furniture, pale gold rug and walls, cream and gold damask draperies. One sharp color accent is an emerald green loveseat. Door to foyer is balanced by recess with glass shelves.
Kitchen-dining room combines modern planning, traditional atmosphere
STUDY is from a house built in England about 1750: pine paneled walls, old English oil painting above fireplace; the TV set is built-in.

BAR, completely equipped from sink to storage shelves, adjoins the study and opens to the terrace. This kind of built-in convenience makes it easy to entertain indoors or out.

KITCHEN AND DINING ROOM can be two rooms or one; divider is an accordion wall, closed above, opened opposite, attached to a ceiling track. Kitchen has one wall of brick, wood cabinets, red tile floor, ceiling supported by beams from an old barn, built-in refrigerators, ovens, dishwasher. Dining table and chairs are French reproductions in cherry.
2 A happy union of practicality and formality

Sometimes the “prettiest house in the neighborhood” is also the one that functions best. This house, on the shore of Wisconsin’s Lake Mendota, is a good example. It is a shrimp-pink brick house, styled in the formal French tradition, with great refinement of detail: a high mansard roof, delicate white wrought-iron trim, a handsome double front door. Inside, there is the same careful attention to styling and detail (built-in storage cabinets, for example, are modern in function but embellished with traditional moldings) plus a high regard for the facts of life today. The floor plan, with master bedroom on the first floor, has many of the step-saving advantages of a one-story house. It has flexibility too, because the living room, dining room and porch open to each other (an expanse of some 50 feet) and to the rear terrace. Materials and equipment are thoroughly modern, and therefore upkeep and maintenance are reduced to a minimum. Result: the house is both a delight to look at and easy to live in, which sums up the case for the new kind of traditional house in America today.
Modern materials make housekeeping simple

Here is proof that a traditional house is enhanced both visually and functionally by modern materials and architectural details. Big windows in the form of traditional bays let in light, air and view. Modern materials include cork flooring in the entrance hall and rubber tile flooring and plastic countertops in the kitchen. Adjoining the master bedroom are two bath-dressing rooms with marble flooring, built-in countertop lavatories. The built-in cabinets between living room and dining room are traditional in design but function like a modern storage wall. On the living room side both have bookshelves; on the dining room side one is a storage cabinet for china and linen. There is a pass-through between the kitchen and porch.
KITCHEN has a dining L in a large, sunny bay window.

MASTER BATH-DRESSING ROOMS are divided by a sliding wall.

LIVING ROOM AND DINING ROOM are divided by built-in cabinets and folding louvered doors.


HOW TO HELP YOUR HOUSE RUN ITSELF

Many ingenious new electrical aids take care of household chores

ELECTRIC OUTLETS WHERE YOU NEED THEM

New plastic strip fits on baseboard or over kitchen counter. You can insert removable outlets anywhere along the strip then plug lamps or appliances into them.

PLUG IN TELEPHONES THROUGHOUT HOUSE

If you install telephone jacks when you build or remodel you’ll always have privacy when phoning. Carry phone between rooms (or outdoors) and plug it in jack.

PORTABLE PANEL FOR EXTRA POWER

Inadequate wiring may prevent your using power tools or appliances without blowing a fuse. This movable power panel has three circuit outlets with high ampere fuses.

QUIET, LUMINOUS DIAL SWITCH

This new switch turns like a radio dial and it is noiseless (no clicking). The dials glow at night, are easy to locate, but use no current. Switch plate is small in size.

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM

This control system eliminates lawn watering chores. Sprinkler system in lawn and flower beds operates automatically in accordance with weather and by night or day.

HEATING, COOLING-CONTROL SYSTEM

Three electronic units control heating and cooling automatically. Outdoor and indoor thermostats signal temperature changes. Clock thermostat is control center or brain.

HOME FIRE ALARM BINGS BELL, FLASHES LIGHT

Temperature detectors, throughout house, disclose smoldering fires in attic, basement, walls. They relay warning to this panel which rings, lights, to show location of fire.

DEHUMIDIFIER ENDS DAMPNESS

Three gallons of water can be extracted from the air every 24 hours with this electric dehumidifier. With 1/4 horsepower compressor it is movable or can be connected to drain.

BATHROOM WALL HEATER IS ALSO TOWEL RACK

You and the towels can both be warmed. Chrome framed, this heater towel rack gives off radiant warmth from a glass panel into which electric heating elements are fused.

ELECTRONIC FILTER CLEANS HOUSE AIR

Filter, connected to heating ducts of house, has electrostatically charged cells which extract dirt, dust, pollen from the air before it is heated, cooled and circulated in house.

WINDOWS OPERATE AUTOMATICALLY

Automatic controls close windows (crank operated awning, jalousie or casement types) for morning rising or when it rains or gets cold. They open when it clears or gets hot.
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HOLIDAY DRINKS

continued from page 13

EGG FLIP. An old time drink that has all but been forgotten is the egg flip—sometimes known as A Yard of Flannel. Here is a recipe from a 19th century book: "Boil a quart of ale in a tinned saucepan. Beat the yolks of 4 with the whites of 2 eggs. Add 4 tablespoons of brown sugar and a soupçon of nutmeg. Pour on this by degrees the hot ale, taking care to prevent mixture from curdling. Pour back and forward repeatedly, raising hand as high as possible. This produces the frothing and smoothness to the goodness of the drink.

BIMBO PUNCH. This grand old punch has strength and warmth. Cut 6 lemons in thin slices and steep in 1 1/2 quarts of cognac for 8 hours. Strain the cognac and add 1 pound of leaf sugar dissolved in 1 quart of boiling water. Chill the mixture and pour over a block of ice in a punch bowl. Add slices of lemon and orange.

CHAMPAGNE PUNCHES. Of course the most elegant holiday drink is champagne. Fine French champagne is delicious straight, but also makes delectable punches. Here is one to be served in large punch glasses with tiny spoons for fishing out the fruit. Select a large bowl that will fit into your refrigerator. Cut 1 small pineapple in cubes and put the fruit in the bowl (or use 2 packages of frozen pineapple); add 1 pint of fresh or frozen raspberries, 1 pint of fresh or frozen cherries, sections from 6 grapefruit, 1 1/2 pound of sugar, 1 pint of Benedictine and 1 fifth of cognac. Mix well, place in the refrigerator and chill thoroughly. When ready to serve, add a block of ice to the bowl. Ladle some of the fruit mixture into the bottom of each glass and then fill with iced champagne.

Here is a Christmas punch combining champagne with a variety of liquors. Chill 1 quart of strong tea, 1 fifth of Jamaican rum, 1 fifth of bourbon, 1 fifth of cognac, 1 pint of Grand Marnier, a big dash of Peychaud's orange bitters, 1 pint of pineapple chunks and their juice, 1 pint of orange juice and 1 1/2 pounds of sugar syrup (or 1 pound of sugar dissolved in water). Combine these chilled ingredients in a large chilled punch bowl. Add a block of ice and just before serving add 1 magnum or 2 fifths of chilled champagne. Serve in wine glasses or goblets.

For those who love the drama of flaming dishes, here is a flaming champagne punch. It must be served in a flameproof bowl—a silverplated or copper bowl is perfect—and should be kept hot on a table stove or hot plate. Heat the fruit from 1 package of frozen pineapple and put it in the hot bowl. Heat together 2 fifths of cognac and 2 fifths of champagne and pour over the pineapple. Then heat 1 cup of cognac in a brandy warmer, or small pan, ignite it and pour it while blazing into the punch mixture.

TOM AND JERRY. Of several ways to make this old favorite, here is one that is well liked. Beat the yolks of 12 eggs until thick and light. Gradually add 1 1/2 pound of granulated sugar and 1 teaspoon of grated nutmeg. Beat until very thick. Beat the egg whites until stiff and fold them into the batter. Chill the mixture until you are ready to serve. To serve, put a heaping tablespoon of the batter into a warm mug, add 1 1/2 jigger of Jamaica rum and 1 jigger of bourbon. Fill the mug with hot milk or water, dust top with grated nutmeg.

WASSAIL BOWL. There is no substitute for the traditional wassail bowl. This treat belongs especially to the Christmas season, and like the mistletoe, the plum pudding and the gayly decked tree it is symbolic of all the excitement the holiday season holds. In a large saucepan combine 1 1/2 cup water, 2 fifths sherry or Madeira, 2 cups sugar, 1 stick cinnamon, 3 allspice berries, 4 cloves, 1 teaspoon of ground ginger and 1 teaspoon of freshly grated nutmeg. Bring this mixture to a boil and blend. Remove from the fire and strain. Separate the yolks and whites of 6 eggs and beat the yolks until thick and light. Beat the whites until stiff and fold them into the yolks. Gradually add the hot spiced wine, stirring constantly. Then stir in 1 cup of cognac. Serve in a heated punch bowl and float 6 to 8 baked apples in the wassail.

THE SEAT THAT NEVER NEEDS TO BE REPLACED!

Made of one material, Solid Olsonite Seats can’t wear away, fade or discolor. Their beauty lasts a lifetime. There is no exposed metal to rust or corrode. Olsonite Seats are available in more than 35 plain or pearlescent colors.

Available From The Master Plumber In Your Neighborhood.
Many individual traditional pieces. Postpaid for 50.

Sand for the new Slickley Style Brochure featuring twenty room settings of Stickley Furniture Dreisint, the same dressing used at the Slickley Present the deep-glazing tieiuly of Slickley and other fine furniture reveals rare artistry and mellowed wisdom in furnishing a house can have.

For book lovers this should be a good Christmas, because 1955 has produced some remarkable books. Herman Wouk, bless him, has given us Marjorie Morningstar (Double day). Although Marjorie Morgensen's progress from Central Park West to suburbia on the wings of romance will suffer from an inevitable comparison with The Caine Mutiny, it enlarges the picture of Mr. Wouk as a writer of formidable endowment. Too late for this column but certain to cause a stir is John O'Hara's first novel in six years, Ten North Frederick (Random House), with an original printing of 75,000 copies. And two Nobel winners have spoken—the late Thomas Mann for the last time in Confessions of Felix Krull, Confidence Man (Alfred A. Knopf), and William Faulkner in his re-worked domain to encompass the hypocritical ruthlessness of a Uriah Heep, model 1955 with chrome trim. A manner reminiscent of Marquand showed up in Hamilton Basso's The View from Pompey's Head (Double day): Sloan Wilson's The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit (Simon & Schuster) invaded Marquand territory while providing New York's Madison Avenue with a new catchphrase. Gretchen Finletter's The Dinner Party (Harper) drew the distaff side of the pattern of America's astonishing combination of success and suburbia.

In 1955 it has been demonstrated that the French—however noisy, wavering and chaotic their politics may be—are developing new writers as cool, as concise, as penetrating as any in the world. Mlle. Françoise Saigan's presumably tender 18 years attracted attention to Bonjour, Tristesse (Dutton), but her wistful embracement of love's sorrow exhibited far more achievement than mere precocity. Jacques Perret's The Honor of Gaston le Torch (Norton) was deft whimsy, and The Best Butler by Jean Dutourd (Simon & Schuster), exposing the diseased philosophy that it is every Frenchman's patriotic duty to profit from the nation's adversaries, accomplished the year's newest literary surgery. A distinguished contribution to letters came from Marguerite Yourcenar's pen when, in Hadrian's Memoirs (Farrar, Strauss & Young), she demonstrated that there is at least one historical novelist extant who can stand comparison with Plutarch. For a final fillip in a year of French success came The Notebooks of Major Thompson, by Pierre Daninos (Knopf). This Frenchman's account of a Blimpish Briton's discovery of France ("France is divided into 43,000,000 Frenchmen") is as sagacious as it is funny.

C. S. Forester's The Good Shepherd (Little, Brown) and Commander Edward L. Beach's Run Silent, Run Deep (Holt) made 1955 a memorable year for lovers of sea stories. Joyce Cary's admirers had Not Honour More (Harper). The mordant satire of The Loved One reappeared in Evelyn Waugh's Officers and Gentlemen (Little, Brown). Patrick Dennis's fictional recollection of a most remarkable relative, Auntie Mame (Stymeyer), has been consumbing thousands. Ivy Compton Burnett displayed in Mother & Son (Messner) the combination of brilliance and formalism that enthralls her purist admirers and exasperates others. Because of the success of The Naked and the Dead Norman Mailer's new novel, The Deer Park (Putnam), set drums beating; it turned out (as more than one misanthropic reader of The Naked had prophesied) to be an utterly pointless ex-
cursion through the bedrooms of Hollywood characters whose vices might enlighten a head shrinker but have no value to fiction. For those whose demand upon a novelist is that his book should be long and his characters multidimensional, the best-seller list offered Clements Danse's The Flower Girls (Norton), which follows interminably the doings of a British royal stage family, and Thomas B. Costain's The Fontaine, two volumes (Double-day) which carries a curious form of lottery and insurance through several families and generations to three continents and a violently unbelievable conclusion.

As was to be expected, the convulsions in Africa left their mark on 1955's books. For the blood-thirsty, Robert Ruark tore a dripping chunk out of Kenya's Ma Mau country and smeared it over his best-seller novel, Something of Value (Nobleday). The incredibly energetic John Gunther traveled 40,000 miles and took notes on conversations with 1,503 persons for the 952 pages of Inside Africa (Harper), finding British rule the best in colonial Africa and the South African mess hopeless of solution. Boer novelist Stuart Cloete's lifelong study of African problems gave his African Giant (Houghton Mifflin) an insight that no visiting journalist could hope for, a pessimism that will dismay those who think that schooling and an immediate franchise will end the dilemma.

The student of history and biography, too, has reason to thank 1955. The first volume of ex-President Harry S. Truman's memoirs, Year of Decisions (Double-day), not only provides unique material about monumental affairs but presents Mr. Truman as a man of great, if homely, charm, and of a forthright and patriotism (in the best sense) that cannot fail to impress the most vehement anti-New Dealer. One of the great personalities of modern times, George Gordon, Lord Byron, is revealed in a fascinating way in His Very Self and Voice (Macmillan), a collection from diaries, letters and writings of 150 men and women who actually knew the poet. Edmund Wilson's enthralled essay on the discovery of archaic manuscripts in caves near the Dead Sea has been expanded into a book, The Scrolls from the Dead Sea (Oxford University Press). Peter Quennell's Hogarth Progress (Viking) takes the reader on an eye-opening tour of 18th century London's slums while presenting a notable biography of an enduring but still underestimated painter. If Gaul's division, as a whole, into three parts did not alienate you forever from the glories of Rome, you can learn from Alfred Duggan's Julius Caesar (Knopf) why the wilv libertine in fact was the greatest Roman of them all. Students of Lincoln have the fourth and final volume of the late J. G. Randall's scholarly Lincoln the President (Dodd, Mead & Co.), this, subtitled Last Full Measure, completed by Richard N. Current. Rebecca West, one of the great journalists of our time, takes a searching look at the Nuremberg trials in A Train of Powder (Viking) and comes forth with some long-needed observations about the sadly bungled business.

There have been important contributions in 1955 to understanding of today's society. In The Public Philosophy (Atlantic-Little, Brown), Walter Lippmann, always thoughtful, urges caution upon those who preach that the ills of democracy can readily be cured by greater doses of democracy. George Soule in Time for Living (Viking) scrutinizes the radical technological and economic changes our society is undergoing, discusses the economists' conclusions about them and offers some powerful reflections of his own on what the future will bring us in industry, leisure, education and culture.

In a lighter, but controversial vein, Architecture, Ambition and Americans, by Wayne Andrews (Harper), looks at the architecture of our past and relates its taste to money, an expression of ambition's ability to over-balance common sense. The pious political creed that America's true strength comes from rural contact with the good earth is examined with interesting result in Cities in Recolt: Urban Life in America 1743-1776 by Carl Bridenbaugh (Knopf).

Finally, the year brought at least two notable accomplishments in poetry: Rolfe Humphries' translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses (Indiana University) and Robert Graves' Collected Poems (Double-day). The Humphries translation contains inspired homely touches that come immediately to the modern reader why Ovid has managed to survive the classroom and live through the ages.

Any Christmas list can do no more than skim the surface and recall to one reader the books that have pleased (or strongly displeased) him. But the range and quality, viewed even in narrow perspective, demonstrate that 1955 was, on the whole, a much better than average year for book lovers and that this Christmas can be made a happy one for them.

John H. Burton
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Genuine OZITE is scientifically designed to cushion your carpet against traffic abrasions, but more important, its design insures the proper resiliency to absorb the cutting impact of sharp heels which accounts for most carpet wear. You will be sure of this complete carpet protection if you insist on Genuine OZITE.
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CHOOSE SIDES

By IRVING KOLODIN

Whether your friends like opera or Astaire, ballet or blues, this review of records for Christmas will help you choose the gift that will give the most pleasure

Where the giving of recorded gifts is concerned, the precept governing successful giving in other areas applies here as well: give the recipient what he (or she) would not ordinarily buy for himself. Of course, if you know the inner recesses of his secret heart, and have divined—either by intuition, observation, or from a well-placed hint—what he would buy for himself, given the wherewithal, your problem is solved. All you need is the wherewithal.

But if you begin, as most have to, with the information that “Bob is a record lover” or “Jane is an opera fan,” and have to take it from there, some guidance may be in order. The store counters are laden with attractive merchandise, beguiling packages enclosing untold promises in entertainment. But the package may be all or nothing in the eventual judgment of the essential element: the record.

Two recent items in a related field are pertinent: Ravel’s Daphnis et Chloe and Tchaikovsky’s Sleeping Beauty. Both are the kind of scores to make a hi-fi fan’s heart do a handspring if he saw them under a Christmas tree. But remember: it’s the record he’s going to play, not the package. So I would advise Ernest Ansermet’s tingly presentation of the Ravel score on London 693, even though it lacks the pictures and the art work that accompany—in varying degree—the newer versions by Antal Dorati (Mercury 50048) and Charles Munch (RCA Victor LM 1893). In like measure, Anatole Fistoulari’s Sleeping Beauty (London, again LL 636-7) rather than Dorati (Mercury OL-3-103) or Robert Irving (RCA Victor LM 6034). By comparison with the other two, Fistoulari’s comes virtually naked (it is vended merely in a box), but your friend will count his blessings—in your name—many times over as he listens to it again and again. Note, too, that these particular gifts have a special plus: the Daphnis versions mentioned are those of the full score, with chorus, rather than the separate orchestral suites that have been popular so long; the Sleeping Beauty recordings likewise extensive.

Of course, in the instance of packaging with a purpose, other considerations prevail. I may modestly direct attention to a special de luxe package (which I had the honor of assembling for RCA Victor) now on the verge of its first Christmas. Titled Fifty Years of Great Operatic Singing, it comprises five LPs—one to a decade—covering the period from 1900 to 1950. It begins with Tamagno and Battistini, and ends with Warren and Pears. Along the way it offers characteristic examples of the art of Plancon, Caruso, Chaliapin, Farrar, Ponselle, Flagstad, Melchior, Tibbett—indeed, virtually every first rate operatic artist who recorded in that lengthy stretch of time for Victor, later RCA Victor: Björling, Steber, Leider, Raisa, Albanese—name them, we got ’em.

A canvass of dealers reveals that it ranks as an ideal gift item because, in a simple, non-commercial way, the contents were restricted to items otherwise unavailable. The converse is, however, eminently commercial: namely, if Bob or Jane doesn’t have this album, he doesn’t have anything in it. Simple as that. The handsome red and gold container is strictly Tiffany, as befits the contents; and there is a wealth of operatic information in the printed matter. The price is a ponderable $29.95; but it’s a lifetime present, believe me.

While with opera, it may be well to mention that there are lots of highly desirable gifts for much less money. If you are making the presentation blind, that is to say, without knowing exactly what or what not the recipient has in his collection, it’s a good rule to stay away from the standard repertory. Whether or not he has an up to date Aida or Bohème, don’t make up his mind by an arbitrary choice: he likes Fidelio, you like Milanov, let’s call the whole thing off. But if you choose an out of the way work of which there is only one version, you are flattering his culture and protecting your exposed flanks at the...
For the symphony enthusiast, the market is big, broad, and wide-open. I think at random, among issues of the year, of Toscanini's New World (Dvorak) on RCA LM 1778, Bruno Walter's Mahler No. 5 (Columbia SL 218), William Steinberg's Beethoven No. 5 (Capitol P 8292), and Von Karajan's Fantastique of Berlioz (Angel 35202) as pulse stoppers as well as eye-openers. Add to these Ormandy's version of Strauss's Ein Heldenleben on Columbia ML 48877 or the Fritz Reiner-Artur Rubinstein Brahms D Minor Concerto on RCA Victor LM 1031, and you have a range of possibilities to accommodate the most crotchety.

Another gambit, if newness is a danger, is nostalgia. The man who would reckon the Ormandy Heldenleben, for example, as an arbitrary imposition on his capacity for making a free choice among contemporary Heldenlebens might be touched by the tender of the famous old Don Quixote of Strauss as played by Emanuel Feuermann (as 'cello soloist) with the Philadelphia Orchestra. It is now available (Cadem 202) at a mere $1.98. Indeed, one could make up a flamboyant box of matter from such catalogues, embracing Stokowski's Sacre du Printemps (Cadem 110), Goossen's Tchaikovsky No. 2 (Cadem 185) and Karajan's Beethoven No. 9 (Entree EL 51) for less than the price of a newly recorded opera. Be sure you know your man, however: the implied flattry may seem penury if he reckons price above thoughtfulness.

If money buys much or little, depending how it is spent, in the classical area, it commands even more in the popular fields. Here is where ingenuity and a knowledge of a particular person's predilections may combine to produce a highly prized gift for not very much. The cheapest, but also the most arduous method, is to comb the displays of used record-dealer's stocks and come up with a rare Vocalion or Okeh 78 offering Teagarden-Armstrong-Biederbecke and Goodman in some combination even they have forgotten about. That will make a Christmas, but also, possibly, consume the Armistice Day Thanksgiving period.

Sunday manufacturers have foreseen this problem by assembling comparable material from their files (The Bessie Smith Story, Columbia ML 48877-10, Muggsy Spanier's Ragtimers, Commodore 20009, 20012, Artie Shaw Favorites, RCA Victor LPT 2000) or by creating new matter in the old vein. Of especial interest, during the last solstice or two, have been Columbia's omnibus issues of Louis Armstrong; No. CL 591, on which he delivers a dozen or so tunes by the illustrious W. C. Handy (St. Louis, Memphis and Yellow Dog Blues, among others), and CL 708, in which he honors the memory of "Fats" Waller with inspired renditions of Honeysuckle Rose, Blue Turning Grey, Ain't Misbehavin', etc.

Other files have been diligently combed by Decca for a sumptuous Crosby reissue of Old Masters (DX 152) which would cost a small fortune—even by Crosby, Del Mar standards—were they to be assembled on the open (which is to say, the closed) market. Boxed and smooth faced, they will give back a mirror of a happy Dad's face under whichever tree they may be found. In the up-to-date realm, Decca is also offering a Merman cavalcade, in which the effusive Ethel reviews her show business history with a will (also a hey-nonnny-no) in Decca 9028.

For those who are quietly celebrating this Christmas as a tenth anniversary of their release from sun tans and field jacket, RCA Victor has provided an ideal relaxer in a resplendent survey of the music performed by Major Glenn Miller's Army Air Force Band here and abroad during the hectic days of the war. Ray McKinley, Mel Powell, Zeke Zarchy, Johnny Desmond, Bernie Braven and Punniss Huckle were among the formidable jazzmen who joined a select contingent of (Continued on next page)
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Miller personnel (plus a string section screened from the top symphony orchestras of the land) in an ensemble never before heard on land or sea. Their performances (RCA LPT 6702) of matter ranging from Over There to Peggy the Pin Up Girl, Jake Box Saturday Night to Londonderry Air is the perfection of the Miller manner, unfortunately terminated by the maestro's death on another Christmas eve, A.D. 1944. This is another singular item in the sense that who doesn't have it who has none of it.

Those who are restricted by the aforementioned wherewithal to a simple, economic but nevertheless affectionate gesture are commended to such items, old and new, as The Best of Fred Astaire (on Epic LN 3137) in which the Old Master is heard in the inimitable original versions of Foggy Day in London, Cheek to Cheek, Let's Call the Whole Thing Off, etc., with accompaniments directed by such people as Johnny Green, Ray Noble, and Leo Reisman; Noel Coward in Las Vegas in which the slightly younger Old Master romps through virtually his whole repertory from Mad Dogs to Nina (Columbia ML 9388) or The Story of Charlie Christians (Columbia CL 652) in which that fabulous guitarist out of Oklahoma City who briefly adorned the Benny Goodman band of the early '40s en route to consummation and a leading part in the "bop" movement delivers some fervent moments musicals.

Such is the richness of the current recorded repertory that each of the foregoing is but one, literally, in a range of ten possibilities in each category mentioned. If you prefer Schéchen to Steinberg, Tony Martin to Ethel Merman, Joni James to Harry James or Dick Haymes, please substitute numbers at will.

between such quantities as mass and compliance (i.e. reciprocal stiffness) on the one hand and inductance and capacity on the other. For example, the kinetic energy of a particle of mass M. moving with velocity \(v\) is \(\frac{1}{2} MV^2\), while the electrical energy in an inductance \(L\) carrying a current \(I\) is \(\frac{1}{2} LI^2\).

Despite this weird verbiage the research bore fruit; for the year 1930 saw the introduction of electrical recording. Phonograph turntables could now be run by motors instead of clockwork, and clarity and accuracy of reception were vastly improved. The era of orchestral recording was upon us, to begin the musical education of the American public.

This educational process was tremendously advanced, not only by the phonograph, but by radio as well. Beginning in 1928, when CBS inaugurated its broadcasting of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Sunday afternoon concerts, the broadcasters devoted an appreciable amount of time to programs of serious music. This took courage, for they had to combat the age-old superstition that the average American finds highbrow music a bore. Some time he undoubtedly did turn it; but as time wore on, tolerance succeeded boredom, and enjoyment succeeded tolerance.

Then the phonograph stepped in to complete his education. The recording companies had begun to issue albums containing recorded performances of entire orchestral works. If the listener found a given symphony or suite or concerto to his liking, he could buy it in album form and so play it over whenever he chose. However, the albums had their drawbacks—bulk and weight for one thing. For another, since the average album record, running at a speed of 78 RPM, could contain less than five minutes of music, a work of any greater length was subject to constant interruption while the platters were being turned over or changed. Even if the records were played on a machine equipped with an automatic changer (which occasionally went berserk and chewed up your favorite record), the interruptions were there just the same. Furthermore, the fidelity of the recording was still far from being perfect.

These challenges have been met. The long-playing record of today, running at less than half the speed of the old "78," can hold up to thirty minutes of music before
sound should precede the notes—that the hand-written note should preceed the printed. The instruction should, ideally, proceed more from the teacher's heart and mind than from any book or artificial aid.

Although there are general guides along the path and general principles to be observed, the truest factor of any good teaching must remain its utter readiness to solve new, specific and particular problems as they develop in relation to a particular pupil or difficulty.

The most wonderful training is the one which prepares the teacher for the unpredictable—so that with live mind and feeling heart he may guide his charge through the special personal maze which is peculiar to each one of us.

I feel that it is these very personal entanglements, mental and physical, which are specific to each one of us and represent our individual way of absorbing and transforming our environment that must determine our choice of instruments for the purpose of self-expression.

Whether we choose a drum because we are aggressive, primitive, or because we want to make ourselves known in the most categorial way possible (perhaps because we are otherwise too meek!), or whether we choose an instrument because it belongs to the group and we have the gregarious urge, or we choose the lonely solo of the violin (a voice in the wilderness), a pulsating, vibrating sound bespeaking deep and hidden urges, or we choose the unruled purity of the flute, we should obey an inner voice which guides us to a choice suitable to us both temperamentally and physically.

Of course, our changing environment is imposing its own criteria. Instruments requiring years of solitary confinement to master (as the violin), instruments made of wood (as the violin), instruments with no moving parts (as the violin) are somewhat in disfavor.

Perhaps too there are less young people born into those pressures—emotional, sociological and economic—which together make of the violin the chosen instrument of self-expression.

After all, the violinist's is an introspective world; it is as remote from the pistol-packing cowboy's and the martial as it is from the purely academic and scholarly Latin or history student's.

(Continued on next page)

Happy is the Home with this New
WURLITZER ORGAN

Play your first tune right away

A Wurlitzer Organ literally brings new harmony into your home. Parents find it a relaxing hobby. Children find they can play it quicker than any other instrument.

It's like having a great orchestra and a modern dance band at your beck and call. All your life you'll enjoy this great source of entertainment—Music's Richest Voice.

Mrs. Henry A. Colgate "goes to the opera"... with her ELITE High Fidelity Console

The prominent socialite above, of New York and Long Island, is photographed in her beautifully decorated music room. Occupying a place of honor in the room is Mrs. Colgate's new ELITE High Fidelity radio and phonograph combination imported from the Continent.

This elegant traditional console, the "Beethoven", reproduces broadcast or recorded music so lifelike, that you feel you're there at the actual performance. Here is high fidelity that looks as beautiful as it sounds.

Exquisitely designed to fit into any decor, the "Beethoven" is made of the finest wood, rich in character and craftsmanship. The speakers, cleverly placed in the bottom of the set, make it possible to keep the graceful doors nearly closed while the console is in use. You can have the "Beethoven" radio-phonograph console in your home...surprisingly enough, it costs no more than most ordinary consoles. TELEFUNKEN and ELITE high fidelity systems are priced from $99.95 to $649.95 at fine stores everywhere (slightly higher west of the Rockies, Florida and Conrado.).

The "Beethoven" is a 6-speaker set that receives FM, AM, Short Wave and Special broadcasts, 20-20,000 cycles. 6 speakers, 2 built-in antennas, plug-in for phone and tape recorder. Cabinet of rich, walnut veneers.
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Whether we choose a drum because we are aggressive, primitive, or because we want to make ourselves known in the most categorial way possible (perhaps because we are otherwise too meek!), or whether we choose an instrument because it belongs to the group and we have the gregarious urge, or we choose the lonely solo of the violin (a voice in the wilderness), a pulsating, vibrating sound bespeaking deep and hidden urges, or we choose the unruled purity of the flute, we should obey an inner voice which guides us to a choice suitable to us both temperamentally and physically.

Of course, our changing environment is imposing its own criteria. Instruments requiring years of solitary confinement to master (as the violin), instruments made of wood (as the violin), instruments with no moving parts (as the violin) are somewhat in disfavor.

Perhaps too there are less young people born into those pressures—emotional, sociological and economic—which together make of the violin the chosen instrument of self-expression.

After all, the violinist's is an introspective world; it is as remote from the pistol-packing cowboy's and the martial as it is from the purely academic and scholarly Latin or history student's.

(Continued on next page)
Motherless little Klaus never cries—though he's often sad-eyed and pensive. The six-year-old boy has known much misery ever since his family was forced to flee East Germany with only the clothes on their backs. After months of wandering, they found refuge in a West German village. Then his mother died.

Although Klaus misses his mother terribly, much of his listlessness is the result of malnutrition. Often, there is very little food in the primitive shed where he lives with his father. Recuperating from a serious operation, the father can earn only a few pennies a day doing odd jobs. He is fighting valiantly to keep Klaus and to bring him up to be a good citizen.

To take this sensitive, imaginative boy from his father would be too cruel. Klaus shows talent. He has no toys, so he sprawls on the ground and spends hours drawing pictures in the dust. He is fighting valiantly to be a truck driver, will be able to afford better living quarters and good nourishing food. Until then, you can help keep them together, help make Klaus' future secure.

**HOW YOU CAN HELP KLAUS**

You can help Klaus or another needy child through the Child Sponsorship Plan of Save the Children Federation. By undertaking a sponsorship, you will provide funds to purchase food, warm clothing, bedding, school supplies—even candy for "your" child. The cost is only $120 a year, just $10 a month. Full information about the child you sponsor and a photograph will be sent to you. You may correspond with "your" child and his family, so that your generous material aid becomes part of a larger gift of understanding and friendship.

Founded in 1932, SCF helps children through individual sponsorships in Finland, France, Western Germany, Greece, and Korea. It is registered under No. VFA001 with the Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid of the Department of State.


---

**MAGICAL REALM OF MUSIC**

It is the medical student and the abstract mathematician who show the greatest affinity for music. There are doctors' orchestras from Vienna to Chicago and Einstein was a violinist. Then, again, the violin has to be begun as a child and today the choice of a career is being steadily postponed to later years, as our elementary schooling of children is prolonged into adolescence and a vocation is, therefore, delayed.

Then, again, chamber music, which is the glory of string music, is no longer at home in the cramped apartment, the kitchenette or the shower where so much family life takes place, nor is there any place in the modern household where daddy's or mummy's music-making can be held sacrosanct. (This is not the case in my own house!)

...the old-fashioned music of the home is no longer a parental legacy. The process must be begun from scratch with the children. We hope they will grow into a society sufficiently stable and privileged with leisure, in which, as in the Austria, Hungary and Germany of the late nineteenth and early twentieth-century, the home, the family and the joys of chamber music will once again flourish.

To that end, I for one would want to encourage the study of string instruments particularly, as well as flute and oboe among our young people; to offer them in the violin qualities and values which will be more intimate and permanently rewarding than the noisy, blistering and blatant forms of our popular music. Where this latter music originates and before it reaches its economic and social pressures as they prolong into adolescence and a vocation is, therefore, delayed.

Where this latter music originates and before it reaches its postponed to later years, as our elementary schooling of children is prolonged into adolescence and a vocation is, therefore, delayed.

Upon the Jewish minority in the colder climate of Russia, by tradition intellectual and studious, repressed and inhibited, and amongst a passionate, persevering and unmechanized population we have the Jewish violinist—and, with a different temperament and in better economic circumstances, the Jewish pianist.

For these teachers are essential.

Indeed in the United States we can take pride in our great range of musical life: from jazz to the traditional Curtis and Juilliard Schools, from rock singer to lieder and typical nationalist, and from blues to Beethoven.

The only drawback to art in our country is the speed with which the various strata of our population move up in the accepted social ladder. It is a speed, born of numerical and mechanical multiplication, and out of proportion with the physiological rate of absorption or the cultural permeability of any given stratum. It would require a time measure slow enough to allow a response pattern to develop within the tissues, nerves, muscles and visera that this stratum to grasp generations of constant and similar pressures before original art forms or styles in music can be created.

But then, who will complain against this happy trend?

With the United States lives artistically in a year of organizing, classifying, accumulating data, tabulating, combining and choosing, rejecting and polishing, and reducing inadequately already existing art forms. This in itself is a historical process and a useful one. The treasures of the world are at our door, and we can hardly choose between the current forms. Undoubtedly, a few more Geneva conferences, and we will blossom out in Russian blouses, coolie caps, and dunce caps.

To return to music and in particular the violin, the choice of teacher is all-important. I still think my mother's original reasoning holds good—that is, a good first chair or second chair orchestral player of experience, and, if possible, a chamber music player, is a safe bet.

Of course, not all performers are by any means good teachers, yet a child's initiatory capacity is so great that a teacher who is currently engaged in a chamber music ensemble, or who holds down a responsible orchestral post under a...
Continued from preceding page

good conductor, and who is other-
wise of a sympathetic and willing
disposition, cannot help but impart
something valuable. *(see below)

An hour a day, well-spent, the
work directed by one who knows
what to work at and how, and how
not to waste time and effort, should
be sufficient at the beginning. With
all the school work that the normal
child must do in addition (a good
thing), this hour is worth more than
eight badly spent in blind drudgery.

* Acquaintance with great mu-
sic in other fields—vocal, sym-
phonic, operatic, etc. is also essen-
tial.

I am not referring to the child
with such overwhelming talent as
to demand an exclusive dedication
to his or her chosen path. With such
a child, pledged body and soul to a
personal destiny, as with a Newton,
Edison, Beethoven, Enesco, Nijin-
sky, or Van Gogh, the idea of a nice-
ly balanced, broad spectrum culture
falls apart at and everything possible
to serve the one goal of a greater
poem, painting or performance be-
comes the rule even should the
penalty exacted be the destruction,
the consuming of that sacrificial
life on the altar of its particular
deity. This is the “feu sacre.”

For this life, neither hours nor
pains either suffered or inflicted,
count—and who are we the benefi-
ciaries of succeeding generations
to question the validity of the or-
deals of Schumann the man, Beeth-
oven or Van Gogh?

I do not mean that a happy,
balanced nature and life are incom-
patible with the creative or execu-
tive capacity. On the contrary, they
most definitely are, both theoretic-
cally and often in practice. Among
the sages of India the creative life
is in fact reconciled with utter bliss
—though the major effort is di-
rected to the conquering of matter,
body and pain, and little would be
left for the construction of emo-
tionally powerful symphonies.

Above all, and but for these
exceptional cases, music should not
be studied as a vocation, as a pro-
fessional career, but simply be-
cause, in an enlightened civiliza-
tion, elegant, sophisticated and
leisured—just as it is practised in a
more unself-conscious way in the
simpler rustic civilizations in the
form of folk-music—it provides the
most deeply inspiring and moving
sensations, the most complete satis-
factions, and the most perfect and
fulfilling sublimations of every con-
ceivable urge and instinct—good,
bad and indifferent.

Distinctive Lowboy with exclusive simulated
marble Marlite top, to harmonize with genuine
Honduras or bleached mahogany veneer cabinet. 21-inch
aluminum picture tube. Wide range front-mounted
speaker. Easily accessible stand-up front tuning,
illuminated dial. Tinted removable safety glass Superb
performance on VHF or UHF. The CREMONA—K21-22H.

STROMBERG-CARLSON COMPANY, ROCHESTER 3, N. Y.
A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

KOHLER & CAMPBELL
Piano-Organ

A piano beautifies every living room.

Now, even the smallest home can be beautiful
with both a piano and an organ,
at a cost of one fine instrument.

Kohler & Campbell,
famous for Heirloom Quality pianos for sixty years,
now present this electric organ and piano,
self-contained in one graceful unit.

Piano and organ
are complete and independent of each other,
with proper touch and pedals for each.

But play them together to discover
a new musical experience.

Send in this coupon for booklet
of all the beautiful Heirloom Quality pianos
and the Piano-Organ.

Kohler & Campbell, Inc.
Granite Falls, N. Carolina

Please send free booklet and name of nearest dealer.

Name__________________________
Address_______________________
City, State______________________
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS

A dozen ideas for adding sparkle to mantels, halls, windows, doors and children's rooms that can be made up with little trouble or expense

A SPRAY OF TINY ORNAMENTS on a straw star is decorative over a mantelpiece or a door. Cut out cardboard as the backing for the star, cover it with gold foil and stick it on a Styrofoam disc as the base. Attach ornaments or gum drops to the star with flexible copper wires so that they will stir and shimmer in the air.

CANDY TREE in cellophane wrap tastes as good as it looks. Make a paper cone and frost it with stiff boiled icing. Penny candy, pressed into the icing before it sets, makes gay ornaments. Cover with cellophane and prop on a dowel stuck into Styrofoam balls (one at each end). Stand in flower pot encircled with pleated paper.

WREATH OF SILVER STARS flanked by sequinned candles in Mexican tin holders transforms a fireplace wall. To make the wreath, you need a wire form from the florist. Fill it in with ornaments or evergreens. Here, Mexican tin and silver paper stars are attached with snippets of wire.

For Everyone
you'd like
to please

A Gift of Good Taste

What a wonderful gift to express your warm good wishes for the holidays—Hennessy, the world's preferred Cognac Brandy. See all of the attractive Hennessy gift packages at your local store—each one a gift of good taste.

HENNESSY
Hennessy Cognac 81 Proof, Schieffelin & Co., New York
WITH A DIFFERENCE

CHRISTMAS CORNICE for windows is made of Styrofoam snowballs and colored cellophane straws. Punch the straws into the snowballs and link with small dowels the same color as the straws. These materials can also be fashioned into a sunburst over the mantel, or a mobile.

TINSEL BIRD CAGES suspended on ribbons in Christmas colors look gay in a small window in a bedroom or kitchen. The cages can be bought or made of twisted wire and tinsel. Many different varieties of birds are available, from glittery papier-mâché birds to Swedish painted wood birds or German tree ornaments.

TWIN TREES to flank a door or archway are wound, barber-pole fashion, with colorful leis and beaded garlands. The wood fiber leis fluff up when dipped in water and dried. Make cone bases and prop them (like candy tree) on dowels in a plant tub.

Continued on next page

Comments on Diamond Phonograph Needles

“...I value my record collection too highly to entrust it to anything but the best stylus. For quality reproduction, record protection, economy, and convenience, the diamond needle is without peer.”

PLAY SAFE PLAY DIAMOND
TETRAD

For further information write to: Dept. HG 62 St. Mary St., Yonkers, N.Y.

A soft, translucent finish with warm honey brown tones highlights the interesting grain variations to give an heirloom quality of long life and enduring beauty. Open stock permits choice of pieces to suit your needs.

Continental
Superior Quality Since 1901

Write for name of dealer nearest you. Send 25¢ in coin for your copy of beautiful new book—“To Match Your Dreams.” Address: The Continental Furniture Company, Department H6106, High Point, N.C.
 CASTLE made of Styrofoam serves as a bulletin board for children. It can be made in three sections and fastened together with toothpicks. Let the children bring it to life by decorating it with pin-up figures cut out of construction paper or pictures from magazines.

ANGL AND SOLDIER, for a girl and a boy respectively, stand 14" high. Make the bodies out of colored construction paper, and use small Christmas tree balls for the heads. For patterns and instructions, write to H&G Reader Service.

WlNDE BOX to display children’s Christmas cards can be made out of a pair of shoe boxes or plastic refrigerator boxes, placed end to end and covered with colored paper. Fill with Styrofoam and insert Tinker-Toy sticks with slotted ends to hold all the cards.
Kissing ball suspended from the ceiling will be a provocative ornament. Choose a place where there is a ceiling outlet so that you can lace the hall with tiny electric lights. Make a framework out of florist’s hoops in graduated sizes and hang a bunch of mistletoe in the center. Attach lights and conceal wiring with crepe paper and tinsel.

Topiary tree made of boxwood to decorate an entrance hall or dining room door. Cut 2" Styrofoam into graduated strips to form the shape of a tree. Cover each strip with sprigs of box, using ordinary hairpins, and attach to door with small nail at each end. Leave space between rows for small Christmas balls to be inserted with hairpins or wire. Use dowel for the tree trunk and Styrofoam covered with colored paper for the base.

Milky way of brightly colored transparent stars adds decorative interest to a picture window without obscuring view or light. Cut out variegated stars of theatrical gelatin or heavy cellophane. Glue them on the window in an overlapping pattern with rubber cement.

As a gift for the home, what could be more exciting than a service of famous Spode... or even a few additional pieces for your present set! See Spode at your local stores or write for Booklet 39.
DRESS up your holiday beverage or party punch smartly in an eloquent symbol of delightful living with this exquisite new 14-Pc. Set of brilliant hand-wrought crystal by those deft West Virginia Glass artisans! The generous 340-oz. Bowl, with gracefully sculptured ladle, and the 12 dainty handled 6-oz. Cups to blend, will grace your table in a most flattering manner! A "must" for holiday entertaining, year-round informal gatherings, for exciting gift-giving... Inquire—you'd be amazed how modestly priced!

WEST VIRGINIA Glass

Musical Magic by Don Sellers
makes piano playing easy

Learn from recordings and charts
It's just as though you were with a teacher. Don Sellers, using the technique developed in 25 years of successful teaching, tells and shows you how to play the piano without years of practice. Adults and teen-agers can play simple solos from any sheet music upon completing these 10 simple lessons. The thrill of playing a piano can be yours. See your local department store, piano or record dealer. Retail $10.00

The first really new pickup in a decade...

The FLUXVALVE

The only pickup with all the required features for the new era in record playing... a turnover cartridge with stylus that can be replaced without the use of tools. The cartridge made by perfectionists for perfectionists. Ask your dealer to demonstrate the FLUXVALVE.

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS

Ornaments for the tree, a wreath for the door,
a choir group for the mantel are all made of paper

Kitty Cat Ornament is made with a 6" Christmas tree ball covered with white crepe paper. Gold seals form the ears, and blue and red gummed crepe are used for eyes and mouth. Whiskers are narrow strips of pink crepe paper. A green ribbon bow and jingle bells are gay, festive touches.

Santa Claus is made of separate pieces of gummed crepe paper attached to a paper tube core. Body and crown of hat are red; face is made of peach crepe paper with crayoned features; the beard is white crepe paper fringed at the bottom. Moustache is made of white yarn.

Christmas Angel wears a blue crepe paper gown trimmed with white gummed binder reinforcements cut in half. Her wings are made of gold seals, cut in half and pasted. Collar is cut from a lace paper doily.

High Buttoned Shoe is fashioned of azure blue gummed crepe paper and decorated with blue signal dots and white gummed reinforcements. It can be hung from a mantel, as an extra "stocking" or from your tree.
FOR CHILDREN TO MAKE

CHOIR BOYS lend an appealing, as well as a traditional touch, at Christmas-time. Their heads are made from 5" tree balls, covered with peach crepe paper and topped with red, brown and black crepe paper "hair." The organ pipes are tubes of paper covered with gold foil.

DOOR WREATH is made of moss green crepe paper, decorated with assorted fruit, nuts and pine cones. Use small lemons, cranberries and tree balls in various sizes, and gild peanuts for glitter. If real fruit is used, give it a coat of clear shellac.

Designed by Dennison Mfg. Co. For directions on making, write to H&G Reader Service.

DOOR WREATH

A COMPLIMENT TO YOUR GOOD TASTE

beautifully aglow, quietly elegant, obviously suitable

A solid brass chandelier by "Peerage", imported from England, and fashioned by craftsmen whose standard is no less than perfection.

The stately sweep of the arms extends a full 28". From finial to ring, it measures 20".

$185.00

IN POLISHED OR ANTIQUE FINISH

Fully wired, complete with chain and canopy. Other sizes available.

Look for the "Peerage" trademark. It identifies the brassware that has a gleaming finish which is tarnish resistant. Send for "Peerage" Booklet and the name of your nearest dealer.

S.P. Skinner Co., Inc.
225 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

CRADDOCK gives you dining elegance

with a youthful glow . . .

Trans-Era BY CRADDOCK

captures a touch of sunbeam in the new Summertan Mahogany finish of this beautifully different dining group. Here is furniture as you like it . . . a perfect balance of functional and casual, of youthful energy and mellow graciousness . . . perfectly right for formal dining by candlelight or for a "potluck party" day or night. Whether you choose Trans-Era in SUMMERTAN MAHOGANY, in PATINA WALNUT or NEUTRO-OAK finish, you choose wisely. For the Craddock seal is found only on line dining furniture. You'll find Trans-Era in open stock at better stores, now. And all pieces priced to surprise you . . . pleasantly.

You'll find dozens of new and usable ideas in this fascinating full-color brochure: "Give Your Home a Decorator Treatment." Send 25c in coin (no stamps, please) for your copy. Address Dept. HG-1.

CRADDOCK FURNITURE CORPORATION
Evansville 7, Indiana
SHOPPING INFORMATION

CHRISTMAS WRappings

Pages 104, 105:
Japanese colored papers, Takekashi, 1661 Post St., San Francisco.
English, Swedish, Italian and Japanese papers at Stevens-Veleon Paper Co., 109 E. 31st St., New York City.
Japanese printed papers at The Domino, 5520 So. Harper Street, Chicago.

HOLIDAY DINER

Page 108:
Brass bucket, Bergdorf Goodman, N.Y.
Chairs at Stewart Dry Goods Co., Baltimore, Md.
Slate top table by Avard Furniture.

C H A M P A G N E  B U F F E T

Page 110:
"Cold Daisy" plates, cups and saucers at Barker & Port- hault, 55 E. 57th St., New York City.
Crystal ice bucket, candle holders, champagne glasses at Rassel & Port- hault, 55 E. 57th St., New York City.
"Regal Silver" lined tablecloth and napkins. The Irish Linen Guild.
"Midus Goldenray" flatware by G. H. French & Co.

Casserole at B. Altman, New York 16.

PARTIES

Page 116, upper left:
Chef-server at W & J Sloane, New York 17, N. Y.
"Oxford" glasses at Georg Jensen, New York 22, N. Y.

Upper right:
Steak snack server at Lewis & Conner, 6th Ave. at 60th St., New York City.
Candelabras at Fred Leighton, Inc., 15 E. 8th St., New York City.
Sterling spoon, fork by Tuttle Silver.

Ceramic percolator at Soupcon, 203 E. 61st St., New York City.
Candles by Will & Baumer.

Lower left:
Serving cart by Raymor Mfg. Division.

Laurel leaf cups, saucers at Soupcon.
Linent napkins at Saks Fifth, N. Y.
Laquer trays at Macy's, New York.

Lower right:
Coffee maker at Ahecrarnie & Fitch.
Serving curl by Raynor Mfg. Division.

Page 120:
TV table model, 17" screen, in H &G Citron, Emerson Radio.
Portable TV set, 14" screen, in H &G Antique White and Terra Cotta, at Liberty Music Shops, 450 Madison Ave., New York City.
Portable tape recorder, by Columbia Records.
Portable radio in H &G Mocha, by CBS-Columbia.

Records from Angel, Columbia Records, Doubleday Book Shops.

STO R E  D I R E C T O R Y

BAC CARAT & PORTHAULT, INC.
55 E. 57th St., N. Y. C.

BLACK & DECKER
New York 19, N. Y.

BLACK, STARR & GOREHAM
New York 19, N. Y.

BLOOMINGDALE'S
New York 22, N. Y.

BONNIT TELLER, INC.
Be mote, Chicago, Cleveland, New York 22, Palm Beach

C A M A L I E R  & B U K L E Y
1141 Connecticut Ave. NW Washington, D. C.

C A R S O N F R I E D S C O . & Co.
Chicago, Ill.

ALFRED DUNHILL
620 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

MARSHALL FIELD & CO.
Chicago 90, Ill.

KAUFMANN'S
5th Ave. at Smithfield St. Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
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Alfred Dunhill
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New York 22, N. Y.

Lord & Taylor
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CASHIER'S CHECK
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Denver, Colo.

PLUMMER, LTD.
734 Fifth Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
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the most difficult time of day to paint. But in this very austerity and bleakness are contained elements of great appeal if not beauty. Now a windmill or a lonely shack looms in stark impressiveness. In the distance gray tones of azure, pearl and silver tremble over the slopes of the sierra. Seen from afar, the desert quivers like a sea and breaks into foam under the blaze of sun. Shifting cloud shadows like ink spots pattern its surface. One is aware poignantly of the face of our planet and of the deepening mystery of our presence on it.

Man’s occupancy of this region even now at times seems precarious. Yet human beings, The Basket makers, Sandia Man, Folsom Man, roved over this land many thousand years ago; so far as is known, man’s habitability has been an unbroken one ever since their time. But then, even as now, water was the determining factor.

To inhabitants of an arid land water inevitably has a wondrous and precious quality unknown elsewhere. For a painter there is added to this the visual marvel of water in all of its varied forms. The rainy season comes to us in July and August and then may be seen almost every day the exciting union of sky and earth. The first rain that depends like vaporous gauze from a cumulus cloud may be followed within an hour by the roaring crest of a chocolate colored torrent. And in contrast to the terror of flood water the intimate murmur of an ir- rigation acequia is a comforting sound that to me belongs with the beginning of my memory. How can water, a substance so commonplace elsewhere, seem so different here? Perhaps again it is the light of this region that, when reflected from it or mingled with it, completely transcends it. It may become pure quicksilver lying in pools on the desert floor after a rain or somber gold that fills a tank at dusk; another time it is a sheet of dull lead beneath an approaching norther.

What a fascinating proving ground this land has been for plants! Here nature has evolved hundreds of new genera, adapting them through the ages to conditions which would seem impossible. On our ranch at San Patricio, which has an average rainfall of sixteen inches, we have found tiny ferns and of the effects of light and vapor water inevitably has a wondrous

a window opening on the vastness of other galaxies below and beyond. We are involved for a time in a vivid dream of cosmos—a dark speck swinging with the glittering constellations.

If the effects of light and vapor and water seem infinite in their variety of mood, so too does the terrain. At the eastern edge of our imaginary circle is the Pecos Valley. Here on irrigated farm lands are landscapes that recall those mythical groves of Poussin’s paintings; and meadows that might have been painted by Constable or Inness. Beyond on all sides are the grazing plains. Westward in the foothills of the Sierra Blanca where we live, the landscape changes abruptly. Now the creosote bush whose witch hazel fragrance fills the desert air after a rain, yields to pifion trees—to the junipers and Apache plume. Still higher as the rainfall quota increases the plant life changes with every thousand feet of climb until beyond the forest in the treeless Alpine region above eleven thousand feet an entirely different flora and soil exist.

Further westward the terrain changes repeatedly. Extinct volcanoes alternate with the beds of forgotten oceans. In this austere and light drenched landscape the history of our planet is manifest; and in eroded mesas and canyons and cliffs of banded sandstone its very bones appear. At times we seem to be wanderers on the moon until suddenly the reassuring greenery of a valley appears. Or our road winds through round foothills textured with tawny grasses that make them look like old brocade. We move in and out of watered valleys with groves of cottonwood and live oak which seem to belong to some legendary land. There can be no such thing as monotony; all is variety, change, contrast.

The ethnological drama here has gone on for years and continues; the Pueblo tribes whose (Continued on next page)
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transcendent origin is believed to have occurred in a dark under-world; the warrior tribes of Nava-jos and Apaches now turned pastoral. Of the Indians themselves I know very little. They have almost never been my subjects perhaps, in part at least, because I have seen such quantities of dull paintings of Indians by white people—a surfeit of picturesque banality by individuals forever incapable of even beginning to understand them. I do know that there are at times beauty and a compelling emotion expressed in their dances. Their religion has become a further fusion of the Christian and Pagan and I have seen masked Buffalo and Deer dancers in the aisle of a Catholic Church dancing to the lifting music of a fiddle and gourd rattles.

Our neighbors, the Mescalero Apaches, like other tribes, are in a state of transition. They charge admission to their annual fiesta held near here early in July. Concessionaires operate stands where soft drinks, enchiladas and hamburgers are sold. A scratchy public address system plays recordings of Apache chants in the daytime while the dances rest. A tribal elder, wise-eyed with sun and age and with a face curiously Mongolian, addresses the crowd. He speaks into the microphone but the speech is in Apache.

Fifty years after Columbus sailed, Spanish soldiers and missionary priests began to explore this region. The descendants of the soldiers and of subsequent colonists from Spain still people the near, bare, adobe villages in the northern part of our region. Records show that these Seventeenth Century Colonists sought neither riches nor religion for civil freedom. Presently they were mostly soldiers and farmers whose chief incentive was no more than the granted right to use the title of hidalgo. It is interesting to note that here they found themselves in a land strikingly like Spain; probably physically more like southern Castille than anywhere else on our continent. Today one still sees those long Spanish faces with haunted eyes which by adding a pointed beard and a ruff could belong in a canvas by El Greco. Their Spanish retains an antique flavor; they speak with a slur reminiscent of Estremadura.

These people, called Spanish Americans, whose blood lines must include Gothic Spaniard, Moor and American Indian, have a strong appeal for me. Their legends, their songs, their faces are entangled in my earliest memories. They possess an ingenious cruelty of which they are barely aware and a fatalistic and cynical preoccupation with death. The wail of mourners at their funerals seems more histrionic than spontaneous. Though they are de- dicated to their religion, they seldom have true gaiety. Their best loved songs are long narrative corridos which treat of human frailty, disillusion and the ultimate tragedy of existence. With these people the surface is always deceptive. They are touched by American customs and ideas but only superficially; beneath this a deep and complex atavism prevails.

The Anglo-Americans of the region appear in my work as much as the Spanish Americans, but it is more difficult to write of the former because they fall into such diverse categories. The ones I like best to paint are those whose lives are spent under the sky; men whose clothing, skin and eyes are all conditioned by sun and wind. The ranchers in particular seem to me to develop occupational masks. As they age their faces are abraded by the elements as is the earth. If their world is a limited one it is one in which they move with knowledge and confidence. The horse still remains firmly a part of their lives. With trucks and jeeps mechanization is carried as far as possible, but horses continue in use with a status both symbolic and utilitarian. For the rancher is a confirmed romanticist who half believes the legend that clings to him. It is amusing to see leathery faced ranch hands in town on Saturday lined up at the ticket window preferring the improbable film fantasies of a non-existent West to any other Hollywood fare. As a group they cling to two traits born of frontier times: a strain of individualism in thinking and a high degree of self reliance. The loneliness of their lives has fostered their religion and of this loneliness is also born their wide and reckless hospitality.

Within the southern portion of our circle lies a part of Chihuahua and its largest city, Ciudad Juarez with 80,000 inhabitants. This border town, which is neither all Mexican nor all American but a fusion of both, holds a deep fascination for me. Prowling its streets and alleys the urban and the rural and the half-urban and the half-rural the one and the other, the mixed, the Mexican, the American and the Mexican-American blend in the thickened dozens of sketch books. This is a world in which almost everything is in contradistinction to what I have been describing.

Although the city never really sleeps, its pulse quickens at dusk. Then the long tangle of neon lights that line both sides of Avenida Juarez do late. Pedestrian traffic increases and becomes a steady flow across the International Bridge into Mexico. Avenida Juarez is a half-mile long strip of lurid cabarets, curio shops,
cafes and bars. How often in roaming this street and the narrow twisting side streets of Juarez have I wished for the cloak of darkness of fairy tales! Next best is a practiced inconspicuousness, an ability to find shadowy alleys from which to observe and draw without being noticed. Here are ravaged faces and faces of incredible beauty. Here are the faces of ecstasy and of sorrow; of cruelty and compassion; faces dreaming with the confused vision that music and drink excite in them. Here are the warts, warts and warts of worn-out creatures of love; faces lit by the harsh reflections of glass and polished table tops or inflamed with the light of neon signs. Here are people for whom tomorrow will mean a return to a life that is a desert of ashes.

I have described my country essentially from the point of view of a painter stressing its visual uniqueness and its sensuous appeal. It has of necessity been a one-sided account dealing with what has motivated my work through the years. If I have at times seemed agape at wonder at what I describe, it is because this very feeling of wonderment has been a principal force, urging me to paint. I have never lacked for subject matter, but rather have at times been confused by its plenitude and richness. Yet I believe subject matter in itself is of no vital consequence. For the stuff of great art has always been born of an inner vision and contemplation. In what form it emerges depends on the environment and individuality of the artist.

In an age of anarchy in painting I have been neither antagonist nor protagonist of any school. One reason is that I am far too busy (as well as indifferent) to bother with the learned discussions and arguments that fill the art journals. I gave up trying to read these when the feeling kept recurring that I had heard the same puerile nonsense thirty years ago. There is now a flourishing new school of double talk.

There is now a flourishing new school of double talk. There is now a flourishing new school of double talk.

The original Salem Rocker is highly prized by collectors as an outstanding example of creative American cabinetwork of the early 1800's. You will enjoy the contemporary comfort of this authentic reproduction with its high Windsor back, deeply curved spindles, broad rolled seat, and well-set rockers.

**Main Dishes**

**STEAK IN VERZANY FASHION**

Serves 6

3/4 pound beef marrow, diced
4 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup chopped shallots or onion
1/2 teaspoon thyme
2/3 teaspoon minced garlic
1 cup champagne
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
2 teaspoons chopped parsley

Steak (Delmonico, porterhouse or sirloin) for 6

Pouch the beef marrow in salted water for 10 minutes; drain. Melt the butter in a saucepan. Add the shallots; cook over low heat for 5 minutes. Add the thyme, garlic, champagne, salt and pepper. Cook over medium heat until reduced to half. Add the parsley and marrow.

Broil the steak to desired degree of rareness; slice and pour sauce over it. Makes enough sauce for 6.

**BRAISED HAM IN CHAMPAGNE**

8-10 pound ham
6 cloves garlic
3 cloves garlic
2 stalks celery
1 teaspoon thyme
2 bay leaves
5 sprigs parsley
1 bottle champagne
1 cup sugar
3 tablespoons flour

Soak the ham in water to cover for 24 hours, changing the water at least 3 times. Drain and scrape. Place in a deep saucepan with fresh water to cover; bring to boil over high heat. Reduce heat to low. Place 2 cloves in each onion and add to the ham with the garlic, celery, thyme, bay leaves and parsley. Cook 3 hours. Drain ham, reserving 2 cups of the stock. Remove skin and as much fat as possible from the ham. Place in a roasting pan; pour the champagne and stock over it. Cover and roast in a 350° oven for 1 hour, basting frequently. Drain ham again, reserving the sauce. Sprinkle the sugar on the ham; place in a 500° oven until browned and glazed. Mix the flour with the sauce; cook over low heat, stirring constantly until the boiling point; cook 5 minutes. Carve the ham and serve with the sauce.

*For Collectors of Americana*
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Guinea Hen, Epernay Style
SERVES 2 TO 4

2 teaspoons salt
2 tablespoons butter
Salt pork (optional)
1 cup champagne
4 shallots or 1 onion, chopped
1 clove garlic, minced
Cognac

Mix the salt and pepper together and rub into the hens; wrap a slice of salt pork around each. Melt the butter in a Dutch oven or heavy saucepan and braise the hens in it. Add the onion, garlic and champagne. Cook over medium heat for 5 minutes. Add the salt and pepper. Continue cooking to desired degree of rareness. Serve sprinkled with parsley.

Holiday Fondue

1 clove garlic
2 tablespoons flour
1 pound Swiss cheese, grated
1 cup champagne
2 tablespoons Kirsch (a clear cherry brandy)
10 slices toast, cut into 1-inch strips

Rub an earthware casserole or chafing dish with the garlic, and then discard it. Sprinkle the flour on the cheese, toasting lightly. Pour the champagne into the casserole and cover over medium heat for 3 minutes. Add the

Continued from preceding page

Calves’ Liver A La Marne

SERVES 6

6 slices calves’ liver (about 3/4 inch thick)
1/2 cup flour
6 tablespoons butter
1 onion, grated
1 clove garlic, minced
1 cup champagne
2 tablespoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
2 tablespoons chopped parsley

Wash and dry the liver, dip into the flour, then melt the butter in a skillet; brown the liver in it on both sides. Add the onion, garlic and champagne. Cook over medium heat for 5 minutes. Add the salt and pepper. Continue cooking to desired degree of rareness. Serve sprinkled with parsley.

Guinea Hen, Epernay Style
SERVES 2 TO 4

2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
2 guinea hens, Rock Cornish game hens or small broilers
2 slices salt pork (optional)
6 tablespoons butter
1 onion, sliced
1 cup champagne
1/2 pound small mushrooms
1 cup heavy cream

Mix the salt and pepper together and rub into the hens; wrap a slice of salt pork around each. Melt the butter in a Dutch oven or heavy saucepan and brown the hens in it. Add the onion and champagne; cover and cook over low heat for 45 minutes or until tender. Remove the hens and keep warm. Add the mushrooms and cream; cook over high heat for 10 minutes. Continue browning for an additional 5 minutes. Add the cognac, mixing it in. Add the chicken, and continue cooking to desired degree of rareness. Serve sprinkled with parsley.

POULET SAUTE

SERVES 4 TO 6

2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1-4 pound chicken, disjointed
4 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons cognac
4 shallots or 1 onion, chopped
1 cup champagne
1 tomato, peeled and chopped
1/2 teaspoon paprika
1/2 teaspoon tarragon
1 egg yolk
1/2 cup heavy cream

Combine the salt and pepper. Rub into the chicken. Melt the butter in a heavy saucepan or Dutch oven. Brown the chicken in it. Add the cognac, mix well. Add the shallots, champagne, tomato, paprika and tarragon. Cover, and cook over low heat for 1 1/2 hours or until tender. Beat the egg yolk and cream together in a bowl. Pour off most of the sauce from the chicken, and gradually add it to the egg yolk mixture, beating constantly to prevent curdling. Reheat, but do not allow to boil. Arrange the chicken on a platter. Pour the sauce over it. Serve with boiled potatoes and sautéed mushrooms.

SWISS STEAK CHAMPAGNOISE

SERVES 6

1/4 cup flour
1/2 tablespoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
4 pounds Swiss steak
4 tablespoons butter
2 onions, chopped
1 clove garlic, minced
1 cup champagne
1 teaspoon marjoram
1 bay leaf

Mix the flour, salt and pepper together. Pound into the steak thoroughly. Melt the butter in a Dutch oven, or heavy saucepan. Brown the steak in it on both sides. Add the onions and garlic. Continue browning for an additional 5 minutes. Add the champagne, marjoram and bay leaf. Cover, and cook over low heat for 2 hours, basting and turning the meat frequently. Correct seasoning.

(Continued)
Fish

LOBSTER FARCI
Serves 8

2 cups water
2 cups champagne
1 onion, chopped
2 cloves garlic
2 stalks celery
1/2 teaspoon pickling spice
1 tablespoon salt
4 lobsters
2 cups mayonnaise
1/2 cup whipped cream
1 tablespoon paprika

Combine the water, champagne, onion, garlic, celery, pickling spice and salt in a large saucepan. Bring to a boil and cook over medium heat for 10 minutes. Add the lobsters. Cook for 25 minutes, turning them frequently. Let the lobsters cool in the courtbouillon (the liquid in which they were cooked) for 20 minutes. Remove the lobsters. Strain the liquid, reserving 1/2 cup of the courtbouillon. Split the lobsters carefully, and remove the meat, reserving the shells of the lobsters. Cut the meat into cubes, and chill in the refrigerator. Mix the mayonnaise with the reserved courtbouillon. Fold the whipped cream. Add to the lobsters with the caspers. Mix lightly but thoroughly. Stuff the lobster shells with the mixture, and sprinkle with the paprika.

BAKED LOBSTER AU CHAMPAGNE

3 (live) lobsters split
1/2 pound butter
1/2 cup water

Place the lobsters in a baking dish. Spread with the butter and pour the water around them. Bake in a 325° oven for 35 minutes, basting frequently. Meanwhile prepare the sauce:

4 tablespoons butter
2 carrots, diced
2 onions, chopped
1/2 pound ham, diced
1 bay leaf
1 teaspoon thyme
2 cups champagne
1/2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper

Melt 2 tablespoons of the butter in a saucepan. Add the carrots, onions, ham, bay leaf, thyme, champagne, salt and pepper. Cook over medium heat for 20 minutes. Force through a sieve. Add the remaining butter; correct seasoning and pour over the lobster.

Note: The lobsters will serve 6. Frozen lobster tails may be used if desired, although the flavor will not be so delicate.

(Continued)
CHAMPAGNE
COOK BOOK
Vegetables
continued from page 112
mixture. Pour over the peppers. Reduce heat to 350° and bake for 45 minutes longer, basting frequently. Correct seasoning. Serve as an appetizer, or with roast meat or poultry.

CELERY WITH CHAMPAGNE
SAUCE
Serves 6
4 tablespoons butter
1 onion, chopped
1 carrot, sliced
¼ pound ham, sliced
¼ pound tongue, sliced
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
½ teaspoon tarragon
1 bay leaf
¼ cup champagne
½ cup stock or canned consommé
3 bunches celery
Melt the butter in a saucepan; add the onion, carrot, ham, tongue, parsley, tarragon, bay leaf, and stock. Bring to a boil, cover, and cook over low heat for 1 hour. Cut the leaves from the celery and remove the large outer stalks. Cut celery in half lengthwise. Add to the sauce; cover and cook over low heat for 15 minutes additional, or until the celery is tender. Correct seasoning and serve.

CHOUCRUTE AUX
CHAMPAGNE
Serves 6 to 10
2 pounds sauerkraut
3 apples, peeled and sliced
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon sugar
1 bay leaf
2 tablespoons gelatin
2 cups champagne
1 cup cold water
4 egg yolks
5 egg whites
2 tablespoons Kirsch (clear cherry brandy)
½ cup heavy cream, whipped

Wash the sauerkraut twice in cold water. Drain very well. In a buttered casserole, arrange alternate layers of sauerkraut and apples. Sprinkle with the salt, pepper and add the cloves. Pour the champagne over it. Dot with the butter. Cover the casserole. Bake in a 300° oven for 1 hour, or until the sauerkraut is tender, and almost all the liquid absorbed. Particularly delicious when served with roast turkey or pork.

FESTIVE POTATOES
Serves 4 to 8
5 tablespoons butter
4 potatoes, peeled and sliced as thin as possible
2 onions, thinly sliced
2 teaspoons salt

Desserts
FRAYSES AUX CHAMPAGNE
Serves 6 to 8
4 cups strawberries, stems removed, washed and cleaned
¼ cup sugar
4 tablespoons Kirsch (clear cherry brandy)
1 cup champagne
2 cups whipped cream
¼ cup blanched toasted almonds, sliced thin

Place the strawberries in a bowl. Sprinkle with the sugar. Toss lightly but thoroughly. Add 2 tablespoons of the Kirsch and the champagne. Chill for 2 hours. Add the remaining Kirsch to the whipped cream. Mix the strawberries with the Kirsch in the bowl lightly, and divide among individual serving dishes. Cover with the whipped cream, and sprinkle almonds on top.

CHAMPAGNE MOUSSE
Serves 6 to 8
3 eggs
5 egg yolks
1 cup sugar
2 cups champagne
2 tablespoons gelatin
¼ cup cold water
5 egg whites
1 cup heavy cream, whipped
¼ cup blanched toasted almonds

Beat the eggs and egg yolks together; add the sugar, beating until thick and light. Gradually add the champagne. Place over hot water and cook, stirring constantly until thick and custardy. Cool for 10 minutes. Beat the egg whites until stiff but not dry; fold in the whipped cream. Combine with the champagne mixture, folding gently. Pour into a 23 quart mold or soufflé dish and chill for at least 4 hours. Sprinkle with the almonds and serve.

CAT LOVERS' CALENDAR
NEW, clever 1956 desk size, with plastic binding, appealing photos of adorable felines, hints on cat care. Send 12c and bottom flaps from 2 bags of Kerry Laxarr, or 25c in coin . . . while supply lasts.
LOWE'S, INC., Dept. 1247, Cossopolis, Michigan
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MOLDED CHAMPAGNE DESSERT

Serves 6

2 tablespoons gelatin
1/2 cup cold water
1 cup pineapple juice
3 tablespoons cognac
2 cups champagne
1/4 cups canned fruit salad, well-drained

Soften the gelatin in the water; place over hot water and stir until dissolved.

Cool. Add the pineapple juice; chill for 30 minutes. Beat until thick and syrupy. Add the cognac, champagne and fruit. Mix well. Pour into a lightly oiled 1/2 to 2-quart mold. Chill until set, about 3 hours. Unmold carefully and serve with whipped cream.

Drinks

NEW ORLEANS' AMBROSIAS

2 teaspoons Cointreau or Triple Sec
2 teaspoons cognac
Champagne, chilled

For each drink combine the Cointreau and cognac in a champagne glass; fill with champagne. If possible mix the liquors in advance and chill. Add champagne just before serving.

MARQUISE

Serves 20 to 24

1/2 cup sugar
1/2 cup orange juice
1 cup port wine
3 cups chilled carbonated water
2 quarts chilled champagne

Dissolve the sugar in the orange juice; in a large glass or pottery pitcher. Add the port, and mix well together. Add the carbonated water and champagne.

Serve very gently. Serve in old-fashioned glasses.

CHAMPAGNE PUNCH

Serves about 25

1/4 cup cognac
1/4 cup Caragao
1/4 cup cherry brandy
1/2 cup lemon juice
4 tablespoons sugar
2 quarts champagne (chilled)
2 quarts carbonated water
Ice cubes
2 oranges, cut in half and sliced
24 maraschino cherries
1 cup strawberries, stems removed, washed and drained (optional)

Combine the cognac, Caragao, cherry brandy, lemon juice and sugar. Mix well. Pour into a bowl. Add the champagne, carbonated water, ice cubes, orange slices, cherries and strawberries. Stir very gently.

For 20 more champagne recipes, write to H&G Reader Service.
is the word for Kelsey Catalog of trees, shrubs, evergreens, fruits, perennials, etc. FACTS that help you garden—height, foliage, color, blooming date, hardiness limits (with map), culture (sun, soil, moisture) for nearly 1000 different hardy kinds (many times more than in ordinary catalogues) and mostly in three sizes for each kind (not just ordinary "mail order" grades).

This beautiful catalog is the word for Kelsey Catalog of trees, shrubs, and perennials. It is a complete, authoritative handbook for amateur professional growers all over the country with the newest catalogues. To the experienced gardener, it is a clearing house where old plant friendships are renewed and new ones made, as well as a market place through which to go window shopping and to strike a happy bargain or two. In its simplest form a garden catalogue is a seed list, with packet prices. In its most elaborate form it is a beautifully illustrated encyclopedia of seeds, plants and shrubs. It gives botanical and popular plant names. Full color photographs. But many others, general as well as special, are illustrated with excellent and accurate color photographs. But many others, general as well as special, are illustrated with excellent and accurate color photographs.

The 1956 version, like catalogues of other years, is the beginner's apt guide, the veteran's oldest friend.
because they have been expect-
ed to produce bright green leaves, bloom during their dormant spells, thrive in the soil and dust of cities, and endure drafts, adapt to steam heat, frosty winter pans, dry air or hot, humid dampness. Peretz wondered how to
remind you that every house plant
has nine lives, that house plants can
stand a lot of neglect and still sur-
prise you. You will not find a plant
enthusiast who will say, "Throw out
that old philodendron." Apples
more likely are they to say: "Why
don't you leave this thing with me
for a while and see what I can do
with it?"
To enjoy a house plant com-
pletely, you must rejoice in its fine
points and be patient with its foibles.
Perhaps the biggest indoor hazard to
plant health is lack of uniform moisture, or too much dry air.
Birds and flower boxes are closed in
winter and the heat turned on. To
become both a naturalist and
guardian of a house plant's constitu-
tion, you study its food, light and
water needs and learn how to mix the soil ingredients that suit it best.
To be a creator, you learn what to
take slips or make cuttings from a
parent plant and start the juniors
Growing in sand for a new group of
the family fill the middle shelves.
The moist air plants are on the bot-
tom shelf because they like the
humid atmosphere which the tray
can provide. Pebbles or vermiculite
in the tray will help to preserve
moisture without water-logging the
plants. You may prefer to put sau-
cers under the pots for more effec-
tive watering and to catch any
drips from shelves above. You
might also want to take one or more
plants from this ideal group to
different window locations, or spe-
cialize in several varieties of one
favorite genus or species. The
plants we selected exemplify vigor,
good form, lovely color and inter-
esting foliage—a great satisfaction
in itself when adjacent flowering
plants go into their periodic resting
spells. Some are relatively new,
and all are available through flor-
ists and nurseries. Whatever your
choice (and there are thousands of
other worthy house plants), here is
a guide to their care.
LIGHT
As a general rule, flowering plants
need sunny locations. Foliage or
"green" plants need less light.
Those grown chiefly for flowers
should be kept in a south, east or
west window. But even some of the
flowers that rival in size and beauty those
formerly grown only by florists.

TEMPERATURES
Grow house plants in a uniform
temperature of between 60-70 de-
gress during the day; 10-15 degrees
lower at night. Sudden and severe
twanges in temperature are detri-
mental. Plants placed close to win-
dows should be moved back or cur-
tained from frosty panes during nights of extreme cold.

continued on next page
MADONNA AND CHILD by C. Werner
Made by Lorenz Hutschenreuther of Bavaria
Porcelain sculpture of incomparable beauty...the pristine whiteness of fine porcelain with exquisite modelling of detail...for posterity's inspiration.
6" high, 31/2" wide at base...$14.50
Slightly higher South and West
Write for illustrated booklets of other porcelain sculpture by famous European artists...and name of nearest dealer.
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British House & Garden's

WINE BOOK

The British edition of House & Garden has recently collected in one attractive illustrated book their articles on wine. There are 26 chapters, each one brief, informative, and written by an expert. They cover all the major wines of Europe as well as brandy and liqueurs. This WINE BOOK is the perfect introduction to the art of choosing, serving, and enjoying wine.

We have imported a limited number of copies of this book from England. Price: $1.00, paperbound. To get your copy fill in the coupon and send it with your remittance to:

House & Garden, Greenwich, Connecticut

Please send me copies of the House & Garden WINE BOOK @ $1.00 each.

Name
Address

□ I enclose my remittance on the understanding that House & Garden will pay postage charges.
□ Please send C.O.D. (U. S. only). I will pay postage.

HOUSE PLANTS

continued from preceding page

AIR

Plants like fresh air, but never cold drafts or an atmosphere that is too dry. Many are noticeably sensitive to gas and a collection in a kitchen window may not do well if you cook with manufactured gas. Reasonably moist or humid air, such as you yourself find comfortable indoors, is best for your plants.

WATER AND DRAINAGE

Take it easy on watering. Daily sprinkles merely dampen the surface, and what roots need is a thorough soaking now and then, or for cutting, make a soft ringy sound when tapped. This applies especially to geraniums. Keep plant leaves clean. The plant takes in water through its roots, moves it up through the stem, and breathes some of it out as vapor through the leaves. Since dusty leaves cannot breathe well, use a soft brush dipped in water to cleanse foliage. No plant should be given frigid water from a tap. The natural source is temperate rain water. You can approximate this by letting water stand in a pitcher until it is at room temperature. Ordinary porous clay pots with pieces of pot sherd or some pebbles placed over the hole are recommended for good drainage. Wick-fed pots are excellent for plants like cyclamen and African-violet that need lots of moderate but constant moisture.

POTTING AND RE-POTTING

Moving day for house plants that you have kept outdoors during the summer begins before the first frost. They ought to settle down indoors while it is still feasible to keep rooms well aired, and before the heat is turned on. When you take them in, prune and snip back any leggy summer growth. Reserve cuttings from some to start new plants. Take green, healthy leaves for cutting, make a cut as close to the main stem as possible and insert leaves in a bowl or large bulb pan filled with moist coarse sand. Vermiculite or peat and sand. This will increase your stockpile; often you will have enough newly rooted plants to give away to your neighbors. It's a good idea to keep pots clean and use only sterilized potting soil when you re-pot a house plant. And be wary of putting a small plant in a large pot. Contrariwise enough, a plant blooms more freely when its roots are confined to a small growing space. This condition is called "pot-bound." When roots are pot-bound (form a tight ball), the plant rushes into reproducing itself above the soil surface. When a plant becomes too confined, transplant it into a pot only one or two inches larger and continue the process as the plant matures. Repotting is done usually in late winter or early spring, and especially after flowering.

SOIL

Experiment as you go. Some plants thrive in a sandy, peat-rich soil. Others take to a substantial potting mixture of 1 part garden loam, 1 part leaf mold or peatmoss, 1 part dried cattle manure, to which has been added some sharp sand and a sprinkling of crushed charcoal to sweeten the mixture. Soil does tend to sour from lack of fresh air, heavy watering, or insufficient drainage. If crust forms on soil surface so that air and water cannot penetrate, loosen carefully with a kitchen fork. Add one 4-inch pot of bone meal to each bushel of soil mixture.

PLANT FOOD

Draw a careful line between nourishment and over-feeding. It is not necessary to feed a plant each time you water it. It needs food most during the growing season as new leaves and flowers appear. Thereafter, add a waterviable plant food at two-week intervals. During a plant's resting spell (after active growth) it will not need food but will need just enough water to keep roots from drying out. Soluble plant foods come in various forms: powder, tablets, granules and liquids. They are concentrates for the most part, and directions for diluting and application are on the container labels.

Coming in January

H&G's Guide to Good Small Gardens

ON YOUR NEWSSTANDS DECEMBER 20TH
On the night before Christmas, the head of the house trimmed a Parliament tree, as a hint to his spouse. Then he called her right in—and his meaning was clear. A Parliament gift would be perfect this year!

With so many smart smokers the same thing is true. They're hinting to Santa for Parliaments, too.

Well now, how can you blame them—the flavor's a dream. The smart case is crush-proof; tobacco, supreme; and the filters all recessed away from the tips, so that only the flavor touches your lips!

You're so smart to smoke Parliaments.
Of course it's thrifty wool carpet... nothing but wool can add so much to your home... a deep, springy layer of comfort that cushions footsteps and muffles sound... a glowing spread of color that gives your room a new feeling of graciousness and charm, of cheerfulness and warmth. It can all be yours so economically—with Firth Tuftwoven® "Primitive Rusticana." The modern miracle of Firthoven makes all-wool "Primitive Rusticana" such a practical luxury, such a wise investment—at hardly more than you'd expect to pay for ordinary substitutes. See its clear, radiant colors, its classic design—the effect of its deep, deep pile against a rich twilled yarn background. And for dozens of fresh ideas on decorating with "Primitive Rusticana"—new ways to prove your "home means more with carpet on the floor"—see the coupon below.

Send 50¢ for idea-filled new booklet, How To Decorate With Confidence, Firth Carpet Co., 706 Firth Avenue, Dept. M, New York 16.

Name
Address
City Zone State